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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STAnON, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American T'm Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, January 27, 2005
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us at 7 for refreshments
Speaker: Shannon Fowler, Ph.D. candidate,
University ofCalifomia, Santa Croz
Title: Development of diving in the threatened
Australian Sea Lion: Trials of Adolescence
in a Late Bloomer.
The threatened Australian sea lion, Neophoca cinerea, is one ofthe few species ofmarine
mammals in which adults regularly push their physiological limit (limit ofoxygen stores) in
order to forage. It also has one ofthe longest weaning periods at 17.5 months. This extended
dependency has been thought to be an adaptation allowing pups time to develop demanding
benthic foraging skills. Given that larger animals have disproportionately greater diving
capabilities, how are pups and juveniles, with smaller body size, undeveloped oxygen stores
and inexperience, successfully foraging? Our speaker addressed this question by examining
diving behavior, foraging locations, and diving physiology in mother/pup pairs and
independent juveniles. The data she gathered allowed her to assess the foraging abilities ofthe
animals at various life stages and will be a critical component in the conservation and
management of this species, estimated to number only 10,000 and thought to be competing
with multiple fisheries.
Shannon Fowler, whose advisor is Professor Dan Costa, conducted her study at Seal Bay
Conservation Park on Kangaroo Island, South Australia. Our chapter awarded her the Robert
Bethel Research Grant to help in these studies.
Please join us for an examination ofthe life ofone ofthe world's rarest pinnipeds
(photograph used with permission of Dept. for EDvironment and Heritage, Adelaide, AustraUa. See the exceUent web site
aboat Seal Bay Conservation Park aDd the AustraUaD Sea Lion at www.denr.sa.gov/parkslsealbay/seallon.html)
"ontNS MARINE STATiON UBRAR'I
G ray Whale Sightiogs 90 the Increase - Time to go out to see them !!
Building toward the predicted height of the migration in mid-January, sightings ofgray whales held strong in
the stonny last week ofDecember. Keeping to the amazing diversity ofMonterey Bay, the beginning of the
month featured sightings ofhumpback whales (that evidently have left on migration to breeding grounds off
Central America), and varied groups ofdolphins and porpoises.
Sighting! data given here is compiled by Richard Ternullo of Monterey Bay Whale Watch. See the web
site www.gowhales.comlsighting for updates,
Dut~ II Type of Anlmal(.)
UI29 p.m. 18 Oroy Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
800 Risso.. Dolphins
160 NClf1hcm Riglrt Whale Dolphins
n_ • ~ .~ - •• - _
'ZI29un. 16 Otay WhAles
40 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
35 Risso'. Dolphins
lZ128 p.m. 14 Otay Whllies
75 Riao's Dolphins
lZ128 1I.m. 12 Otay Whales
2 Mink. WlulIes
180 Risso" Dolphins
lZ127 No trip - Poor Wdlhcr
12119 p.m. 12 Otay Whales
1100 Risso's Dolphins
75 NlJI1hem Right WIWo Dolphins
12119 lI.IIL 9 Otay WbaIes
800 Risso'. Dolphins
250 Nertbem Right Whale Dolphilll
12118 p.m. 4 Otay Whales
800 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1830 Risso's Dolphins
500 Nor1hcm RighI Whale Dolphins
IV18l1.111. '2 Otay Whales
1200 Pacifie While Sided Dolphins
2500 Risso's Dolphins
800 Nor1hem Right Whale Dolphins
12J16 p.m. II Otay Whnles
.~------_ .. _._-- .. -.-
UlJ4 3 Oroy WhaIcs
650 Risso's Dolphins
W4 I Oroy Whale
lZ1t0 26 Dall's Porpoise
1219 24 DaJI's Porpoise
1ZI8 No trip
un No trip
IV.3 4 Only Whl1Ies
10 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
6000 Risso's Dolphins
um 2 H_pback Whales
3 KiUer Whales
11120 1 Humpb3ck Whale
3 Killer Whales
UI%6 p.m. 3 Otay Whalcs
111%1 '2 Humpback Wbales
50 Risso's Dolphilll
'11%6 1I.nL I Humpback Whale
3 Only Whales
um No lrip • Thsnksgiving
11/24 2 Humpbsd; Whales
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1000 Risso.. DoIphilll
400 Northern Riglrt WhAle Dolphilll
11123 '2 Humpback WlulIes
40 Risso's Dolphilll
lJ130 No lrip
11129 2 Humpback Whales
5 DaJrs Porpoise
11/28 No lrip due 10 weAther
t 11%7 No lrip due 10 weolher
No trip clue to weather
'2 lIumpb3ck Whales
175 Risso's Dolphins
12 Dalrs Porpoise
2 Oroy WhaIcs •
IV5
W6
IV11 p.m. 70 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2000 Riuo'. Dolphins
50 Nertbem Right Whale Dolphins
IVll lI.m. 75 Risso's Dolphins
.Zlt2 2 Otay Whllles
10 Pacific White Sided Dolphin.
SOD Risso's Dolphi,,"
30 Nertbem RighI WhAle Dolphins
12J16 LIL 15 Oroy Whales
I Humpbad WbaIe
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
800 Risso.. Dolphins
I Minke Wbalc •
1ZI2J _.m.. 9 Otay WIulIes
"0 PAcific White Sided Dolphins
1800 Risso's Dolphins
75 Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
1ZI22 p.m. 6 Oroy Whllles
45 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1ZI2J p.as. II Otay Whales
100 P-wific White Sided DolphiDs
1200 Riuo'. Dolphins
20 Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
1ZI2! No lrip - Cluislmas holiday
.ZI24 p.m. 12 Otay Whales
'250 P-wilic White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso.. Dolphins
75 NOI1hem RighI Whale Dolphilll
121%4 1I.m. 10 Otay Whales
40 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2800 Risso.. Dolphins
150 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
2 Humpback WbaIes •
1ZI22 LJIl. 7 Oroy Whales
60 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
130 Risso's Dolphins
-----
lZ121 p.as. 10 Oroy WIulIcs
850 Risso.. Dolphins
1ZI21l1.111, 16 OtayWhales
75 Risso's Dolphins
- . "-- . - ~ ..
lZ120 8 OtayWbales
85 Risso'. Dolphins
12/3 No trip
1ZI2 I H_pbsck Whale
20 Risso's Dolphins
5 DalJ's Pospoise
UI1 3 Humpback Whales
8 Dall's POflIOise
11/19 3 H_pback Whales
200 Pscilic White Sided Dolphins
lSOD Risso's Dolpbilll
100 Nonhem Ris/tt Whale Dolphilll
10 BoUlcuose Dolphins
11/18 I H....pbad; W/ulo
3 KiUer Whales
Ul17 3 Humpback Whales
150 Risso's Dolphilll
Two whale watch companies that have supported ACS Monterey Bay: Monterey Bay Whale Watch,
831 375-4658, www.gowhales,com and Monterey Whale Watching, 800 200-2203
(formerly Monterey Sport Fishing) www.montereywhalewatching.com
Goo d M 0 r n lng, G ray W h a I e s !
Whale watch with ACS Monterey Bay on January 22nd - board at 7:45 a.m.
Fisherman's Wharf, Monterey Sport Fishing/Monterey Whale Watching
A two-hour cruise on the Magnum Force, Leon Oliver, captain,
and ACS naturalists
$20 per person This whale watch cruise is a benefit for ACS Monterey Bay.
For information, call Jerry Loomis at 625-2120 or Diane Glim at 646-8743.
Leave a message to get a call back.
To make reservations, send a check made out to ACS to
Jerry Loomis, 4055 Mora Lane, Pebble Beach, CA 93953
Do it nowl Space on board is limited.
The ACS fact Sheet on the Gray Whale
See the web site www.acsonline.org for the complete fact sheet and a list of all fact sheets available for purchase
or for printing from online. This is a great resource.
~AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY FACT SHEET
GRAY WHALE
Eschrichtius robustus
CLASS:
ORDER:
SUBORDER:
FAMILY:
GENUS:
SPECIES:
Mammalia
Cetacea
Mysticeti
Eschrichtiidae
Eschrichtius
robustus
The only member of the family Eschrichtiidae. the gray whale is a mysticete, or baleen whale. It
is a "coastal" whale that migrates along the North American Pacific Coast between arctic seas
and the lagoons of Baja California, Mexico. Frequently visible from shore, gray whales provide
a unique opportunity for land and boat observation, and commercial whale watching has
become a major industry along its migration route. Visitors to the calving and breeding lagoons
sometimes encounter the phenomenon of the "friendlies"; gray whales that closely approach
small boats and allow themselves to be touched by humans.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION Gray whales have a streamlined body, with a narrow, tapered
head. The upper jaw is arched in profile, and slighdy overlaps the lower jaw. The rostnun (upper
jaw) is dimpled and each of the little depressions contains one stiff hair. There are 2-5 grooves on
the ventral throat 5 feet (1.5 m) in length.
COLOR The gray whale received its name from the gray patches and white mottling on its dark
skin. On the skin are many scratches, scattered patches ofwhite barnacles, and orange whale lice.
Newborn calves are dark gray to black, although some may have distinctive white markings.
FINS AND FLUKES The gray whale has no dorsal (top) fin.
About 2/3 of the way back on its body is a prominent dorsal hump
followed by a series of 6-12 knuckles along the dorsal ridge that
extend to the flukes (tail lobes). Its flippers are paddle shaped and
pointed at the tips. Its fluke is about 10-12 feet (3.7 m) across,
pointed at the tips, and deeply notched in the center.
LENGTH AND WEIGHT Adult males measure 45-46 feet
(13.7-14 m) and adult females measure slightly more. Both sexes weigh 30-40 tons (27,200-36.300
kg).
FEEDING Gray whales feed on small crustaceans such as arnphipods. and tube wonns found
in bottom sediments. They feed primarily during the summer months oflong daylight hours in the
cold Arctic waters of the Bering and Chukchi seas. As a baleen whale. it has a series of 130-180
fringed overlapping plates hanging from each side of the upper jaw, where teeth might otherwise be
located. These plates consist ofa fingernail-like material called keratin that frays out into fine hairs
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on the ends inside the mouth next to the tongue. The plates are off-white and about 2-10 inches (5-
25 on) in length. To feed, a whale dives to the bottom, rolls on its side and draws bottom sediments
and water into its mouth. As it closes its mouth, water and sediments are expelled through the baleen
plates, which trap the food on the inside near the tongue to be swallowed.
MATING AND BREEDING Gray whales reach sexual maturity at 5-11 years ofage, or
when they reach 36-39 feet (11-12 m) in length. Gestation is 12-13 months. The calfweighs 1,100-
1,500 pounds (500-680 kg) and is about 15 feet (4.5 m) at birth. Calves nurse 7-8 months on milk
that is 53% fat (human milk is 2% fat). Females bear a single calf, at intervals of 2 or more years.
Courtship and mating behavior are complex, and frequently involve 3 or more whales of mixed
sexes. Mating and calving both occur primarily in the lagoons of Baja California, Mexico, although
both have been observed during the migration.
range map
.. -"
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DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATION Gray whales
inhabit shallow coastal waters of the eastern North Pacific. The
gray whale makes one of the longest of all mammalian
migrations, averaging 10,000-14,000 miles (16,000-22,530 Ian)
round trip. In October, the whales begin to leave their feeding
grounds in the Bering and Chukchi Seas and head south for
their mating and calving lagoons in Baja California. Mexico.
The southward journey takes 2-3 months. The whales remain
in the lagoons for 2-3 months, allowing the calves to build up a
thick layer of blubber to sustain them during the northward migration and keep them wann in the
colder waters. The return trip north takes another 2-3 months. Mothers and calves travel very near
shore on the northbound migration. There are some individual gray whales that are found year
round in the Straits ofJuan de Fuca between the State ofWashington and Vancouver Island,
Canada. and some that are seen during the summer months off the northern California coast.
NATURAL HISTORY A migrating gray whale has a predictable breathing pattern, generally
blowing 3-5 times in 15-30 second intervals before raising its fluke and submerging for 3-5 minutes.
A gray whale can stay submerged up to 15 minutes, and travel at 3-6 miles per hour (4.8-9.6 lan/hr).
Mothers are very protective of their calves, and earned the name "Devilfish" from early whalers in
the lagoons because of their violent defensive behaviors. Orcas (killer whales) are a cause ofgray
whale deaths, and many gray whales have orca teeth scars on their flukes.
STATUS At one time there were three gray whale populations: a north Atlantic population, now
extinct, possibly the victims ofover-hunting; a Korean or western north Pacific stock now very
depleted, also possibly from over-hunting; and the eastern north Pacific population, the largest
surviving population. Hunted to the edge ofextinction in the 1850's after the discovery of the
calving lagoons, and again in the early 19OO'swith the introduction of floating factories, the gray
whale was given partial protection in 1937 and full protection in 1947 by the International Whaling
Commission (!WC). Since that time the eastern north Pacific gray whale population has made a
remarkable recovery and now nwnbers between 19,000 and 23,000, probably close to their original
population size.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We greatly appreciate the knowledge and assistance of Steven Swartz of the United States National
Marine Fisheries Service, who contributed to the revision of this fact sheet.
Illustrations courtesy Uko Gorter, Copyright @ 2003, All Rights Reserved.
The Marine Mammal Center S"ccessfully Released a Bottlenose Dolphin in Monterey Bay
Text below is from the web site: www.tmmc.org. See that site for more informatioD, pbotos and map.
Baker D., a bottlenose dolphin patient was released into Monterey Bay just off Moss Landing on Nov.
17, 2004. He was released witbin the vicinity of approximately 20-30 bottlenose dolphins. According to
the crew on the boat, the cetacean swam away rapidly, and is breathing and surfacing normally. On Fri.,
Nov. 12, Baker D. was satellite tagged. The Marine Mammal Center expects to be able to monitor his
travels via tbat satellite tag about three months, to learn more about his travel and diving patterns and to
be alerted if he should strand again.
Baker D. has been quite active since his release on Nov. 17. As of 11/22 he was tracked northwest of
Point Pinos in Monterey. Previously, he made his way to HalfMoon Bay and near tbe Davenport area.
Then, he went south all the way to the Channel Islands. He gave the MMC quite a scare over
Thanksgiving weekend when he stayed in the same place for tbree days just off Santa Rosa Island,
possibly indicating he was in trouble. Since then he has been on the move again just off of the island and
spent nine days northwest of the Channel Islands. On Dec. 4, the tag alerted researchers at Moss
Landing Marine Labs that he was diving regularly near Point Conception. Tbe tag transmits each day
from 5-9 am PT so marine biologists get a cluster of points each morning in order to pinpoint his location
accurately. He appears to be staying offshore and diving normally.
Update by phone from Communications officer Jim Oswald has Baker D. just north ofthe second island in
the Channel Islands group within the Channel Islands National Park waters on Dec. 29.
At The Center in September, Baker D. was approximately six feet long and weighed about 200
pounds. Accordine to The Marine Mammal Center press release dated Nov. 17;
Baker D., as he was named by rescuers from the Center as well as local lifeguards, was rescued on
September 15 at Baker Beach in San Francisco. At the time of Baker D.'s rescue, the three- to four-year
old cetacean was underweight, suffered from dehydration, and he had a puncture wound on his rostrum.
When he was transported to a rehabilitation pool at The Marine Mammal Center he didn't have tbe
strength to swim on his own and was put into a floating support sling to prevent him from drowning.
Through antibiotics, medications to help stabilize his heart, and weeks of round-the-clock care and
feedings by volunteers and veterinarian staff at The Center, Baker D. regained his health and could swim
on his own.
"We believe that Baker D. may have been injured by some other animals, perhaps even otber dolpbins,
which eventually caused him to strand," said Dr. Martin Hualena, the Center's veterinarian,
"Unfortunately, stranding can result in a number or problems in the animal, such as shock, muscle
damage, as well as potential damage to other organs sucb as heart and kidneys. Once we helped him to
overcome those obstacles, it was apparent that he needed a bigger pool to finish his rehabilitation, so we
transferred him to a larger pool at Long Marine Laboratory at UC Santa Cruz on Oct. 6," said Haulena.
The Marine Mammal Center web site has text and photos. includine the taaUinei
Satellite tagging is a delicate process. Baker D. was first sedated with valium. His dorsal fm's nervous
supply was blocked with lidocaine and he was given a long-lasting non-steroidal anti-inflammagory drug
for analgesia (pain relief). Once that was completed, a satellite tag and a radio tag were attached through
the dorsal fin with three non-reactive plastic bolts. The bolts are fastened with stainless steel washers
and zinc coated nuts which will eventually corrode in salt water releasing the tag from Baker D. The
satellite tag batteries should last three to four months, the radio tag six months, and the whole apparatus
should fall off within a year. The satellite and radio tags will help biologists keep track of Baker D.'s
travel and diving patterns and it'll alert them should he strand again.
A lot of effort was put into minimizing the stress to Baker D., minimizing discomfort, maximizing the
use of state of the art equipment, and experts, and maximizing the information gained so that we can
continue to improve our work.
ACS Monterey Board 2005, Nominated Election ofofficers will be at Jan. Meeting
Jerry Loomis, President and Special Events Loomis@mbay.net
David Zaches, Vice-President Dayidzaches@earthlink.net
Katy Castagna, Treasurer Katy.Castagna@ssbcglobal.net
Sallie Eastham, Membership Secretary Seastham@monterey.kI2.ca.us
Jon Hubbard, Recording Secretary Aiko 99@hotmail.com
Milos Radakovich, Historian Milos@mbay.net
Diane Glim, Publicity diane@mcweekly.com
Carol Maehr, Conservation C.maehr@worldnet.att.net
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter mailing Bordh@aol.com
Alan Baldridge, Programs Baldridge@redshiftcom
Scientific Advisory Committee: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry Loomis, Jud
Vandevere, Jo Guerrero, Libby Osnes-Erie, Richard Temullo, Tom Kieckhefer
Additional addresses: Evelyn Starr, webmaster www.starrsites.com
ACS Monterey Bay web site www.starrsites.com/acsmb/
ACS National web site www.acsonline.org
Esta Lee Albright, editor, Soundings EstaLee@inreach.com
.. ... :. .. ..
Calendar
. January 12: First 2005 community lecture, Friends ofMoss Landing Marine Labs, Moss
Landing,"The Great White Shark Project at the Monterey Bay Aquarium: The First Three
Years."Reservations required, call Friends ofMLML at (831)771-4100.
January 21: "Images ofthe Point Pinos Lighthouse." Exhibit. Pacific Grove Museum ofNatural
History. Other observances ofthe lighthouse 150tb anniversary, Jan. 15,22,29, Feb. 5, 12.
January 21: Hopkins Marine Station lecture, noon, Boatworks. Steven Beissenger, DCB,
"Marbled Murrelets in the Monterey Bay Ecosystem......
January 22: ACS Monterey Bay benefit whale watch, 7:45 a.m. Fisherman's Wharf. See p. 3.
January 27: Regular program meeting, ACS Monterey Bay. See cover.
February II: Hopkins Marine Station lecture, noon, Boatworks. Alan Hastings, DCD, "New
Approaches to Design ofMarine Reserves."
February 18: Hopkins Marine Station lecture, noon, Boatworks. Patricia Conrad, VCD, "What's
Killing Southern Sea Otters."
February 26: Regular program meeting, ACS Monterey Bay, see next issue.
Illustrations this issue Bottlenose
dolphin, this page & Gray whale, p.l, are
from Dog-Eared Publications, "Wild
Sticken: Marine Mammals." Photop.l
By Esta Lee Albright Cover as noted.
Recent New Members of ACS Monterey Bay
include
Jacqueline Frazier Michael Galginaitis The Duncan McCarter Family Julie Hymer
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICAnON
o New Membership/Subscription 0 Renewal Membership/Subscription 0 Gift Membership/Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues:
o Lifetime, $750 0 Family, $45
o Patron, $500 0 Active, $35
CJ Contributing, $250 0 Studentffeacber/Senior, $25
CJ Supporting,S75 0 Subscription only·, $15/12 issues
CJ Foreign, $45 (·not entitled to membership benefits)
Name:
------------------------------
Address: _
City:--: ---:----:---:---:---:-::---~~~~----.State.--~Zip----
o Check CJ MasterCard 0 Visa Credit Card No. _
Exp.Date _
Signature:. _
Make checks payable to: ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter
Return to: Membership-Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. BOI HE, Pacific Grove CA 93950
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www,stami1e.Hpm/pmhl
ACS Chapter: ##24
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Pos1agO
PAID
Monterey, CA
Permit No. 338
Become
a member
and/or
give a
membership.
Bring a
friend
and
come along
on tbeACS
Gray Whale
trip Jan. 22
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2004 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7 for refreshments
Speaker:
Title:
Kristin Rasmussen, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories and Cascadia Research Collective
Humpback Whales OffCentral America
Humpback with tropical spinner
dolphins by Robin Makowski for
Cetaceanary, printed by ACS.
Humpback whales are well known for making seasonal migrations between their cold water,
high latitude feeding grounds, and their warm water, low latitude breeding grounds. Research
conducted by our speaker suggests the Pacific coast of Central America is a breeding ground
for humpback whales migrating from both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Using
sighting information, photographic identification and song, she and her colleagues have
examined the migratory destinations, habitat use, and behavior of these two populations.
Whales seen between December and April are migrating from their feeding grounds off
California, and whales seen between June and October are migrating from feeding grounds off
the Antarctic Peninsula. This is the only documented humpback whale breeding ground in the
world lmown to be used by two distinct populations. Although the peak sighting periods for
each population occur at opposite times of year, it's possible that whales from these two
different areas are encountering each other.
Kristin Rasmussen has been a research biologist with Cascadia Research Collective for 10
years, and is currently a graduate student at Moss Landing Marine Labs. She has chosen a
unique subject for her research which should add very important new data on these cetaceans
that are increasingly . . ~.- ·'··.;-'·il:~
common in Monterey ::. , - ·~::;:.~N~?
',- .- -,~.':::' :' :~. ·:,:~·,-·~\:~r~~!Bay.
Please join us for yet
another interesting
evening. -A.Baldridge
°Vf/t~fh"'"~.
HOPKIN~ MARINE STATION LlBRAR'f FEB 11 21m
CALENDAR
Meetings: February 24 this month; March 31 next month
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary: 13tb Annual Sanctuary Currents, "Tracking the Health ofthe
Sanctuary." 8:45 a.m.- 4:30 p.m., March 12 at CSUMB Univ. Center, 6th St., Seaside. Free. Register there.
MPC class: Marine Mammals of California. Saturdays in March (March 5,12,19,26)
Teacher: Nicole Crane ncrane@mpc.edu 831-646-4127 (MPC registration 646-4002/4007, www.mpc.edu)
Join us for an informative and fun learning adventure as we explore marine mammal biology including
behavior, physiology, mating strategies, life histories, husbandry, acoustics, research and many other topics. For
each of these topics, we'll approach not only the biology, but the environmental, ethical and philosophical
aspects too. I welcome input from my students, and will try and tailor the class to your needs and interests, so
the 'schedule' is always a 'living' one.
Class and meeting format:
We will meet on 4 Saturdays in March from approximately 9:00 to 5:00 pm. Class will be a combination of
lecture/field trip, with the majority ofthe day spent in the field. The format is interactive and informal, with an
emphasis on discussion, discovery, and observation. Each participant will have an opportunity to explore in
more detail a topic of their choice through an independent project, and to share that with the rest ofthe class.
The class is a one unit college class (BIOL 75.3), transferable to the CSU system. -N. Crane
Randy Puckett Unveils New Sculpture onboard the MSY Wind Star, on 2-week cruise beginning 4/9/05
Contact Fourwinds Travel to book the luxury sailing cruise from Barbados to Lisbon for a portion of the
proceeds to benefit ACS Monterey Bay. Call Dan Presser, former president of this chapter, in Carmel at
800-897-2310. The new sculpture, "Southern Cross," is the second one commissioned for MSY Wind Star.
Randy was the first president of this chapter and has benefitted us many times during his successful career. The
Ocean Research Foundation gave him the 1988 John Stoneman Award for his "outstanding contributions
toward the better understanding and appreciation of the marine environment." - D. Presser
ACS Board 2005 Contact them and get involved I
President: Jerry Loomis Loomis@mbay.net
Vice-president: David zaches davidzaches@earthlink.net
Treasurer: Katy Castagna Katy@Monterays.com
Membership secretary: Sally Eastham Seastham@monterey.KI2.ca.us
Recording secretary: vacant David Zaches is pinch-hitting so contact him ifyou can help
Publicity Chair: Diane Glim Diane@coastweekly.com
Conservation Chair: Carol Maehr c.maehr@worldnet.att.net
Newsletter mailing: Barbara Oliver bordh@aol.com
Historian: Milos Radakovich milos@mbay.net
Program Chairman: Alan Baldridge baldridge@redshift.com
Gratitude to Sheila Baldridge for gathering nominations again this year. Elections were held at the Jan.meeting.
Don't forget our alert webmaster Evelyn Starr www.starrsites.com Our web site is www.starrsties.comlacsmb/
The newsletter editor also needs help and articles, news, etc: Esta Lee Albright estalee@inreach.com
Monterey Bay Chapter wishes to thank Monterey Sport FishingIMonterey Whale Watching for the benefit trip
aboard Magnum Force on Jan. 2200• More than 80 folks watched gray whales and Risso's dolphins. Milos
Radakovich brought smiles as naturalist. The successful trip funds our research and education activities.
; I. it ',1,-'. . ~ 1: J." ' ',-_, l '.

Excerpts from Marine Mammal News for 21 January 2005
North Pacific Universities Marine Mammal Research Consortium
Transient Killer Whales: Hunting With the Strong, Silent Type
A research team set out to study how mammal-eating killer whales use sound to communicate - and in the
process, they found a powerful tool to study killer whale hunting behavior. How did they know when the elusive
whales had made a kill? They listened, and the whales let them know.
All killer whales use underwater calls to communicate over long and short distances, but scientists have found
that residents and transients use sound in very different ways. Resident killer whales can afford to be noisy
because their prey - almost exclusively salmon - have poor hearing. But how do transients, whose marine
mammal prey have excellent hearing, communicate during a hunt without giving themselves away?
To answer this question, a team ofresearchers followed groups ofkiller whales, noting their behavior and
recording their calls with an underwater microphone (hydrophone). They found that transients call much less
frequently than residents - often only when socializing, and almost always after a successful attack. The
researchers believe that these post-kill communications are part necessity - the whales interact a great deal
while feeding - and part luxury, since well-fed whales will not need to hunt again for some time.
"Acoustic monitoring is a powerful research tool," said Volker Deecke, a Researcher at the University of
British Columbia's Marine Mammal Research Unit and the Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Centre.
Deecke worked in collaboration with John Ford at the Pacific Biological Station in Nanaimo and Peter Slater at
"Since we began listening for vocal behavior, we have been able to document many predation events that we
would have otherwise missed." Transient kills can be extremely subtle, Deecke explained, with much ofthe
action occurring underwater and out ofsight Kills ofsmaller prey such as harbour seals and harbour porpoises
are particularly difficult to detect since they generate little surface activity.
"Because ofthis, we often underestimate the importance ofthese species as prey for transients," said Deecke.
"Now, we look more closely when we hear calls, and we are often able to recover prey remains for
identification.U
Note by Soundings editor/ela:
Here in Monterey we may have second-hand experience with the calls ofvictory from killer whales. In the
National Geographic special video (Secret Killers ofMonterey Bay) that we viewed during an ACS meeting,
John Ford listened to recordings oflocal transient killer whales. He commented to Nancy Black that he was
hearing typical transient vocalizing. Several ofus on a gray whale watch last May (2004) saw the results in
action. The "friendly" pod oforcas (named by Nancy because they hang around her zodiac in a friendly
manner), that actually have been seen to be very efficient killers, had attacked a mom-calfpair ofgray whales
migrating north just past Point Pinos. That's part ofthe danger zone for grays as they leave the protection of
coastline and kelp forest. The four to six orcas managed to kill the calf. Within minutes the attackers were
milling about the area, dragging floating blubber underwater, obviously feeding. We had no hydrophone to hear
the calls, but we saw the results. Soon hitherto unseen orcas were showing up. Twice we saw a few fast-
swimming to rush toward the site, porpoising out ofthe water like a chorus line ofblack and white. Much aerial
behavior followed the kill. Richard Temullo and Nancy Black recognized several ofthem from their In project,
but they had not seen them on the day ofthe kill or even soon before. The next day, orcas were still feeding in
the area ofthe kill. A thousand pounds ofwhale may feed hungry orcas for quite awhile. At an ACS meeting
several years ago, Nicole Crane, who specializes in whale acoustics, told us gray whales approaching the
submarine canyon at the mouth ofthe bay not only become silent; they hurry.
The North Pacific Universities Marine Mammal Research Consortium conducts research on the relationship betweenfisheries and
marine mammals In the North Pacific Ocean and the Eostem Bering Sea.. Go to their beautiful and informative web sitefor articles
about the animals: www.marinemammal.org Support the work ofthe North Pacific Marine Science Foundation: www.npmsf.org
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"This list, updated every few days, includes reported sightings from all boats in the Bay. Sightings
marked * were reported by other boats in the Monterey Bay area, inclUding fishing, research,
private and whale watch boats_, as we keep track of all sightings in the Bay through our sighting
network." - the website. In the list this month, the peak at mid-month of gray whale sightings is easy
to spot In addition, the frequency of Risso's dolphins is apparent But, you have to be on a boat to
see the mysterious interaction of aggressive Risso's and evidently frightened grays, and that came
often. There is another mystery: 'Who" are the humpbacks sighted and rumored in the area when they
are thought to be on breeding grounds off Central America? Leon Oliver, Magnum Force, saw a
young humpback on two different days. Abundant sightings - great weather on many days - great I
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Whale watch companies that have supported ACSMB: Monterey Whale Watching 800-200-2203
www.montereywhalewatching,com And Monterey Bay Whale Watch 831-375-4658 web site above
SPLASH
Structure of Populations, Levels of Abundance, and Status of Humpbacks-
[Note: Below is the beginning ofa proposal for a project now underway by Cascadia Research. E";l~~ts from
a progress report follows. These are packed with infonnation about humpback whales we may be seeing off
Monterey in spring~ summer and fall. Read the plan & updates on the Cascadia Research web site, from which
these were taken: www.cascadiaresearch.org Many thanks to John Calambokidis~ Gretchen Steiger and others
involved in the project at Cascadia Research based in Olympia. WA]
Need
North Pacific humpback whale populations were thought to have been reduced from about 15,000 prior to
commercial exploitation to just over 1,000 after whaling (Rice 1978~ Gambel 1976, Johnson and Wolman
1984) and remain listed as endangered today. Data from photo-identification and genetics studies have
provided some information on North Pacific stock structure, verifying a high degree ofsite fidelity to feeding
areas and some intermixing in the wintering areas. However, only limited data exist on the numbers, sizes. and
potential boundaries ofmost feeding areas in the North Pacific (Calambokidis et a1.~ 2001).
While estimates of abundance ofNorth Pacific humpback whales were conducted in the 1990s (Calambokidis
et at, 1997,2001) its use today is limited by several factors: 1) these estimates are more than 10 years old; 2)
they did not provide population trend infonnation; 3) they had potential biases because sampling was not
designed for abundance estimation, 4) most of the feeding areas in the North Pacific were not sampled,
coverage of the Mexico wintering areas was limited and Central America was not covered at all,S) genetic data
to examine population structure were not part ofthe study, and 6) no assessment ofhealth effects or incidence
ofhuman impacts were conducted as part of the study.
A number of potential threats to humpback whales remain in the North Pacific. Climate change and global
warming may be having an effect. Long-tenn declines in plankton have been documented offCalifornia from
the 1970s to the mid-1990s (Roemmich and McGowan 1995) and this appears to have caused dramatic declines
in some krill-feeding marine seabirds offCalifomia (Veit et a1. 1997). Incidental fishing entanglement remains
a major concern since humpback whales in many part ofthe North Pacific remain subject to sueh mortality and
the level of incidental take in some areas has exceeded the allowed Potential Biological Removals (PBR)
calculated by NMFS. Although increases in humpback whale abundance in the North Pacific have been
documented in some areas there have also been some troubling indications: I) populations off the U.S. West
Coast which had been increase at 8-9o/olyear during the early and mid 1990s, declined sharply by about 30%
sometime between 1998 and 1999 most likely as a result ofEI Nino conditions in late 1998 (Calambokidis et
aI. 2002),2) abundances ofhumpback whales in the western North Pacific were estimated even in the most
recent studies at surprisingly low levels (under 1,000)(Calambokidis et al. 1998).
Determination ofthe structure of humpback whale feeding areas and the abundance ofanimals in specific
feeding and wintering areas is critical for management and for an assessment of how fisheries and other
interactions affect this population. While humpback whales have been well studied in a few areas of the North
Pacific, they have not been studied in many areas. While the existence ofsome discrete feeding areas have been
identified (Baker et al.. 1990. 1998; Calambokidis et al.. 1996, 2001) the number and boundaries ofother
feeding areas in the North Pacific are unknown. Assessing impacts of incidental serious injury and mortality
from commercial fisheries has not been possible due to the lack of information on the boundaries and
abundance ofanimals in these feeding areas.
Objectives
SPLASH proposes to conduct a dedicated sampling program and subsequent analysis of humpback whales in
the entire North Pacific to address the following goals and objectives:
· Obtain a current estimate ofoverall abundance for the North Pacific including estimates for specific
wintering and feeding areas and whether they are increasing or decreasing.
· Identify the population structure of humpback whales and how these influence genetic diversity and
exchange.
· Determine key population parameters including reproductive and mortality rates as well as age/sex
structure and pregnancy rates.
· Identify habitat and characterize use especially for areas used by humpback whales that have been well
studied.
· Examine human impacts including the incidence ofentanglement and ship strikes as well as obtain
tissues for health assessment including toxicology.
Study Areas - [for a complete list, see the proposal www.cascadiaresearch.org/SPLASHlProposal.htm
Because %ur speaker's study are, here is the SPLASHproposal's inlentionjiJr Central America.]k-ii,-!'" / ..~ . ·7::'10.'; _.~: ~;.!,...J:~ :.., _0,:: -
Central America £'
I
The waters from southern Mexico south along the Central America coast are used as a wintering area for
humpback whales coming almost exclusively from feeding areas offCalifornia (Steiger et al. 1991;
Calambokidis et aI., 2000; Rasmussen et aI., 2001). Shore-based small boat surveys have been conducted
for short periods annually offCosta Rica and more recently Panama and typically obtain a few dozen
identifications over several weeks effort. Other portions ofcoastal Central America waters have only been
identified from a single 2-week survey conducted from southern Mexico to northern Costa Rica that
obtained about 20 identifications. Coverage ofsome areas is possible from shore-based small boats but
more complete coverage of this region would require use ofan intermediate-size boat in some areas or low-
cost intermediate boat to annually survey the entire region from southern Mexico to Panama and obtain
more identifications and biopsy samples.
Progress Reports [Excerpt from web site report begins with "the waters" below]
SPLASH effort on tile summerfeeding grounds in CA alone, 2004 through late August: 195 IDs
SPLASH effort on the winter breeding grounds 2004 include the.lf:
Central America: The waters from southern Mexico south along the Central America coast down to Panama
are used as a wintering area for humpback whales coming almost exclusively from feeding areas offCalifornia.
Cascadia Research coordinated surveys in this region. To cover this broad low-density area, surveys were
conducted in a number ofways: 1) dedicated surveys were made from small chartered boats, 2) a network of
local collaborators were set up to try and obtain opportunistic identifications, 3) identification photographs
were collected during several weeks ofsurveys in collaboration with Oceanic Society Expeditions trips in
southern Costa Rica, and 4) arrangements were made with several boats transiting the area to try and obtain
identification photographs.
Dedicated photo-ID surveys have been conducted in Guatemala, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. Forty-
one surveys were conducted between 14 January and 22 March 2004, well over the 30 days ofeffort planned
As expected, pennit arrangements to collect biopsies could only be arranged for Costa Rica, our principal
sampling area Identifications have been obtained of22 whales and skin samples from 12. While this is more
identifications that had been obtained in past years and represents the first skin samples collected from this
area, it is less than anticipated for this amount of effort. This reflected the low density ofwhales in many areas,
extremely poor weather in our area of highest whale concentration (N Costa Rica), and a high presence of
mother-calves from which fluke photographs could not be obtained. Additional photographs may be obtained or
available from some ofour collaborators. [See the web site for detailed progress reports.
hup:/lwww.cascadiaresearch.orglSPLASHlProg-Reo-Wint-04.htm ]
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONrEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American TIn Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2005
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us at 7 for refreshments
Speaker: William Gilly, Professor at
Hopkins Marine Station
Title: Tales from the Sea ofCortez:
following in the wake of Ricketts and Steinbeck
In late March 2004 the 73 foot "Gus D" with a staffofbiologists, a writer and a photographer,
left the Monterey Harbor for Cabo San Lucas and La Paz, Baja California, to retrace the
famous 1940 expedition ofEd Ricketts and John Steinbeck. Ricketts' detailed notebook ofthe
expedition and especially the species list for each collecting site had made it possible to locate
each site and compare changes in the 60 year interim. Each was visited in a near exact calendar
date and tidal height enabling an almost perfect comparison. In addition to this, abalone and
lobster fishing cooperatives on the west coast ofthe Peninsula provided interesting stops en
route..,TIiejourney north into the Gulfallowed exploration ofthe MidriffRegion and its
islands. Coastal mangrove forests on the east coast ofthe Gulfwere investigated on the journey
south and back to La Paz.
Our speaker, with his long interest in cephalopods, had a strong desire to catch and observe the
large Jumbo squid for which the region is famous. He was able to make observations on these
predators whose behavior has been found to be extraordinarily aggressive. This species is also
the major food item for the Sperm whales ofthe Gulf. This is the same squid which is currently
being found now in considerable abundance in Monterey Bay.
We urge you not to miss this one - it is indeed a special treat.
HOPKINS MAR1NE STATION LIBRARY
- Alan Baldridge
.,0.
Leases
For many local people who advocated creation of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (including years
ofeffort by then Congressman Leon Pane~ and hours ofhearings) offshore oil leases and drilling are not
news. The article from Los Angeles Times in this issue was distributed for our awareness by Kaitilin Gaffney of
the Ocean Conservancy. Soundings editor emailed her for contact information for readers who want to keep an
eye on this. Even though the leases under question are not within this sanctuary, where offshore oil drilling is
not permitted now, the area has effects on the lives of"our" marine mammals.
"For the best point of contact for folks wanting to weigh in on this issue, I would contact the Environmental Defense
Center down in Santa Barbara who are the least environmental group on this issue at Phone: (805) 963-1622 or Email:
edc@edcnelora. I am just not sure whether the letters should go to the Coastal Commission, MMS, or President Bush.
Ask the folks at EDC and I am sure they can steer you right.
Kaitilin Gaffney, The Ocean Conservancy, 55 C Municipal Wharf, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 831-425-1363
831-425-5604 (fax) kaaffney@pslnelcom www.oceanconservancy.orq"
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Splash
Last month Soundings included information about humpback whales from the "Splashn project now
underway in several locations. Below is a note with more information:
"First, that the SPLASH study Is the most comprehensive stUdy ever attempted of the endangered North Pacific
humpback whale population. It is conducted by researchers throughout the entire North Pacific basin (if you want to list
the regions: Central America, Mexico, west coast of the US, British Columbia, Alaska, Philippines, Japan and Russia) and
is coordinated by cascadia Research.
Secondly, You my also want to list the link to the SPLASH page of the Hawaiian Islands National Marine Sanctuary.
//hawaiihumpbackwhale.noaa.gov/speciaLofferings/sp_off/splashlsplash.html
Best, Gretchen Steiger, Research Biologist, Cascadia Research"
"Thousands of animals were missina."
Smithsonian Magazine, current issue, March 2005. Don't miss the article, "A Puzzle in the Pribiloffs." What is
happening to the fur seals? The article wonders about that among descriptions of research and their natural
history. Northern fur seals migrate across the north Pacific and offshore past California.
'" '" 4"',.,.· ..... ".. ft,. ", .,.. " -...., "' ,.
Andflnally, the enjoyment o/Steinbeck's writing (end, Sea o!Cortez, A Leisurely Journey o/Travel and
Research, by John Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts. Paul P. Appel, publisher, 3"' reprinting, 1989)
"The shape ofthe trip was an integrated nucleus from which weak strings of thought stretched into every
reachable reality, and a reality which reached into us through our perceptive nerve trunks. The laws of thought
seemed really one with the laws of things. There was some quality ofmusic here, perhaps not to be
communicated, but sounding clear and huge in our minds. The boat plunged and shook herself, and rivers of
swirling water ran down the scuppers. Below in the hold, packed in jars, were thousands of little dead animals,
but we did not think ofthem as trophies, as things cut off from the tide pools of the Gulf, but rather as drawings,
incomplete and imperfect, ofbow it had been there. The real picture ofhow it had been there and how we had
been there was in our minds, bright with sun and wet with sea water and blue or burned, and the whole crusted
over with exploring thought. Here was no service to science, no naming ofunknown animals, but rather - we
simply liked it. We liked it very much. The brown Indians and the gardens of the sea, and the beer and the
work, they were all one thing and we were that one thing too.
The Western Flyer hunched into the great waves toward Cedros Island, the wind blew off the tops of the
whitecaps, and the big guy wire, from bow to mast, took up its vibration like the low pipe on a tremendous
organ. It sang its deep note into the wind."
Conservation:
RE SURPort for Inclusion of
Davidson Seamount within the Boundaries of
the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Dear Vice Admiral Lautenbacher:
Please accept the following comments
on behalfof the American Cetacean Society's
Monterey Bay Chapter. The American
Cetacean Society (ACS) engages in
educational, conservational, and scientific
pursuits for the purpose ofexpanding scientific
knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and
related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter
ofACS has been active in California for
twenty-five years. We are writing to express
our strong support for inclusion ofthe
Davidson Seamount within the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary.
There is a growing consensus regarding
the importance ofseamount conservation and a
number of international efforts are currently
underway to provide improved protection for
these important underwater habitats in
locations around the world ranging from New
Zealand to the North Atlantic. Just last week,
the North Pacific Fisheries Management
Council took action to protect sixteen named
seamounts in the waters ofTAlaska from the
potential adverse impacts ofbottom fishing.
Davidson Seamount supports
remarkable deep-sea biodiversity that has not
been observed at other Central California
seamounts including assemblages of long-lived,
fragile, slow-growing corals and sponges and
rare and unidentified benthic species. The
surface waters above the seamount are utilized
by leatherback turtles, pelagic seabirds, and
numerous whale species. The Davidson
Seamount area provide an important year round
habitat for adult sperm whales. Sperm whales
are the deepest diving whale and can swim to
depths of 1000 meter and stay submerged for
over an hour.
The current Joint Management Plan
Review process for the northern California
national marine sanctuaries provides a critical
.\ opportunity to provide comprehensive
protection for the Davidson Seamount by
including it within the boundaries ofthe
MBNMS. The American Cetacean Society's
Monterey Bay Chapter urges your support for such
inclusion. Thank you.
Sincerely,
cc:
Senator Diane Feinstein, Senator Barbara Boxer,Congressman
Sam Farr, Congresswoman Lois Capps, Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger State Senator Abel Maldonado, Dan Basta,
National Marine Sanctuaries, William Douros, MBNMS
Superintendent
Readers: Tbe letter above was sent by
Conservation person Carol Maebr on behalf of
ACSMB. Please find and keep her list of "Usefu
Contacts" in this issue. Let tbese policy-makers
hear bow you feel about ocean conservatioD.
And, no harm in keeping watch on thisl -ed.
No Harm in Extending Offsbore Oil Leases,
Federal Agency Says (excerpts)
By Kenneth R. Weiss
Los Angeles Times StaffWriter
February 12,2005
The federal Minerals Management Service on Friday
announced that it sees "no significant impact" on the
environment by extending the life ofoffshore oil
leases along California's coastline, leaving open the
possibility of future oil drilling in 36 locations from
Oxnard to San Luis Obispo. The findings would not
alter the existing moratorium that prohibits new
drilling leases anywhere else in federal waters on the
California coast.
Agency officials cautioned that they have not made a
fmal decision on whether more than a dozen oil
companies can proceed to drill for oil on the tracts
clustered in patches in federal waters offVen~
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties.
Nothing will happen, he said, until tbe California
Coastal CommissioD reviews all federal documents
that defend the lease extensions and ensures that
tbey are consistent witb tbe state's coastal
protection laws. A showdown is expected at the
commission's meeting in June.
The conclusions announced Friday were contained in
environmental assessments ordered by a federal judge
in a lengthy court battle between state and federal
officials over the fate of the 36 tracts.
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SqUids are a type of mollusk. Their ancestors
swam the seas some 400 million years ago, long
before fish or land animals existed. (3) Much is
known about the local market squid, Loligo
opalescens , which often is our fr~me of . .
reference for learning and companng sqUids. It IS
a highly intelligent cephalopod with a thin horny
vestige of a shell imbedded in the mantle (cover).
When the squid is excited the mantle is
contracted and forces a jet ofwater to be expelled
through a funnel, shooting the sqUid backward. A
cloud of inky material can be sent out through the
funnel to hide the squid or to distract its predator.
(1)
advantage of niches left open by overfishing.
William Gilly believes the dynamics of the Sea of
Cortez are not that simple. "Humboldt squid aren't
100-pound brutes their whole lives: They start
out as quarter-inch larvae that are Just about the
best food for fish here could be. Adult squid may
be competing with fin fish, but they are providing
food for whales, and there are a lot more sperm
whales in the Sea of Cortez than ever before.
Squid are like nomadic tribes. If the productivity
were to change they would move on.... Only a an
incredibly productive area could support such a
level of top predator. We have to try and
understand it the best we can." (3)
Jumbo Squid
Anyone watching live, or cleaning dead, squid will
be amazed by the shining eyes. Like the eye of
man, it is built on the same principles as a camera
There is concern over the fishery and how it may and is image-perceiving. Lying between the eyes
be depleting a species about which there is much is a large brain that consists of several pairs of
to learn before it can. be a managed. L~ng off the ganglia all fused together, having several cent~rs
coast of South Amenca, Humboldt sqUid mo~ed of nervous control (lower invertebrates have thiS
into the Sea of Cortez in the 1970s. Some biola- spread out over the animal). (1)
gists argue that the Humboldt squid may be taking
Very little is known about the Humboldt squid's life
down 660 to 2300 feet, about 880 feet in the Sea
of Cortez. They rise at dusk toward the surface
where they feed at night. Gilly says, "This is
especially interesting because the water at these
depths in the Gulf has almost no dissolved oxygen
in it. From what we know about sqUid respiratory
physiology, they should not be able to survive the
conditions there.n(2)
**Dosidicus gigas, also called Humboldt squid,
after the Humboldt Current off Peru, where the
species was first found. Weight up to 100 Ibs.
Adult length to 6 or 7 feet. Lifespan a year or ~o.
Range from Chile to CA, over halfway to HawaII
on the Equator. Noticed (caught by fishermen) in
our Bay recently and at times in other years. -
Our speaker this month, William Gilly, considers
the mysterious squid a beautiful sea creature.
"This species is an important part of the
ecosystems, both as a major predator and prey
for even larger pelagic predators such as sperm
whales." He says the squid's ruthless reputation
is unwarranted,"I've been snorkeling with them at
night in just shorts and T-shirt. The squid would
swim up to the surface, reach out with their arms
and gently touch my extended hand. To meet
them like this and shake hands was truly ama-
zing, like meeting an extraterrestrial being."(2)
That cannibalistic reputation comes from
fishermen in the Sea of Cortez, who fish at night
with lights and hand lines for the squid, which is
considered a delicacy in Japan. When one jumbo
squid is impaired on a fishing line, the next one
caught tends to eat the first one. In the MSNBC
special, Devils of the Deep, by National
Geographic, this aggressive behavior was n~ted
on the fishing grounds, where the squid was In
jeaopardy - hooked on the fishing lines.
Eight arms and
two tentacles are
sucker bearing.
and are held
together when the
squid is swim-
ming. a help in
steering. The two ~
tentacles can be
extended forward
to seize the prey
with their
suckers and to
draw It toward the
mouth. Two
strong jaws In the
mouth kill the prey. biting out
large pieces, which are then swallowed so
quickly that the radula Is probably seldom used.
The large Humboldt squid has powerful arms and
tentacles, and a razor-sharp beak that easily tears
through flesh of prey
The suckers have hooks that compound
the strength of their grip on prey,
such as fish and
each other. (1,3)
As with all squid, the color-changlng behavior is
probably the most memorable to us. "They're
absolutely beautiful. When they light up and
change colors, Ifs like a spectacular underwater
light show, " says Mlreya Mayor of National Geo-
graphic. Humboldt squid lack the ability of some
smaller squid to mimic rock or coral with colored
patterns and textures. Humboldt squid can be
maroon or Ivory or any tone In between, and they
can change color several times a second, pulsing
like a strobe.
They will pulse at one another, particularly while
i feeding. Gilly says, "There's jitter, variation and
, change In the frequency between two squid. Ifs
; highly unlikely this Isn't some kind of
: communication." (3)
: Sources:
· 1. Buschbaum, Ralph, Animals Without Backbones,
· Univ. ofChicago Press, 1948, pp.199-204.
· 2. Lovgren, Stefan, National Geographic News,
: www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2003/07/0718..
: 3. Tennesen. Michael, National Wildlife, Feb.-Mar.
2005; www.nwf.netl
Tbe Humboldt Current
, from The Blue Planet: Seas ofLife. OK Publishing,
200I. p.269.
Parts of the ocean gyres flow from the polar
extremes towards the Equator. These cold-water
currents are distinctive for their high nutrient
concentrations. Their water is dense and slow-
moving, traveling a mere 1.8 kph (1.1 mph). A
classic example, the Humboldt Current, flows north
from the Antarctic along the Pacific coast of
Chile, carrying nutrient- rich water far into the
subtropics, where the sunlight is intense and the
phytoplankton can therefore bloom to great
densities. For upper-layer hunters, these currents
present immense feeding opportunities: the only
limiting factor is the ability ofthe hunter to survive
in cooler water, but at the Equatorial edges ofthe
cold currents, even tropical fish are able to benefit
from the nutrient-fueled riches. The effects ofthe
Humboldt Current are felt as far north as Panama in
Central America. At times the Humboldt Current's
nutrients fuel such dense plankton blooms here, that
the tropical ocean turns a bright green or even livid
red.
squid
USEFUL CONTACTS:
Superintendent Bill Douros
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
299 Foam Street, Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 647-4201 (831) 647-4250 (fax)
wUliam.douroS@Doaa.gov
Dan Basta, Director
National Marine Sanctuary Program
1305 East-West Highway
Silver Spring. MD 20910
(301) 713-3125
(301) 713.()404 (FAX)
DaD.Buta@Doaa.gov
Vice Admiral CODrad C. LauteDbacber, Jr. US Navy (Ret.)
14111 and Constitution Avenue N.W.
Washington. DC 20230
Undersecretary ofCommerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and
NOAA Administrator
(202)482-3436 (202)408-9674 (fax)
CODrad.C.LauteDbacher@aoaa.gov
CODgresswoman Lois Capps
House ofRepresentatives
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 225-3601 (202) 225-5632 (fax)
CODgres8maa Sam Farr
House ofRepresentatives
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 225-2861 (202) 225-6791 (fax)
Seaator Barbara Dour
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 224-3553
(415) 956-6701 (SF Fax)
Seaator DlaDDe FeiDstem
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510
(202) 224-3841 (202) 228-3954 (fax)
Goveraor Arnold Scbwarzeaegger
State Capitol
First Floor
Sacramento. CA 95814
SeDator MaldoDado
California State Senate
P.O. Box 942848
Sacramento. CA 94248-001
CALENDAR
March 31: Regular ACS meeting
April 28: Regular ACS meeting
April 16117: Open House, Moss Landing
Marine Labs, IOam-5pm
Whale Watching:
Oceanic Society Trips to the Farallones
for gray whales, December - May. For
reservations: 4151474-3385, M-F 9-5:00.
ACS Around Catalina Island, from
Long Beach. March 12. 310/548-7821
Local Whale Watch Companies that
have supported this chapter:
Monterey Whale Watching, 800/372-
2000, and Monterey Bay Whale Watch,
831/375-4658.
Board Members. ACS Monterey Bay
President: Jeny Loomis
email: Loomis@mbay.net
Vice-president: David Zaches
Treasurer: Katy Castagna
Membership secretary: Sally Eastham
Recording secretary: Jon Hubbard
Publicity Chair: Diane Olim
Conservation Chair: Carol Maehr
Newsletter mailing: Barbara Oliver
Program Chair: Alan Baldridge
Mailing Address: POBox HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Web site:
www.starnites.com/ac:smb/
We welcome these new members:
ThomAkeman
Dr. Alben Boosman
Denyse and Roben Frischmuth
February Marine Mammal Sightings as compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch
The list is updated regularly throughout tbe month at www.gowbales.c:om Sightings
With the continuation ofthe Gray whale migration, some going south and some going north during Febrwuy,
there also were continuing sightings ofdolphins, especially Risso's dolphins, who are known to relish a diet of
squid. Influx ofHumboldt squid and fishennen's catches of50 or more added to excitement on the wharfas
well as offshore with the dolphins. The Risso's were seen almost every day ofthe month, often with Pacific
white-sided dolphins and/or Northern right whale dolphins. Killer whales were reported, transients
attacking marine mammals and "offshores" appearing in their mysterious fashion. One report reached Nancy
Black ofmembers of"L" pod, Southern Resident Killer Whales from Washington State, at the Farallon
Islands west ofSan Francisco. ID photos were confmned by WA whale biologist Ken Balcomb. Weather in
the Bay was variable despite winter stonns and whale watch trips were only sometimes altered because of it.
Local companies that have supported this chapter's whale watches are listed with the "Calendar" in this issue.
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2005 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7 for refreshments
Speaker: Daniel M. Palacios,
NOAAlNMFS !Pacific Fisheries Environmental Laboratory, Pacific Grove, CA
Title: Marine Mammals of the Galapagos: Science, Conservation, and Management
The Galapagos Islands are an oceanic archipelago located 1000 Ion west of the South American continent.
The archipelago and its waters are a province ofEcuador, a National Park, a Marine Reserve, a Whale
Sanctuary, and a Natural Heritage Site. A total of23 cetacean species and two endemic otariids (Galapagos
fur seal and Galapagos sea lion) have been reported from this region. The predominant community is
characteristic oftropical upwelling systems (i.e., cool, productive waters): Common, Striped, Bottlenose,
and Risso's dolphins, Short-fined pilot, Sperm, and Bryde's whales. During the austral winter, the migratory
Humpback and Blue whales are also present in low numbers. The remote condition ofthe islands and
logistical demands make research challenging. However, a number ofexpeditions and other studies have
generated important results. Regarding conservation status, the sperm whale and the fur seal were
practically extirpated during the 19th century but their populations have recovered. Current problems
include incidental mortality in fishing operations, vulnerability ofcertain populations to climatic events like
El Nino, and other isolated anthropogenic events like oil spills, acoustic disturbance, and hunting ofsea
lions. Whale-watching is a growing activity in the Galapagos and while guidelines exist in this respect, the
potential impact ofthis activity on the species has not been assessed. Photo-identification programs should
be started aimed at the lesser-known and endangered species.
Please join us for this our first program devoted to the marine mammals ofthe Galapagos region.
-A Baldridge
~~lJlt'N~ t-XA~lNt; STATION ll1~RA f'V
Calendar
April J6: Open House, Moss Landing Marine Labs. hUp·Uwww.mlml,calstate.edul 831 771-4400
April 23: Earth Day~ check local newspapers and emails for Earth Day observances
April28: Regular program, ACS Monterey Bay. See cover.
May 26: Regular program, ACS Monterey Bay.
May 6: Seminar, Moss Landing Marine Labs. Carl Hager, NPS, Whales and Acoustics, MI1\1L Seminar
Room 4 pm
Reach Out Marine Mammal Programs for school rooms this spring: Bring the whales and dolphins to your
classroom. Learn about marine mammal anatomy. Touch baleen, blubber and skulls. Learn how whales and
dolphins eat, a great introduction to echolocation and plankton. Listen and identify different marine mammal
sounds and learn how they communicate. Learn about our alanning ocean noise, pollution and how you can
help save whales and dolphins. For cost and more information, or to set up a day, write to Pacific Cetacean
GroupIROMMP, P.O. Box 835, Moss Landing, CA 95039 or call 831 763 3608 and visit the web site at
www.pcg-ca.or,g - Tom Kieckhefer, a member of the this chapter's scientific advisory board.
This issue
April Fool means something happening that seems routine but comes as a surprise and often is not at all real.
The centerfold story this month may qualify for some ofthat because of the surprise element, but it's definitely
real enough. Science does not have to be completely regimented all the time and there's room for humor. With
thanks to the Society for Marine Mammalogy, here's an example in this issue. See the exploding whale article..
Scammon's Book How accurate are our eyes at estimating the size ofa whale against the vast expanse of
ocean? The Marine Mammals ofthe Northwest Coast ofNorth America, from which was taken the article
about measurements ofgray whales, is considered a classic now, a hundred years and more after its first
publication. Early whalers' measurements ofwhales often are suspect because ofthe lack ofguidelines for
systematic measuring. In addition, Scammon uses whaling terms no longer in our vocabularies. Definition and
rigor for measurement ate present in the twentieth century work ofRice and Wolman, who had about 200 gray
whales to study, taken for scientific purposes: The Life History and Ecology ofthe Gray Whale (Eschrichlius
robustus), by Dale W. Rice and Allen Al Wolman, Special Publication No.3, The American Societyof
Mammologists, Published 30 April 1971. Even so, Scammon had the opportunity to study marine mammals
already depleted or on their way toward extinction in the Northwest in mid-nineteenth century. He also
descnees whaling practices and gray whale behavior in the lagoons ofMexico.
The article in this issue has excerpts from the 1968 Dover edition ofScammon's book. In the Introduction,
Victor Scheffer writes that he was told by Joel Hedgpeth that the book was a financial failure, and that
Scammon used to buy copies from the San Francisco printer at a cost ofthe paper to give to his friends. "The
unsold copies were lost in the earthquake and fire of 1906. Today the book is very rare; it seldom appears on
the book market, where it commands a price of $100 or more...
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How BIG Are the Gray Whales?
The following measurements appear in The Marine Mammals ofthe Northwestern Coast ofNorth
America, by Charles M. Scammon (1825-1911), the whaler turned naturalist Zoological data on whales
has improved greatly since then, but, thank goodness, not so often is it taken with bodies available on a
whaling ship's deck. (00.)
Scammon writes: "The length ofthe female is from forty to forty-four feet, the fully grown
varying but little in size; its greatest circumference, twenty-eight to thirty feet; its flukes, thirty inches in
depth, and ten to twelve feet broad. The pectorals are about six and one-halffeet in length, and three feet
in width."
The measurements below were made on "several males taken in the Bay ofMonterey, California. since
1865." In addition to whaling ships in the Bay, gray whales were taken near the kelp forest and in the Bay
by whalers in long skiffs, then processed on the beach.
Length: 41' Circumference at point ofpectoral: 21' Length ofpectorals: 6' 06"
Width ofpectorals: 2' 10" Pectorals to top ofback: 4' 06"
Nib-end to pectorals: II' [ "Nib-end" ="extremity ofthe 5Oout'1 Nib end to comer ofmouth: 7'
Nib-end to eye: 7' 06" Spout-holes to nib-end: 6' Comer ofmouth to top ofhead: 2' 06"
Length ofopening ofspout holes: 08"
Breadth offlukes or tail: 3' 05" Length offlukes or tail: 10' Thickness ofeach lobe offlukes: 09"
[note: today we say the flukes are ten feet across, meaning point to point sideways to the body]
From fork offlukes to the genital slit: 16' 08" Average thickness ofblubber: 07"
Length ofthe longest baleen: 18"
Width ofthe longest baleen: 09" Longest fibres to fringe ofbaleen : 05"
Number oflayers ofbaleen on each side ofthe mouth: 182
Length ofthe fissure between the eyelids: 04"
"Four other individuals, ranging from thirty-five to forty feet were measured, the result ofwhich
showed proportions, or nearly so." So, even though whales that have known devastating whaling on their
populations, and are said to be smaller in maximum size than before whaling. they may retain body
proportions.
Scammon continues: "The coating offat, or blubber, which possesses great solidity and is
exceedingly sinewy and touch, varies from six to ten inches in thickness, and is ofa reddish cast The
average yield ofoil is twenty barrels. The baleen, ofwhich the longest portion is fourteen to sixteen
inches, is ofa light brown or nearly white, the grain very coarse, and the hair or the fringe on the bone is
much heavier and not so even as that of the Right Whale or Humpback. The male may average thirty-five
feet in length, but varies more in size than the female, and the usual quantity ofoil it produces may be
reckoned at twenty-five barrels.
"The California gray whale is unlike other species ofbaleen whales in color, being ofa moUled
gray, very light in some individuals, while others, both male and female, are nearly black. The head and
jaws are curved downward from near the spiracles to the unib-end", or extremity of the snout, and the
lateral form tapers to a ponderous beak. Under the throat are two longitudinal folds, which are about
fifteen inches apart and six feet in length. The eye, the ball ofwhich is at least four inches in diameter, is
situated about five inches above and six inches behind the angle of the mouth. The ear, which appears
externally like a mere slit in the skin, two and one-half inches in length, is about eighteen inches behind
the eye and a little above it."
April's Lighter Side ••••• And a Classic Tale
OK, I'll admit it: I enjoy some stories that might (or might not) be scientific in a whimsical way. Case in
point - an apocryphal story to our field of endeavor, The Exploding Whale. As Paul Linnman put it in his
recent book (see below), "Our assignment that day [11/12170 near Florence, OR] was to cover the disposal ofa
dead whale for the five o'clock news, which sounded easy enough ... but this thing had an odd twist to it. My
boss had learned that the whale was going to be blown up with dynamite ... the State Highway Division was in
charge of the whale removal job.....
" We paused at the top of the dune to survey the scene below and get our first look at what was stinking up
the place. The dead, forty-five-foot eight-ton whale was easy to spot, lying in isolation like a long, high rock on
the beach. It had washed up three days before, and now with the tide out, rested about fifty yards above the
breakers."
Later, Mr. Linnman discovered biologist Dr. Bruce Mate ofHatfield Marine Science Center had actually
been there and had tried to get time with the animal to retrieve some stomach contents, gonads, and such. "If
you have these things you can tell if it died from trauma, its breeding habits, and much more." said Dr. Mate.
But the highway division would have little to do with him - he was a twenty-four-year-old graduate student at
the time. "Their response was, ·take a few measurements and then move back, sonny, because we're about to
blow this mess up ... I also had some experience with explosives before than and could pretty much predict the
outcome, but it was obvious to me that the input of a twenty-four-year-old 'kid' was not going to carry much
weight."
The watching public was moved a quarter mile back from the blast site; Dr. Mate moved back a half mile.
And it was a Happening. The cheers at a mighty big explosion ofbeach quickly turned into puzzlement, then
screams, and a less than orderly exodus across the sand away from the scene and "the rain of rancid oil over the
crowd." On the recording and video, Linnman's voice can be heard in a tone something like that ofOrson
Wells regarding aliens from outer space. Pieces ofblubber, chunks big enough to cave in the top of a new
Oldsmobile, followed by a fine red mist for several minutes. "For the blast blasted blubber beyond all
believable bounds."
"It was a large, male sperm whale," Dr Mate stated, "which most often roam as solitary individuals. Such
individual strandings of large, male sperm whales area not at all common, especially offOregon. There's been
only one other in the thirty-four years I have been keeping tabs on these matters."
Linnman's later, more informed, assessment of the story: "I thanked Dr. Mate for the information and hung
up the phone, sitting quietly for several minutes to contemplate how badly I and everyone else missed the
importance ofthe entire episode. Today, the rare beaching ofa sperm whale would likely attract the attention
ofenvironmentalists and reporters from far and wide, with experts like Bruce Mate being allowed to gather
whatever information they thought necessary to help us learn more about how and why it had happened. The
whale's disposal, the only story we covered, would likely be a small addendum." ( The above taken from pp. 7-
8, 60-2, The Exploding Whale and Other Remarkable Storiesfrom the Evening News, by Paul Linnman, West
Winds Press, 2003.)
By the way, there is an informative web site (among many)devoted to this news story, from which the blub-
ber quote above was taken. You might even download a video ofthe event: www.hackstadt.comlfeatureslwhale
Various local biologists have told me about seeing the video in class or related gatherings over the years. It
has wound through marine mammal stranding networks and surfaced in scientific conferences. Linnman has
seen it as a sometimes exasperating thread of fame through his journalism career, and he uses details to connect
stages ofhis life story in the book. People with stranding experience relate in a rather personal manner: a
stranded cetacean never fails to change a rescuerlflencer in some way. The tale may be classic rather than
apocryphal. Regardless ofhow much doubt the tale may generate, it is true.
Thus, unhappy to hear doubt has been cast, I was glad to see a review of Linnman's book in the prestigious
newsletter of the Society for Marine Mammalogy. The author gave me permission to reprint the review, as did
the newsletter editor and the president ofthe society, so........ -Editor/ela
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Ad Hoc Book Review for the SMM Newsletter
The Exploding Whale and Other Remarkable Stories from the Evening News. Paul Linnman. 2003.
WestWinds Press, Portland, Oregon, USA. ISBN 1-55868-743-2,224 pages, paperback. US$16.95.
I encountered the Exploding Whale (and I'm not making this upl) at the first Marine Mammal Stranding
Workshop held in held in Athens, Georgia, USA, 10-12 August 1977. Marine Mammalogists from across
North America gathered to discuss the value of studying stranded marine mammals. The official record
of the meeting can be found in Geraci and St. Aubin (1979) [Biology of Marine Mammals: Insights
Through Strandings, U.S. Department of Commerce. National Technical Information Service, PB-293
890]. In addition to attending the formal sessions, a few of us went a step or two further and actually
stranded ourselves. This involved pitchers of Margaritas and a room stacked floor to ceiling with cases
of beer. Stranding, the alleged stressful phenomenon that it is. has prevented recollection of the names
of any of these famous (infamous?) individuals. At some point during the meeting a 16 mm movie (yup,
a movie; no videotape or DVD) produced by Ron Finne was shown to the attendees. It was somewhat
of an 'artsy' film, fading between black & white and color images with the soundtrack provided by a
humpback whale. It began with footage of a dead sperm whale on the beach in Florence, Lane County,
Oregon on 12 November 1970 and ended with the detonation of half a ton of dynamite that had been
placed under the deceased. Those of you who have seen the footage in one form or another surely
remember your first reaction (and that of the audience) at the moment of the explosion. Gotta have a copy
of that film (or video or mpeg file)1 Each year thereafter I rented the film from Mr. Finne to show during
I the strandings section of my marine mammalogy class at the University of Miami's Rosenstiel School of
~ Marine and Atmospheric Science.
~ It came to pass, years later, that I became Chair (What possessed me, I do not know.) of the 11th
i Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals held in Orlando, Florida, USA, in December 1995.The Conference had a video night and I thought it would be a nice idea to screen the 'exploding whare'~ for those who had never seen it. Not having a clean copy of the video (progress!) I did a quick web search~ and discovered that the reporter in Ron Finne's film (Paul Linnman) was still on the job at KATUTelevision in Portland, Oregon. I wrote to Mr. Linnman at the station and requested a copy of the video
to show at the Conference. Mr. Linnman was not only kind enough to send me a copy but it also turned
out that 1995 was the 25th anniversary of the 'explosion' and Linnman and his photographer (no
Betacams on the beach in 1970) Doug Brazil produced a week-long series on the explosion. I missed the
screening, having to deal with all those brushfires that conference chairs have to deal with, but I'm sure
that the audience, especially the first-timers, enjoyed it as much as I did the first time I saw it. The virtues
of this video have been extolled in Sports Illustrated and by none other than Dave Barry, columnist and
founder of the Exploding Animal Research Institute (Moby Yuck. Miami Herald, 20 May 1990)1
Again, time passed and I did not volunteer to chair another conference. However, my sister (who, herself,
once participated in a sperm whale stranding response in Florida [DKO field number C-78-1, 14m, male
Physeter, Juno Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, USA, [10 January 1978] and did itself explode) sent
me a copy of The Exploding Whale book. Woo Hoo! What a findl
Paul Linnman has written a book that recounts his career as a TV reporter and how the events of 12
November 1970 on the beach in Florence, Oregon, has been an incredible thread throughout his career.
Something he never expected. But isn't that always the case? While the whale was originally identified
as a gray whale, a young marine mammalogist (and, as it happens, a charter member of the Society for
Marine Mammalogy) told Linnman that it was really a sperm whale. This same individual is mentioned in
"Fluke" by Christopher Moore. Bruce, how do you do it?
As Linnman tells the story of the twists and turns of his career as a TV newsperson, he uses the
incredible variety of.people he has interviewed as a thread secondary to the exploding whale episode.
Something he thought would likely be forgotten by the next day's evening news but which tumed out to
be one of those things urban legends are made of. And this is no legendI
Continued on the next page
Since the original Exploding Whale in 1970 and the main subject of Linnman's book, there has been no
shortage of projects for the Exploding Animal Research Institute. These include spontaneously exploding
sperm whales and manatees in Florida and, most recently (January 2004), the sperm whale that
spontaneously exploded on a street in Tainan City, Taiwan, while being trucked through the city en route
to a necropsy site.
This book is for you if you are employed by the Exploding Animal Research Institute; if you have
personally experienced an exploding whale or other animal; if you are a member of the exploding whale
cult; if you collect marine mammal books; or if you are simply curious about the real story behind The
Exploding Whale. Daniel K. Odell dodell@hswri.org
The Society for Marine Mammalogy gives great conferences. The next one is in San Diego, CA,
Dec.12-16, 2005. They also provide excellent publications, including a research journal,
Marine Mammal Science, and notices ofelectronic newsletters. Dr. Odell may not write another humorous
review soon but you'll find lots of news. This is good stuffi Consider joining. Check out their web site:
www.marinemammalogy.org You don't have to be a research scientist. A healthy interest is enough.
Carol Maehr Receives Citizen of the Year Award at the 'Sanctuary Currents'
Conference, from the Sanctuary and Assoc. of Monterey Bay Area Gov.'s
Carol, ofcourse, is the Conservation Chair for ACS Monterey Bay. She contributes information
for this newsletter and she makes an open offer to include members in emailed notices of issues
that need our attention. Send her an email at c.maehr@worldnett.att.net and ask to be included.
We also want to recognize Carol for her many duties at ACS events, from dishing up beans to
selling tickets at our summer barbecues, and as stand-in meeting chair when a president is away.
On the ACS board for the past four years, Carol has led our activities with an organizational skill.
She happily volunteers her husband Ken Blood's services, too, and he plays a cool trombone!
Here's what was said about Carol in the conference program: Carol Maehr, Monterey, has
participated in designating the Sanctuary boundary through her testimony in 1990 on the Boundary
Alternative #5. She had been a representative on the Sanctuary's Conservation Working Group for
the past three years and a Sanctuary Beach COMBER for five years. Carol has written to many
newspapers and organizations in order to promote the responsible use ofthe Sanctuary, particularly
by visiting cruise ships. She has been a Point Lobos docent for twenty-two years. Cvarol has
volunteered with SIMoN for the past year and has given presentation on SIMoN and the Sanctuary
to various groups in the area. She has recently entered over ten years ofsea otter sighting data from
Point Lobos to be analyzed by SIMoN, and has also begun entering data on the invasive Undaria
algae. Carol is a 'passionate supporter of the Sanctuary and spends a large amount of her time
helping the ocean.
Congratulations, Carol. Recognition well deserved!
SIGHTINGS For an update, see www.gowhales.com & click on Sightings
Whale and dolphin sightings below are meager. This editor apologizes. I had an early deadline
for this month's issue and the web site source had this much posted. Note the peak of the gray
whale migration headed north. Soon we should see mom-ealf pairs slowly headed north, orcas,
and humpbacks arriving to feed 1
Date # Type ofAoimal(s) 3/10 14 Gray Whales
55 Risso's Dolphins
3/16 p.m. 5 Gray Whales
30 Risso's Dolphins 3/9 9 Gray Whales
12 DatI's Porpoise
.-.---....--._.----------,.--_......._.. 3n p.m. 9 Gray Whales
3/16 a.m. 6 Gray Whales
20 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 3n 8.m. 12 Gray Whales
50 Risso's Dolphins 1 Killer Whale (transient type)
8 Bottlenose Dolphins 3/6 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
3n5 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 3/6 a.m. 6 Gray Whales35 Risso's Dolphins
3/15 a.m. 7 Gray Whales
30 Risso's Dolphins 3/6 early 14 Gray Whales
morniog
3n4 p.m. 11 Gray Whales 3/5 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
3n4a.m. 5 Gray Whales 25 Risso's Dolphins
50 Risso's Dolphins 3/5 a.m. 12 Gray Whales
3/13 p.m. 14 Gray Whales 520 Risso's Dolphins
25 Risso's Dolphins 400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
3/138.m. 12 Gray Whales 3/5 early 9 Gray Whales
270 Risso's Dolphins morniolit
30 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 3/4 5 Gray Whales
3n3early 6 Gray Whales 50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
morning 250 Risso's Dolphins 600 Risso's Dolphins
30 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 10 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
3/11 p.m. 12 Gray Whales 3/3 p.m. 3 Gray Whales
20 Risso's Dolphins 30 Risso's Dolphins
3/11 a.m. 13 Gray Whales 3/3 a.m. 6 Gray Whales
1100 Risso's Dolphins 40 Risso's Dolphins
300 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
312 p.m. 4 Gray Whales
3112 early 6 Gray Whales 25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
morning 425 Risso's Dolphins 40 Risso's Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 312 a.m. 3 Gray Whales
3/11 p.m. 8 Gray Whales 25 Risso's Dolphins
35 Risso's Dolphins 1 Elephant Seal
3/11 8.m. 19 Gray Whales 3/1 4 Gray Whales
60 Risso's Dolphins 200 Risso's Dolphins
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AMERlCAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, May 26, 2005 Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please note: No refreshments will be possible this month because of Hopkins' use of tbe side room.
Speaker: Sarah Graham, Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Title: Orcas of New Zealand
Orcas (Killer whales) are found in ocean waters world wide, with the greatest abundance in
the cooler waters of the higher latitudes. New Zealand is a major location for this species in
the Southern Hemisphere. Three fonns occur there, including animals from Antarctic waters,
and they have distinct vocalizations. Unlike our local orcas, prey preferences are for
elasmobranchs (sharks, skates and rays). However, a few dolphins are sometimes taken
(including Dusky and Hector's). Pinnipeds, while abundant, appear to be ignored. Our
speaker will also discuss pod size and their movements - and the occurrence ofmass
strandings.
Sarah worked closely with New Zealand orca specialist Dr. Ingrid Visser in 2002/3.
Please join us for our first presentation on the cetaceans of "Kiwi" Land!
- information from Alan Baldridge and Sarah Graham
HOPKINS MARINE STATiON LlBRARY-
Vke-pm1idod: David Zaches
.'T«D4tad. Katy Castagna
~1Iip,,~. Sally Eastham
.!YemJl'eIIa~ Barbara Oliver
2005 Board Members, American Cetacean Society, Monterey Bay Chapter
!/~icUnt: Jerry Loomis
Email: Loomis@mbay.net
!J'uIIiciIv eJIaJr: Diane Glim
drnJ~ eAnK. Carol Maehr
!J'~ eJIni¥. Alan Baldridge
Soundings editor: Esta Lee Albright, email address:estalee@inreach.com
Chapter Mailing address: PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950 Web site: www.starrsites.com/acsmb/
New Members Welcome!
Anje Van Der Naald, Tony Lorenz,
Daniel Palacios, Kristen Rasmussen,
Megan Terry & Bill Cox,
Shannon Fowler.
Dianne Driessen, Kathy Pfeifer,
Calendar
May 28-29: "Edward F. Ricketts: Life, Philosophy and Science" Stanton Center, Maritime Museum of
Monterey. Panel of Speakers: William F. Gilly, John Pearse, Katharine R. Rodger, Eric Eno Tamm, Tim
Thomas, Dennis Copeland; tour ofPacific Biological Lab. Reservations required: Tim Thomas 831 372-2608
ext 17 or email tim@ montercyhistory.org
June 30: Regular chapter meeting. Please note: this meeting will NOT be held at Hopkins, due to use of the
Boatworks for temporary classrooms. Be sure to look at the June Soundings before you come to the meeting!
July 30: tentative date for ACS barbecue
(School Supplies article continued.... beginning on the next page)
watching visitor recently donated the school's first computer and internet access. Another has offered to build
a room on the school. However, Alex told us there is difficulty replacing ordinary, "expendable" school
supplies, such as crayons, markers, construction paper. When supplies run out there are no nearby stores and
prices in La Paz are too high for the EI Centro school budget. The camp itself has a few very worn paperback
books about whales and we wondered what was available for children in the school.
The people who protect the Vizcaino Reserve and the whale lagoons are not rich. Baja is not a rich
land. To see how people with few assets are able to give protection to the whales is to be both grateful and
amazed by their insight. As recognition of the San Ignacio Lagoon's people and their voluntary conservation
work for "our" whales, 5 ACS Monterey Bay board members ( who were there in the Baja Expeditions camp in
March this year) thought of a chapter project to send to the school such supplies as crayons, markers,
construction paper, etc. It would be so easy for donations at a meeting or two, for example, to support such a
project. The ACS Monterey Bay Board approved $200 start-up money this year. Three board members
gathered some basic supplies and sent them to the school via Alex and the Baja Expeditions transportation (bus
and airplane). We also sent a stack ofcoloring pages of whales and dolphins to the school- and new books
about whales to the camp!
Perhaps children in the school will grow into conservationists, panga drivers and whale watch guides. Perhaps
this is a way we can help the people who save the whales! - Esta Lee Albright
School Supplies for Future Naturalists in Baja
Panga driver Ramiro with
a gray whale calf in San Ignacio
Lagoon. The "friendly" calf
evidently was curious about
the panga's outboard motor
just behind Ramiro, who took
advantage of the calfs lying
alongside and picked
parasites off its rostrum.
Photo by Esta Lee Albright
The gray whales in San Ignacio Lagoon are protected as in no other body of water on the Pacific side of
Baja in Mexico. The long lagoon has a difficult entrance over a bar, with depths at 12 feet in some places at
some tides. Even so, small passenger ships can enter and are allowed with permits. Without regulations the
calving lagoon could be as over-run with boats as it was when whaling ships first followed Scammon into these
waters, where gray whales were then slaughtered to near extinction.
The land around the lagoon and many miles north, south and east, is the Vizcaino Biosphere Reserve,
which has pristine exemplary habitats, including desert wildlife and plants, sea life, cave paintings by early
natives. These are, thankfully, protected, but by whom? There is said to be no government money for staffto
insure regulations are respected, including protection for the gray whale moms and their calves born in the
lagoon.
Around San Ignacio Lagoon are a few fishing villages. The people fish for lobsters, scallops and fin fish
both outside the lagoon in open sea and inside the lagoon. But they do not fish when gray whales are in the
lagoon with their calves, perhaps 4 months of the year. Moreover, they have decided the lagoon should be
divided, so that only the outer section, approximately 5 miles by 3 miles would be used by boats with whale
watchers. There is an imaginary line between two obvious landmarks, and a local volunteer monitor in a panga
(20-foot skiff) counts boats as they enter those waters from shore or passenger ships. For whale watching, only
pangas, with Mexican drivers, are allowed in the whale-watching part of the lagoon, and only 16 of those at a
time. The Mexican government decided on 24, but the locals decided 16 pangas only would protect the whales
better, with each one working only 1 Y2 hours when 16 pangas were present. Also, only 2 pangas are allowed
near a given whale at a time.
More volunteers divide up protection of the reserve. For instance, one longtime volunteer is in charge
ofGaza Island, said to be the nesting site for the largest number of nesting ospreys in the world. This island
and extensive mangroves are in the long, landward section, which is for undisturbed nature when whales are in
the lagoon.
During whale watch season three camps at the lagoon are statTed by local people. The Baja Expeditions
camp employs 13 local people and a Mexican marine mammalogist. The camp manager, Alex Romero, when
asked about schooling for children in this remote area, said there is a public school at EI Centro, a few miles
inland, for the surrounding villages. After the nine school years offered, many ofthe students move away, and
some return for the whale watching season. The school has a sister school in the U.S., and one wealthy whale
(Please see the end ofthis article at the bottom ofthe facing page, under "Calendar")
Conservation
Various concerns from around the world have come to light this month. Each bid for attention brings important
information. Pick a cause or support them all.
Deep Sea Corals (Jason Lefkowitz, Oceana, www.oceana.org)
Deep sea corals are perhaps the oldest living seafloor animals on the planet. Extremely sensitive to disturbance
and slow growing, these ancient animals can live hundreds ofyears. Cold water corals, sponges, and other
living seafloor animals are among tbe most diverse, vulnerable, and oldest seanoor habitats in the Pacific,
providing shelter, protection, nurseries for juveniles, and feeding, spawning, resting, and breeding areas
for marine life. [The fishing method] bottom trawling destroys far more ocean habitat than any other fishing
practice on the West Coast. Commercial fishing vessels drag large weighted nets across the ocean floor, clear
cutting a swath of habitat in their wake. When disturbed by bottom trawling, as much as 90% ofa coral colony
may perish and up to 67% ofsponges may be damaged. The Pacific Management Council is the government
body that sets rules for fishing in America's Pacific waters. Right now, they are working on what's known (in
jargon only the government could love) as an "EFH EIS" - an "Essential Fish Habitat Environmental Impact
Statement." (The government, by law, has to prepare environmental impact statements examining how its
actions could affect the environment before taking a range ofactions.) Read the National Marine Fisheries
Pacific Management Council (portland, OR) plan at www.pcouncil.org. or the Oceana plan at above site. Even
after the public comment date ofMay 11, bottom trawling is a practice to keep an eye on.
Clean Water (Susan Boni, Grist Magazine, Environmental News and Commentary, 10 Mar '05 www.grist.org)
Like clean water? Then you'll love Rep. Bart Stupak. For the last year, Stupak has been fighting a u.S. EPA
proposal that would allow inadequately treated sewage to be "blended" with fully treated waste during rain and
snow events. The messy mix would then be released into the nation's rivers, lakes, and coastal waters. If
blending is permitted, Stupak warns, people will get sick, beaches will close, and tourism and fishing will
suffer [nollo mention the marine mammals and other sea life Monterey needs and enjoys...remember our
currents that bring problemsfrom elsewhere to add to our own.-ed] Not only that, taxpayers will bear the cost
ofcleanup down the road. Blending is currently allowed as an exception during extreme events like hurricanes,
but is not practiced regularly across the country. The method bypasses the second and most important step in
the water-treatment process - the step that kills bacteria, viruses, and pathogens known to cause infectious
disease. Such bypasses, prohibited under the Clean Water Act under all but the most outstanding
circumstances, would now be allowed in every "wet-weather" event. In a bid to block the EPA from
implementing that policy, Stupak introduced the Save Our Waters From Sewage Act in the House with
cosponsers Mark Steven Kirk (R.IIl.), frank Pallone,jr. (D.NJ), and E. Clay Shaw jr. (R.FL)
Tankers Still Dangerous (Surfrider Foundation newsletter, using information from Seattlepi.com: complete
address for this informative article is: Ilseattlepi.nwsource.com/specialsioiltankers/216976 polar22.asp)
Sixteen years after the single-hulled Exxon Valdez tanker spilled 11 million gallons ofcrude oil into coastal
Alaskan waters, Exxon still uses exclusively, only single-bulled tankers in Alaskan waters. It turns out we
have a lot to worry about with some double-hulled tankers, too. A recent investigation has uncovered serious
safety problems, spills, and accidents reportedly occurring with ConocoPhillips' gargantuan, double-hulled
tankers. Alcohol consumption by captains and crew remains a problem in the tanker industry, too. Despite
that, port authorities on the West Coast have been relaxing tub boat escort requirements for tankers.
And some GOOD news! Malibu bans most plastic foam food containers. (Surfrider Foundation»
In an effort to reduce alarming amounts of foam plastic on the beach, the City ofMalibu's City Council
recently voted 4-1 to ban the plastic from Malibu located stores, fast food outlets, and coffee sbops. The
city ordinance is to take effect July 1,2005. Hopefully, Malibu's modest actions against plastic will be
emulated by other cities.
Anticipating Our Summer Whales: Humpbacks, Fins and Minkes? Give thanks they're safe-.... for now.
Japan wants whaling allowed on these species in the Antarctic. Next, the rest of the world? There is an
Australian, passionate advocate of whale conservation: Graham Clark, who writes for the Whale Desk
newsletter. The following is his (closer to home) viewpoint on whaling in the Antarctic.
Editorial
----------" -----------
Japan's JARPA program has finished! JARPA was a 16 year whale killing research project carried out by the
Japanese government. It's original objectives were the:
I) estimation of the biological parameters to improve the stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke
whale; 2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem.
In response to 'developing requirements' Japan added two further objectives:
3) elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans; 4) elucidation of the stock structure of the
Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock management.
Japan now says liThe research programme has been truly successful in having produced valuable information
on the Antarctic ecosystem which will provide the basis for improving future research and comprehensive
management ofAntarctic marine resources," said Hiroshi Hatanaka, director general of the Institute of
Cetacean Research. Yet, almost every year, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) has by majority vote
passed a resolution urging Japan not to issue a permit for lethal minke whale research in the Antarctic. Every
year Japan ignores the will ofthe ruling body, to which it is a member.
How much more impertinencee will the IWC accept?
Yes, JARPA has concluded, but Japan will now seek approval for a new research plan at the next IWC
meeting in June 2005. This program will, in addition to the minke hunt of440 whales now being taken
annually, include Humpback and Fin whales. Humpbacks are the world's most-watched whale. They winter
along mainland Australian coasts and spend their summers in Antarctica. Fins, the second largest whale at up to
26 metres long, are found in deeper waters. Both species were reduced to a fraction of their original numbers in
the days of20th century industrial whaling. Neither Fin nor Humpback whales have recovered! Not even to the
guessed pre whaling numbers suggested by authorities including the IWC.
The Japanese Institute ofCetacean Research (ICR) in Tokyo says its research has shown a major shift among
species. "We are witnessing a surprisingly rapid growth in the abundance of fin and humpback whales in the
Antarctic and a possible slowing in the increased abundance of minke whales," said the institute's director-
general, Dr Hiroshi Hatanaka..
What ajoke! Did he say Fin and Humpback whales have recovered? No! He merely noted they were
recovering. Did he say Minke whales were increasing normally? No! he said they are now not increasing as they
~ should. It is established fact that all Southern Right, Humpback and Minke whales which migrate north and
south along the Australian East Coast come from the Antarctic. On this there can be no dispute. Southern
t!.> Ocean whales have not recovered and must not be hunted until whales are again found in the same numbers as
described by the whalers of 1791. "The first whale-ships to set out from the Australian coast itselfdid not
belong to the host, partly British, mostly American, that eventually followed in the tracks ofEnderby's pioneer
vessel round the Horn. They were the transport vessels which had brought out convicts, and the first that we
hear about arrived in 1791. Ten vessels of this class had reached Port Jackson, and one former whaling captain
reported that he had just seen more whales in one day than off the coast ofBrazil in six years. No less than five
of these ships put to sea after whales. The attraction of the game was overwhelming, and quite a number of
such British ships put to sea to take part in it immediately upon discharge of their human cargoes.""At the
latitude ofPort Jackson within three leagues ofthe shore we saw Sperm Whales in great plenty. We sailed
through different shoals of them from 12 o'clock in the day till sunset, all round the horizon, as far as I could
see from the mast head. In fact I saw very great prospects in making our fishery upon this coast and establishing
a fishery here. Our people was in the highest spirits at so great a sight and I was determined as soon as I got in
and got clear ofmy live lumber, to make all possible despatch on the Fishery on this Coast." (www.stoImpages.
com/published/whalemen/chapter1.html) Japan is insisting it will continue killing whales in the Region.
Japan MUST be banned from entering the Antarctic. -Graham Clark
The Mystique of the Lonely Whale
Is there a lonely whale out there somewhere in the
Pacific, calling, calling? The idea has grabbed
widespread attention since publication, in December
2004, of the article in Deep Sea Research, "Twelve
years of tracking 52-Hz whale cans from a unique
source in the North Pacific," by William A.
Watkins, Mary Ann Daher, Joseph E. George and
David Rodriguez, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution.
Here is the Abstract as it appears on the web site for
Elsevier Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.comt
A unique whale can with 50-52 Hz emphasis from a
single source has been tracked over 12 years in the
central and eastern North Pacific. These calls, referred
to as 52-Hz calls, were monitored and analyzed from
acoustic data recorded by hydrophones of the US
Navy Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS) and other
arrays. The calls were noticed first in 1989, and have
been detected and tracked since 1992. No other calIs
with similar characteristics have been identified in the
acoustic data from any hydrophone system in the
North Pacific basin. Only one series ofthese 52-Hz
calls has been recorded at a time, with no call overlap,
suggesting that a single whale produced the calIs. The
calls were recorded from August to February with
most in December and January. The species
producing these calls is unknown. The tracks of the
52-Hz whale were different each year, and varied in
length from 708 to 11,062 km with travel speeds
ranging from 0.7 to 3.8 kmIh. Tracks included (A)
meandering over short ranges, (B) predominantly
west-to-east movement, and (e) mostly north-to-south
travel. These tracks consistently appeared to be
unrelated to the presence or movement ofother whale
species (blue, fin and humpback) monitored year-
round with the same hydrophones. [End of Abstract]
According to Mary Ann Daher, based on the
characteristics of this bizarre 52 hertz deep sea calI,
not only is this sound from a whale, it almost
definitely is from a kind ofbaleen whale.(I)
A recording ofthe call can be heard, with the right
software, at the web site for NOAA's Vents Program
Researcbing tbe Effects of Underwater
Hydrothermal Venting Systems: Bioacoustics:
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/vents/acoustics/whales/sou
nds/sounds whales blue.html
- -
Included are blue whale calls from various parts of the
Pacific for comparison. The mysterious whale's call
measures at a frequency ofaround 52 hertz, much
higher than a blue whale or a fin whale, whose songs
are at very low frequencies ofbetween 15 and 20
hertz. Nor does it even come close to the complicated
vocalizations ofthe humpback whale, the song of
which is a myriad of moans. grunts, blasts and shrieks
in a frequency range of30 Hz to 8 kHz.
Large whales are thought to use these songs for the
purposes of courtship and kinship, as well as
maintaining pod formation. The very low frequency
nature of these noises also means the vocalizations
travel for very long distances on the order of hundreds
ofkilometers.
The research that discovered the strange whale is
the brainchild ofWilliam Watkins ofthe Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, a pioneer in studying
marine mammals via acoustics. Unfortunately, he
passed away recently in September 2004, but his work
continues at WHOI (Woods Hole Oceanographic).
Enter the U.S. Navy and their SOSUS program,
whose purpose during the Cold War was the
identification ofsubmarines via deep sea
microphones, or hydrophones, sunken to the ocean
floor. Declassified recordings from the program have
been a blessing for studying whales and other deep
sea animals who make acoustic calls. The mystery of
the solitary whale has captured the imagination.
Hypotheses as to its identity include the possibility
that the whale is deaf, that it is a hybrid of two
species, or that it is sick or malformed. (2)
Researchers point out that there are reasons to
believe that the whale is healthy: "The fact that this
individual has been capable ofexisting in that harsh
environment for at least these 12 years indicates there
is nothing wrong with it."(1)
Additional web sites used/or this article: (1) Code
Orange: Drink Your Juice //mobile.codeOrange.net
(2)www.kuro5bin.orglstory/2004/12/20/184723/82
-Ed.
SIGHTINGS April 2005
Compiled by staff of Monterey Bay Whale Watch. For updates see www.aowhales.comItems
with * denote reports from boats other than MBWW whale watch cruises. Notice the presence of
killer whales as gray whale mother/calf pairs increase. The 22 foot inflatable vessel for Nancy
Black, Sarah Graham, Peggy Stap and other research personnel is at sea a good deal of the time to
follow up on reports of killer whales in the area. Notice, too, the increase in numbers of humpback
whales, returning from Mexico or Central America to feed in Monterey waters. Breaching hump-
backs already have been reported from folks on shore. It's a busy time for whale watching I
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4/11 Lillo 12 Kiner Whales <_icnll)-pe)
4/10 4 Killer WlWes (trIlIIiClll type)
1 Humpback Whale
3SO RisIo's Dolphias
4f19 10 KUler WlWes (transiClll type, feeding OD Ony Whalo)
4 Oray Wbales •
8 KiDer Whales (l/'IlDSient type, prcdlI1ion on Gray Wbale) •
4118 Poor wCll1ber
4117 Clllty I' Kiner Whales (tnnliClll type, reeding on Gray Whale)
1lI0mlng (poor wcatbcr rest ofthc clay)
.---.-._----~~---- ~-_ .•-.---_ .•.~-- ._--~.._-~--_.~-- ,.~>
4116 p.IIL 11 Killer Wbales (tr.moicnt type, fccdiDg 011 Oray Whale)
4116 LID. 2 Gray WbaIco
II Ki.- Wbales (tnmsicnt type, pRdalioa OD Gray WbAIc)
2S Risso's DoIpbiuI
41IS 5 Ony Whalco
ISO PWic WbiW Sided Dolphins
640 Rjgo's DoIpbias
20 Nor1hcm RisJtt Whalo Dolphins
20 KWer Whales •
4114 6 ORyWbaIcs
4117 4 HIIIIlpb:Wt WhaIcs
4S Risso.. DoIphina
20 Horbor Porpoise
4126 p.m. 3 Humpbaclc WbaIes
3S Pacific While Sided Dolphias
__. ,, .•__~ .4 4,,,,,
4126 LID. 3 HumpbKk Whales
.-.-..._--..-._---~---- ----~-~ ..._. _._.~ ...' .. ,- ...-.
4I1S p.m. 3 HIIIDpl=:k W1DIcs
60 Risso'. DoIphiJw
2$ Pacifio While Sided Dolpbins
4I1S lLIIL 2 Humpbaclt W1DIcs
80 Risso.. Dolphins
3 H~W1DIcs'
4114 pm. a Gray Whales
12 Humpback Whales
2SO Pacifao White Sided Dolphins
llllO Ri&so's Dolphint
60 Nor1hcm RiaJrt Whale Dolphins
• __ •• ~__••_~~ ••_~ • n __··_... ••
4'J4 LID. I I . HIIIIIJlbad Whales
350 Risso's Dolphins
-_._._.. _-- ._...__.. -_ .._---_ ...._---- •.... -"-' .
4114 Cll/ty 3 KiDer Wbales (lI'IlDsicnl type)
_nIDI
4I1:J p.m. .. Ony WbaIeo
ISO Pacific Whitc Sided Dolphins
720 Risso's Dolphins
40 Narthml Right WJWc Dolphins
4I1:J D.JD. 1 HlIIDpback Whale
1400 Pxific White Sided Dolphins
400 NlIIthem RiPt Wbalc Dolphins
4I1:J cady I Humpback Wbale
IIIOI'IIIDI 1400 P=c:ific Whitc Sided Dolphins
IS Risso.. Dolpbins
200 Northern Right WhoJ" Dolphins
2 Hartlot POfJlOise
4ID 2$ Riuo', Dolphins
.. BotllCllOlC DolpbiDs
..•...
4/13 I Oray Whale
4IU S Killea' Whales (lnlDIimt l)-pc, pRdlItioD CD tbrtoor 8aI)
_ .._ 4_.~-._4__._. •
4111 II KiDea' Whales (lr.UIIicnt l)pc, prcd3lioJl on Oruy WIlaIe)
4110 p.m. I Oray Whale
41101lom. 60 Riuo's Dolphins
4110 eDriy 75 PDciIic While Sided DolpbiDs
momln, 400 Risso's Dolph!m
20 Ndcm Risbt Whale Dolphins
4f9 Poor weather, no trip
4f8 Poer wcalber
3 OnyWhaics
416 3 Clr.Iy WhaIcs
1 Humpback Whale
41Sp.m.
41S lUlL 4 Oray WhaIcs
I Pltcilic WIllie Sided Dolphiua
45 Riuo'. DoIp/riDs
I E1qm-Sc1I
414 2 Humpba.c:1t Whales
1 SpamWbaIc
300 Plleific While Sided Dolphilll
200 Nonbem RisJrt Wb:lIe Dolpbi...
4f3 P.IIL SO Risso's Dolphins
4f3 a.m. I ORy Whales
320 Risso's Dolphins
4f3 ClU'f)' 4 Oray WbaICl
morah>g 210 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
ISO Risso's Dolphilll
350 Nonbem Rillbt Whale Dolphias
S Hubor Porpoise
412 a.m. 6 Oray Whales
20 Pacific Whila Sided Dolphins
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
•
Please note: TillS MONTH ONLY, the meeting wiD be at Stanton Center's Maritime
Museum. Information about parking is on the next page.
II
Date: Thursday, June 30,2005 Time: 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: ~los Radakovich,
Science Educator
Tit.le: SETI 0 The Search for
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence
In the quest to discover our origins and our place in the universe, we have often imagined,
and sought to connect with, other beings and societies just beyond our horizons.
Early in human history, we imagined gods in the clouds and demons underground. Dark
forests were populated with dragons and great monsters lived under the sea. As the dark
places ofour planet were brought to light, one by one our horizons retreated, yet our need for
contact remained.
Some sought to communicate with social insects, great apes, and cetaceans... others looked to
the newly established frontier ofouter space. In many ways, our attempts to communicate
with other sentient beings here on our home planet teach us as much about ourselves, and
prepare us for a possible contact with intelligent life elsewhere in the cosmos.
In particular, pioneering work with whale and dolphin societies has helped us to think in
ways that are quite alien to our atmospheric existence. (Continued at bottom of next page)
Note: the graphic above was created by Evelyn Starr, ACS webmaster, usingpart ofone ofMilos' most popular
drawings, Orcaestra. See the complete drawing on our web site at: www.starrsites.com/acsmb/orcae.htm
HOPKINS MARtNE STATION LIBRARY 'JON 13 2\llf)
ACS Annual Barbecue, July 16, Sat., 5 p.m. at Indian Village, Pebble Beach
Cost S15 for good food, good company and a big celebration.
Send a check made out to ACS Monterey Bay, to Jerry Loomis, PO Box 2623,
Monterey, CA 93942 See tbe July issue ofSoundings for details & directions.
CALENDAR
June 25: MBARI Open House, 12 noon to 5 p.m. Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, Moss Landing,
will hold its annual open house from 12 to 5 pm. " All 3 research chips will be available for tours and remotely
operated vehicles will be on display. MBARI scientists and engineers will also be on hand conduction special
lectures, interpreting educational displays and sharing their passion about their research. "
June 30: Regular ACS meeting but in the Maritime Museum instead of the Boatworks. 7:30 pm
July 16: ACS Annual Barbecue. THIS IS OUR 25th YEAR! Celebrate the chapter and
honor Randy Puckett, the first president and one of our most continual supporters.
Randy and Gail Puckett held a successful open house in May and yet again donated a
portion of the sale of sculptures to this chapter. Thank you !
August 21: ACS benefit Whale Watch. See information in this issue.
.... ...
(Continued from the cover page about this month's program)
SETI (j the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence is an outgrowth of the search for other
intelligent beings here on Earth, and attempts to answer one of life's most intriguing questions:
Are we alone in the universe? Yes or no, either answer will have tremendous implications for
mankind.
Ifwe are not alone, then who else is out there? What are they like? What knowledge do they
have? How do they act towards other races? What are their philosophies, sciences, and arts?
The questions are endless, as are the possibilities. The only way we'll know is to look and to
listen. That is the premise behind SETI.
Please join us for a different perspective on our world given by a gifted speaker, Board member
ofACSIMB and a re~lar ~!lntributor to ~~tional PUbli~.Ra4~~ 0!1.K~~P. -Alan ~~"drid£e.
Information About Parking Near the Maritime Museum:
After 6 p.m. curbside parking is free on Franklin Street around the Sports Center and other
side streets. Walk about 2 blocks to Maritime Museum in the plaza between Doubletree Hotel
and Fisherman's Wharf.
Enter wharf/harbor parking lots from Figueroa or Washington Streets. Harbor parking lot
with meters costs 25 cents for 15 minutes until 8 p.m. Walk equivalent of Y2 to 1 block to the
museum. Harbor parking lot nearestlbeside Maritime Museum, enter and take ticket: 30
minutes for 75 cents until 11 p.m.
Mom and pup sea lions
on a dock in Monterey
Harbor. Mom probably
weighs 250 pounds and
the pup 20.
Is This The First Sea Lion Pup Born In The Monterey Harbor?
'.~
First reported to The Marine Mammal Center, Moss Landing, on Thursday evening, May 26th, a
newborn sea lion pup has been observed on a dock inside the breakwater. The photo above was
taken from a boat on Sunday afternoon, May 29th by Esta Lee Albright, editor ofSoundings. At
that time the pup was active, rising up on all four flippers, looking at nearby boat owners, and
experiencing the refreshing water spray from a dock faucet.
The usual breeding grounds for our California sea lions are on islands off Southern California.
Most of the adult breeding population has left the harbor and may not return until late August.
Moreover, at least 3/4 of the Monterey sea lions are said to be males, with adult females
assumed to be on the breeding grounds year round. A few births have been recorded on the
Farallon Islands west of San Francisco and perhaps even a site or two along the Big Sur Coast.
Alan Baldridge, who maintains thirty years ofmarine mammal records here, thinks it may be the
fIrst sea lion newborn observed/reported on the Peninsula.
The pup moved around its mom, who placed herself between the pup and a collection ofsea
lions that included some interested adult males - female sea lions come into estrus within 2
weeks of the birth ofa pup. Sea lion moms have been seen be protective of their pups for the
first few days. Ifshe must go into the water she takes the pup with her, pulling it off land and
dragging it back - this has led some people to assume sea lions teach their pups to swim. After
a 7 - 10-day fast, moms usually go to sea for a longer time and pups tend to gather in groups,
waiting for their return. At three weeks ofage, pups may suckle only a half hour once a day,
but they may remain in the care of the mom, including nursing, for about a year or until the next
pup is born.
Independent sea lions tend to eat squid, octopus and fish, including anchovies. The Monterey
harbor saw a large influx. of tightly packed schools ofanchovies or baby sardines last week, but
a dock does not seem to be quite as desirable a place as an offshore, isolated island for a sea lion
to be born.
Sources ofinformation for this article: Alan Baldridge, personal interview; Encyclopedia of
Marine Mammals, Academic Press, 2002; Robert T. Orr and Roger C. Helm, Marine Mammals
of Califomia, UC Press, 1989; Judith King, Seals of the World, Cornell Univ. Press, 1983.
Quick Notes By a Hurried
Whale Watch Naturalist
Many items ofdata are collected
on each whale watch trip, even in
fast, rough notes. We naturalists
always say each trip is different:
we never reaIJy know what we will
find out there. Some days this is
more than true. -Esta Lee Albright
May 27, 2005
Riding along on Sea Wolfn, 8.m.
cruise, to get info for Soundings.
Nancy asks me to work as
naturalist on the p.m. trip. In a.m.:
30+ passengers and San Jose TV
crew, channel 11.
Leave dock 9 a.m. Sea otter in
harbor. Few sea lions: juvies on
mooring floats, lower rocks of
breakwater. Brandt's cormorants
building or sitting nests on top of
breakwater. Low tide. Harbor seals
on rocks near shore.
Cormorant lines flying near Point
Pinos. Increased swell felt. All
passengers OK except frightened
4-year-old. Soon all OK.
Course NW. Few sooty
shearwaters,1 black-footed
albatross. Contact with other boats
report possible whale 42 & 05.
[Lat: 36 degrees, 42 min., Long:
122 degrees, 5 minutes]
No whale. Sarah in inflatable boat
scouting for whales. None west.
Course changed to Southeast.
One MN [Megaptera novaeangliae
- humpback whale] at 39 & 12.
Four MN close by. One more to
NW. Lags [pacific white-sided
dolphins] swimming through; all
travel toward shearwaters circling
in distance. Possible ball ofbait.
Multi-species feeding frenzy on
anchovies: 5-10 MN [humpbacks],
4001 Lags [Lo: Lagenorhynchus
obliquidens, Pacific white-sided
dolphins], 2001 Lissos [Lb:
Lissodelphis borealis, northern
right whale dolphins], hundreds of
sooty shearwaters, 1 black-footed
albatross, 1 young sea lion. At
17.7 miles from harbor. Beaufort
2, swell 2-3 feet, over canyon,
water temp. 54 degrees, partial
clouds, visibility 8 mi. MN around
and under boat, all dolphins
circling or around boat.
TV crew boards inflatable boat
with Sarah; fllming feeding and
boat.
Three other whale watch boats in
vicinity, Enough whales for all.
One Mn spy hops near other boat.
TV crew wants view ofwhale near
Sea Wolf II. Two Mn offto 1side
ofactivity chosen. Both MN get
"friendly" & one spy-hops beside
boat three times. Both MN go to
inflatable and lie alongside. This
boat & inflatable must remain
motionless.
Time running out. Sea Wolfcan't
do p.m. trip for lack offuel. Both
the deck hand, Mike, and I are due
to work p.m. trip with Danny
Frank on Pt. Sur Clipper. Sea Wolf
cannot arrive at dock in time; also
Lb: Lissodelphis borealis:
cannot move as long as the
"friendlies" are beside boat.
Two "friendlies" sound and
inflatable discharges TV crew to
Sea Wolf. Mike and I board
inflatable for very fast 18-mi. trip
to dock.
Arrive 15 minutes late and board
Pt. Sur Clipper where passengers
all boarded and waiting.
Leave MRY dock 2:15 pm.
Sea surface chop. Beaufort 3, swell
4-6 ft. Leon on Magnum Force
reports 1 MN offCypress Point.
Course SW toward 2 mi. off
Cypress.
Lags, small pod 4·6, at 35.4 &
01.8, moving fast, no leaping, NE;
1juv. Sea lion.
Two MN at 34.3 & 04.3, barely
moving, resting?, slow travel west.
One MN falls behind; other Mn
has odd ridges on left side, 3 ribs?
Or healed wound?
Sea swell increase. Course NE
toward Pt. Pinos. Fifty DC
[Delphinus capitus: long-beaked
common dolphins outside point, at
37..6 & 57.7 [Lat: 36 degrees
north, 37.6 min. & Long.: 121
degrees west, 57.7 min]. Fast
travel south; milling, bow-riding.
First sighting ofDC in many
months !
Cruise terminates at Monterey
dock 6:10 pm.
Northern right whale dolphins
SIGHTINGS SIGHTINGS SIGHTINGS
Whales, dolphins and porpoises as reported by boats In Monterey Bay, complied by Monterey Bay Whale Watch.
For updates see their web site: www.gowhales.com and click on Sightings.
Dlde " Type 01 ADlmaJ(s)
--,- ··-·-~~'__ · r . __
/1'1 7 Killer Whales (transient type)
-_....---~_. -----------_.~ .._-.-,.--~
931 2 Killer Whales (trmsiaIt type)
1 Humpbadc Whale
SO Pacific White Sided Dolpbilll
3 Humpback Whales •
__-~~ ~ ••.__.n~ _
S30 p.m. 8 H=lpback Whales
IS Risso's Dolphins
S30 lUlL II Humpbllclt Whales
SOD Pacific White Sided Dolphins
3S Risso's Dolphim
40 Northan Right Whllle Dolphins
8 DaU's Porpoise
3 Harbor Porpoise
5'19 p.m. IS PlICific White Sided Dolphins
5'19 lLID. 2 F"m Whales
200 Paeific White Sided Dolphins
65 Risso's Dolphins
915 p.m. 200 Pa<:ifi" While Sided DolphiDs
400 RWo's DoIpbias
_._~..Nonht:m Rlsht Wba!Il DoIphim
5'14 ..m. 4 Humpback WbaJa
4 Daird'a BclIkcd WIWea
60 Patific: WIllie Sided Dolphiu
SO RWo's Dolphins
,....-_.~._~._ ..__....
._-~ ..-_..._---_.
5'J3 8 KiUer Whales (lnmsionl type)
5 Hwnpback WbaIcs
1 BlueWhale
1SO Paeiiic While Sided Dolphinll
6S0 Risso's Dolphim
40 Nortbcm Rlsbt Wba10 Dolphins
5 HllJbor Porpoise
91% 4 HllDlpbllck Whales
2SO P4Cif"", Wbilc Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolpbim
40 NOl1bcm Right Whale Dolphins
- --__ .,"" •__..... -#A--~_....._.....__. •__
5'11 7 Kiner Whales (lnulsieni type)
5 Humpback WbaIcs
so Rlaso's DoIplUm
910 1 HllDlpbaek Whales
4 Kiner Whales (transimt type) •
!Y9 4 Killer Wh:dcs (lnulsieni type)
8 lIwnpback Whales
30 RIsso's DoIpbim
5 Harbor Porpaise
SIB porn. 3 Ilwnpbm:k Whales
5'3 6 Humpback Wbalcs
10 Kiner Wbales (lnulsient type)
95 6 Humpback WbaIes
BO Risso's DoIplUm
20 Harbor Porpoise
5'1 p.rn. 22 Killer Whales (lnuIslonl type)
34 Killer Wbales (predaIion on Groy WhaJe. ",,'Coins) •
-~- ---- ---~-
5'llLID. 34 KiUer Wbales (lr.msieoll)'J'C)
5'6 a.m, 12 HumpbllClr. Whales
1000 PDcific While Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's DolplUm
600 NOflhem Rigbt WlWe Dolphias
4 Kiner Whales •
4 Kiner Whales (lnuIsicnl type)
5 Hwnpback Wbalcs
2S RWo's DoIpbim
3 Humpback WbaIes
SO Risso's Dolphins
------..".-,._~~ --
$ Hwnpback Whales
2 Only Whales
120 Risso's Dolphias
IS Kiner Whales (tr.msimt type) •
94pom.
512 p.m. 5 lIumplw:lt WbaIes
70 Risso'sDolphins
512a.m. 17 Killer Wbales(tr.msiem type)
$ HllDlpback Wbales
300 Rlaso's Dolphins
6 Harbor Potpoise
2 Gray Whales •
300 P""ific Whil4 Sided Dolphins •
5'6 porn. 400 Paeific White Sided Dolphins
BOO Risso's DolphillS
300 NOflhem RighI WlWe Dolphins
517a.m.
517pom.
SIB a.m. 4 Kiner Wbalcs (tr.msimt type)
7 Humpback Whales
6$0 Rlaso's Dolphins
300 Norlhem Rigbl WbaIc Dolphins
8 II.orboI- Porpoise
6 Humpback Whales
400 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1SO Risso's Dolphins
400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
MIl p.m. 4 DaU's Porpoise
MIIl1,m. 2 Humpback Whales
60 Risso's Dolphins
5n5 I Humpback Whalc
6S Risso's Dolphins
9 Boal_ Dolpbim
2 HumpbllCk Wh:IIes
30 Risso's Dolpbins
II Humpback Whales
1500 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2SO Northern Rig/JI Whale DoIpbim
-~_ .._~_.-.-- .._~_._--- ~
4 Killer Whales (lr1IIlSimt type)
2 Humpbaclt Wh:IIes
SO Paeifi" While Sided Dolphins
200 Risso's DoIphias
S'27 pollL S Humpback WbaIes
2$ P""ilic White Sided Dolphins
SOO Northern Right WbaIc Dolphins
-- ~~ --
927 Q.m. 18 Humpbock Whales
700 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1800 Northern Rigbt WbaIc Dolphins
5'16 $ Humpbmck Whales
20 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
25 Risso's DolplUns
2 Killer Wbales •
5121 4 Killer Wh:IIes (lnmsiCllt two)
6 Humpback Whales
300 Paeiiic White Sided Dolphins
900 Risso's DoIplUlI8
125 Northern Ristn Wh"'o Dolphins
.~-..-~_._ ..--~",--~-".- --
5'2ll 4 Kiner Whales (tnmsienl t)ope. predatioo on elephant seal)
5 Humpback WhIles
20 Risso's Dolpbilll
5'19 4 KiUer Whales (lnmsiC1ll type)
5 HllII1pb11ck WbaIcs
5'18 6 Humpback Whales
18 Risso's Dolphins
917 2 Humpbal:k WhIles
45 RiS$o's Dolphins
916 1 Humpback Whale
20 Risso's Dolphins
P LAN S !! More Local Events Coming Soon.
Watch For Them
Data, Hydrophones, Plankton, Photography, Artifacts and Just Plain Whale Thrills !
The August benefit whale watch croise is August 21, Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (check-in at 8:30 a.m.,
Monterey Bay Whale Watch Center, Fishennan's.Wharf) and is a gift from Monterey Bay Whale Watch to
ACS Monterey Bay. The summer whales, including endangered blue whales and humpback whales, are
subjects ofintense research. MBWW works with Cascadia Research (John Calambokidis ofCascadia has been
our speaker for two programs) to build a catalog ofID photographs and to record the data necessary. ACS
naturalists will lead you in trying out research methods - andlor spotting whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals,
otters, sunfish - just enjoying their natural history. The 4-hour cruise to offshore points will be aboard the 70-
foot Sea WolfII. Cost: $40 for ACS members and $45 for non-members. Paid reservations required: call
Debbie TemuUo at 373-4281, or Sallie Eastham at 372-6919, for information. Please make your reservations
before August 13. Send a check made out to ACS Monterey Bay to Debbie Temullo, 1013 Hillside, Pacific
Grove 93950.
Whale Fest Being Resurrected on Fisherman's Wharf This Month
How many local folks even know there are whales in Monterey waters in the summertime? The whale watching
companies on The Wharfhope to lean toward educational whale fests now and throughout the year. Previously,
the gray whales were well known and celebrated, whereas summer whales, including blues, humpbacks, rms,
minkes, have been over looked or downright unknown. The new "Educational Whale Fest" on Fisherman's
Wharfwill be June 25111 and 26111• ACS Monterey Bay will be there among other organizations with the intent of
helping people learn about and enjoy marine life. Watch for newspaper coverage and come to the Wharf.
.. '"',.'" ...". .... :O: ...~ ...........
... "'*"'. .. ~ ~ y " ~ "' ~ ...
ACS Monterey Board 2005 (From time to time we will list the complete board and contact email addresses)
Jerry Loomis, President and Special Events Loomis@mbay.net
David Z8ches, Vice-President Davidzaches@earthlink.net
Katy Castagna, Treasurer Katy.monterey@.sbcglobal.net
Milos Radakovich, Historian Milos@mbay.net
Diane Glim, Publicity diane@mcweekly.com
Carol Maehr, Conservation C.maehr@worJdnetatt.net
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter mailing Bordh@aoJ.com
Alan Baldridge, Programs Baldridge@redshift.com
Scientific Advisory Committee: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry Loomis, Jud Vandevere, Jo
Guerrero, Libby Osnes-Erie, Richard Ternullo, Tom Kieckhefer
Additional addresses: Evelyn Starr, webmaster www.starrsites.com
ACS Monterey Bay web site www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
ACS National web site www.acsonline.org
Esta Lee Albright, editor, Soundings EstaLee@inreach.com
ACS Monterey Bay awards funds to help research on marine mammals, prefenbly
cetaceans. For a list ofsuch support during the first 20 years ofthe chapter, see the section on
our web site that has our 20th Anniversary Special Issue ofSoundings. This year, proposals
committee chair Alan Baldridge announced winners at our May meeting. He explained the
inclusion for the first time ofawards to research projects in Mexico, where cetacean research is
crucial and often involves species, even the animals, that are local to us. Below are selections
and paraphrases about the projects as were found in the proposals. -ed.
Liz Alter, Hopkins Marine Station, Baldridge Award $1200
"Using genetic analysis to assess population structure and long-term use of breeding
habitats by Eastern North Pacific gray whales ~hrichtius robustus) in Baja
California, Mexico"
Based on genetic differences between breeding lagoons ofnortheastern Pacific gray whales, should they be
managed as more than one stock? Photo-identification studies show individual whales return to their birth
lagoons to breed. Is there genetic differentiation between lagoons that would prescn"be different management
issues? This project represents a new collaboration between Dr. Jorge Urban Ramirez's laboratory at the
University ofBaja Californi~ Mexico, and the Marine Applied Genetic Center (MAGe) at Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove.
Alnes del Carmen Castro Prieto, University of Baja California Sur, La Paz
Board Award $1000
"Molecular cloning, characterization and preliminary polymorphism analyses of
Vaquita's (Phocoena sinus) major histocompatibility Class 1 genes".
The Vaqui~ a dolphin endemic to the Sea ofCortez, is one ofthe most endangered animals in the
world. Previous research has suggested Vaquita may be a model, isolated species susceptible to viral
infections. It is hoped molecular biology techniques will suggest ways to preserve the Vaquita and other such
endangered populations ofmarine animals.
Liliana C. Rojo-Arreola, University of Baja California Sur, La Paz
Bethel Award $1000
"Bottlenose dolphins differential niche use and genetic divergence at the Gulf of
California, Mexico"
Do genetic differences among cetaceans (bottlenose dolphins in this project) correlate with differences in
foraging behavior and size and stability ofgroups rather than with geographic distances? This project will see if
genetic differences exist between coastal and oceanic bottlenose dolphins and are related to their trophic
specialization in the southwestern coast ofthe GulfofCA. Bottlenose dolphin populations in the GulfofCA
need to be dermed in order to precisely assess how human impacts, such as incidental by-eatch, legal capture
and tourism wilJ affect bottlenose dolphin populations there.
ft ... tOt"',," ¥ .......... ...
W E L COM E To New Members of ACS Monterey Bay
William Gilly, Kathleen Wall, Ron Breuch, Jo Van Dam
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.stamrites.comIacsmbl
-Iopkins Marine Station Library
)cean View Blvd.
>acific Grove, CA 93950
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY· MONIEREY BAY C....~r I~
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatwo
(Across from the American Tm Cannery Outlet Stores)
Come celebrate our chapter's
and honor RANDYPUCKETT
sculptor and ACS benefactor,
as well as the
first president of this ChaPte~.r~"",,~~..
in 1980! ....
Birthday party and annual Barbecue, July 16, 2005
5 p.m. at Indian Village Picnic Grounds, Pebble Beach.
This celebration party is in lieu of our monthly meeting.
July 2005
Bring your friends and families for dinner in a beautiful setting
with great food and good company. Cost: $15 per person.
Please see next page for reservations infonnation and directions to the picnic
~~~lttNrc MARINE STATION LIBRARY
JUt 7 am
Annual Barbecue plus our 25th birthday party !
When: Saturday, July 16 at 5:00 pm
(In lieu ofour normal program meeting in August)
Where: Indian Village in Pebble Beach
Directions: Tum inland from Seal and Bird Rock Beach onto The Dunes Drive.
Look for "Whale Signs."
Cost S15 per person BBQ Dinner
We will have a bonfrre and tables set up in this outstanding location, out of the wind and under
the stars (we hope).
We provide soft drinks. BYOB Also, please bring your own service.
We are looking forward to this event and hoping we can reunite many friends and many past
ACS board members while we celebrate our 25 years and honor Randy. Children are welcome.
There will be a Raffle and Drawing with Exciting prizes.
Please RSVP to Jerry Loomis by July 8th.
Send a check to ACS Monterey Bay, P.O. Box 2623, Monterey 93942.
If~ou have 9.uestions: conta~t S.alJX Eastham,. 372-~919
Calendar
July 16: Annual barbecue and 25 th anniversary celebration. Please make reservations by July 8.
Aug. 21: Ben~fit whale watch with Monterey Bay Whale Watch. 9 am - I pm, check in at
8: 30 am. Naturalists will have an array ofartifacts, data, hydrophones, and other
research methods for interations, learning and fun !For information: Sally Eastham
372-6919 or Debbie Ternullo 373-4281
Cost: $40/person for ACS members, S45/person for non-members. Send check to
ACS, %Debbie Temullo, 1013 Hillside, Pacific Grove 93950 Please make
reservations by August 18th•
Aug. 25: Regular ACS meeting and program.
Error in June issue of Soundings: oopsI The scientific name for Long-beaked
common dolphins is Delphinus capensis. This editor's fingers got tangled on the keys.
How many of you caught the error on page 4 in the "naturalise article?
.-....-~.
So, this is our twenty-nftti annIVersary as an ACS chapter. One retrospective file has the
first issue ofour newsletter, Soundings, dated July 1980. Mary Rodriguez, chapter founder,
wrote it. The cartoon above appears on the second page; no artist's name is given.
We were celebrating a large attendance at our flfSt meeting in June. The speaker: Hazel
Sayers, nation president ofACS, talking about the islands and whales ofBaja. In July we were
looking forward to a slide-talk about Maui's humpback whales by Roy Nickerson. The tradition
ofexcellent programs and speakers has continued for 25 years!
Local news in 1980, reported in the first issue ofSoundings, included the following:
A permit was denied PG&E for dredging Moss Landing harbor for a proposed new oil tanker
terminal. "Concern for the sea otter, together with public opposition to the proposed marine
terminal expansion, led us to our final evaluation and permit denial," said Col. John Adsit ofthe
Army Corps ofEngineers.
Moss Landing Marine Labs staffpositively identified a beached dolphin in Mayas a Risso's,
Grampus griseus. It was only the second one to wash ashore in the Monterey Bay area in 20
years. People were on the look-out for blue whales as their summer feeding season arrived. In
1979, there had been a half dozen. Moreover, eight humpback whales had stayed a month in the
area between Yankee Point and Point Pinos. "It's been many years since we had a group like
that come and stay in the bay as long as these did," said Alan Baldridge, the incorrigible record-
keeper ofmarine mammal sightings.
How fortunate it has been to see the Monterey Bay chapter develop along with more
cetacean sightings. Risso's dolphins are almost common in the Bay now, and it is not
unusual to see more than 6 or 8 blue whales and humpback whales in one day during the
late summer.
In 1980, ACS members were urged to write letters to the Coastal Commission in support of
the new aquarium project. Early aquarium planners were occupying a room in one ofthe
buildings at Hopkins Marine Station. The fIrst year's issues ofSoundings were produced on
typewriters and mimeograph machines in their office. The newsletter was 4 or 5 legal size sheets
ofblue paper, stapled together. Gail and Randy Puckett were responsible for most ofthat work,
along with volunteers from the chapter, including this current Soundings editor.
The Monterey Bay chapter ofACS has educated public, supported research, monitored
beached mammals, taken kids whale watching - and has provided that interface between the
public and scientists (a current aim ofthe national association). Have a look at our chapter's
history on our web site in articles from our Twentieth Anniversary Issue. It's been an
inspiring, productive 2S years. Here's to at least that many more!
Randy and Gail Puckett, to be honored at the annual Barbecue & our 25th anniversary
In past years we've written about Randy and his sculptures, his environmental awards and his
amazing generosity to ACS Monterey Bay. Now we are thinking a bit about the Randy who has
been around our activities for 2S years, and about his wife Gail, who has been around right
beside him. Randy's web site (www.randypuckett.com) has the following as part ofthe
information about the artist:
"Although Randy spent his childhood in San Bernardino, California, he graduated High School
in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. After military service, he graduated in 197S with a Bachelor's in
Political Science from the University ofWisconsin, Stevens Point. Randy brings a range oflife
experience to his work. As a child he kept a "zoo" in his garage. As a young man, he sampled
many professions, including: folk singer, merchant seaman, soldier, student ofpolitical science
and pre-law, humane work, and carpentry. In 1976 Randy returned to California, this time to
Monterey on the central coast, where he makes his life as a sculptor in the solar home and studio
he designed and built himself.
"For almost 2S years Randy has sustained a passion for creating whales through sculpture. He
eats, drinks, sleeps, and lives whales. He has found ways to be part of their world: dived with
research biologists and Humpback Whales, been within 50 feet of a Blue whale, observed River
Dolphins in the Orinoco and Sperm whales in the North Pacific and Sea of Cortez, Orcas off
Puget Sound and Bottlenose Dolphins offFlorida. If there is a chance to observe whales or
dolphins, Randy fmds away."
Curious about Gail, I asked her a few questions. Here are some of her answers via email:
"Well, Esta Lee, I'm so flattered! I was born in San Bernardino, California, and raised in the
nearby town ofRialto.
"My undergraduate studies were at Cal State, San Bernardino, where I received a BA in French
in 1977. I studied interpretation and translation (French) for two years at Monterey Institute of
International Studies (Monterey Institute ofForeign Studies, in those days), but never completed
my exit exams.
"Randy and I met in San Bernardino, just before I left for Monterey to study and we married 7
months later, two weeks before I began the Master's program. In the following two years my
French studies became less relevant to our life, and by the end ofmy program Randy had the
start orhis present life as a sculptor.
"Life changed directions for us and the results have been very enjoyable, ifnot surprising from
time to time. In the process we have lived a life that was both creative and independent, balanced
a bit between the art world and the scientific community which was always very generous in
sharing knowledge and information that Randy was able to "interpret" in his work.
"Randy's first contact in the Monterey area was Alan Baldridge, who was generous with his time
and substantial knowledge and contacts in the field ofmarine sciences. Alan troubled himselfto
take Randy's inquiries and interests seriously, supplying him with much useful research materials
and contacts in the scientific community, as did many in the Monterey community which is
among the many reasons we came to love and never want to leave this beautiful area.
"I'm opportunistic in my leisure: there are occasions which arise, places to go, people to meet,
natural beauty to enjoy, fresh air to breathe and the calm of the countryside to study. We have
mostly raised our three children (Erin and Ryan graduated high school in 2004, Morgen is in her
junior year at CSUMB) and now we expect life to open up a bit for us so that we can be more
flexible with our time and activities.
"We have been blessed with many interesting people who have crossed our path and spent time
with us making our life very rich with their experiences. We are in a period ofgrace and I am
grateful each day for it." ....~.. .
~.. ":.•.
Abundance: reaping the benefit of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Stop pollution, avoid altering the sea floor, protection for the submarine canyon,
maximum conditions for nutrients, food for sea life - we've all heard it many times.
Abundance and diversity. On June 19 we saw it for real. Whale watch boats started
finding dolphins southwest of Point Pinos, a pod of Risso's dolphins traveling
northwest and soon gone. Then there were hundreds of Pacific white-sided
dolphins, scattered but also traveling northwest. Over the canyon they were joined by
flocks of sooty shearwaters and several hundred Northern right whale dolphins. One
or two humpback whales completed the situation. Small fish, perhaps anchovies, had
drawn this motley crew in what is called a "multi-species feeding frenzy: The acrobatic
stars of the show were the "Lisso's," Lissodelphis borealis, Northern right whale
dolphins. Their sleek black bodies were clearing the water's surface at great speed.
A tightly packed group would race ahead for awhile, then slow a bit. Were they chasing
schools of fish trying to escape? An occasional gull with a small fish in its bill would be
our best clue. Whale watch boats meandered among the fast-moving, direction-
changing dolphins of the two species, letting them lead the way, just traveling along
west of the Peninsula together for about three hours. Before the morning was over,
Lissos would be estimated at over 2000 animals - usually hard to find and fairly rare,
they crowded around the boat or moved in
leaping charges into the distance. More
humpbacks were seen in the distance
and a homeward bound boat spotted one
blue whale near Lovers Point. The Bay, the Sanctuary, has given us an abundance of
those experiences in our 25 years as an ACS chapter. What better mission than to
help the general public realize, protect and be grateful! -ed.
Sightings Sightings Sightings Sightings Sightings Sightings Sightings SIGHTINGS
Whale and dolphin sightings are compiled by staffofMonterey Bay Whale Watch, A sighting marked • has
been reported by a boat other than from MBWW. For updates to local sightings. find the MBWW web site at
www.gowhaJes.com. and click on Sightings.
Whale Watching: Keep in mind the benefit whale watch for ACS Monterey Bay. Aug. 21 ! See "Calendar."
Meanwhile. remember the companies that have supported our chapter: Monterey Bay Whale Watch at the
above web site, phone 831 375-4658; and Monterey Whale Watching, phone 800 200-2203, at the web site
www.montereywhalewatching.com
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Graphics credits this issue: Lissodelphis in AAbundance" article from drawing by
Richard Ellis; Diving gray whale drawing, blue whale drawings by Robin Makowski;
Dolphin silhouettes by Robert Western; Cover blue whale by John Green in
"Whales & Dolphins Stained Glass Coloring Book."
Web: w ww.nrdc.org
you can tum into a beautiful reality. And
that is how it should be. After all, it took one million
citizens to bring Mitsubishi to its knees back in 2000.
So ifs only right that every BioGems Defender
should have a stake in saving the gray whale nursery
forever.
We need to purchase the development rights for the
first 140.000 acres of land within the next month. To
meet that deadline. we're counting on your
immediate support.
Please look into your own heart and decide what it's
worth that Pacific gray whales will always have one
perfect lagoon, where their newborns can enter
the world as Mother Nature intended - wild and free.
Then please go to
https:llwww.savebiogems.orglbajaldonate_d.asp
and protect just as many acres ofthis irreplaceable
whale habitat as you possibly can by making your
most generous donation.
Ifyou want to do even more. then please forward
this message to anyone you know who might want to
help save our planet's last undisturbed gray whale
nursery. Thank you.
Sincerely,
John H Adams. President
Natural Resources Defense Council
40 West 20th St, NY 10011
Tel.: (212)727-2700
Dear BioGems Defender, ••
We need your immediate help to save the most
important whale habitat on the planet
Five years ago, our very first BioGems campaign
won a stunning victory over the Mitsubishi
Corporation and its plan to build a colossal salt
factory on the banks ofthe world's last undisturbed
gray whale birthing ground - at San Ignacio Lagoon
in Baja, Mexico.
Thanks to our efforts, when hundreds ofpregnant
gray whales arrive at the lagoon each winter they still
find what generations ofwhales before them have
always found: warm, tranquil waters for giving birth .
. . complete sanctuary from killer orcas ... and placid
surfwhere one-ton newborns can hone their ••
swimming skills for the arduous journey back to Alaska. BioGems are areas ofthe world which the National
But San Ignacio Lagoon has never received Resources Defense Council consider in danger of
permanent protection. And, today, there are ominous losing environmental safety: 12 are chosen every
signs that this irreplaceable whale nursery may soon be year, worth extra effort to protect from development
threatened by plans for industrialization oil and In addition to San Ignacio Lagoon, BioGems include
gas drilling ... massive high-rise hotels and resort Patagonia Coast, Upper GulfofCalifornia,
marinas with ocean-bound ships. Western Arctic Reserve. Redrock Wilderness.
That's why NRDC and our Mexican partners are now Utah,
racing to safeguard the whales' lagoon in the only way Everglades. YellowstoneIRockies,
possible: by buying up the development rights to Castle-Bighorn Wilderness, Canada, and others
the surrounding one million acres and putting them See http://www.savebiogems.orgl
off-limits to industry forever.
Securing a stretch ofcoastline this big could easily
cost tens ofbillions ofdollars in the United States.
But we estimate the total cost ofpermanently
protecting Mexico's San Ignacio Lagoon to be about
$9.9 million. That's an average cost ofonly $10 per acre!
At that price, saving the gray whale nursery is not
just feasible. it's a dream that BioGems Defenders like
We should have known developers
would not stay away from San Ignacio
Lagoon just because a million people
worldwide protested Mitsubishi's plans for
salt plants. Very quietly developers are
trying to buy up privately owned plots
along the lagoon. Pollution, crowds and
danger to whales are on the horizon.
National Resources Defense Council, bless
them, is onto it again. Carol Maehr, this
chapter's Conservation person, forwarded
the following message. Please support
NRDC!
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY· MONTEREY BAY CHAPlER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tm Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, August 25 at 7:30 pm
Please join us at 7 pm for
refreshments.
Speaker: Franklin Schwing,
Acting Director, NOAAlNMFS,
Environmental Research Division,
Pacific Grove
Tide: A Crystal Ball for Future
Climate Change: is the past prologue?
ABSTRACT: The Earth's climate is changing, perhaps more rapidly than at any time in
history. Extremes in weather seem to be commonplace. EI Nino, La Nina, global
warming; are these real or media hype? What is really happening to our planet's climate
system, and what - or who - is responsible? Should individuals take action to limit
civilization's effect on global climate, and will it matter? Thoughtful scientific analysis -
based on direct measurements and indicators ofpast climate conditions - and
sophisticated computer models now allow us to describe the past climate state, separate
natural and human causes ofclimate change, and begin to predict what the future holds
for our weather and climate. This lecture will describe the Earth's climate system, and
how it creates our weather locally and worldwide. The past record ofnatural climate
change, including phenomena such as EI Nino, will be reviewed, with an eye toward how
(Continued on page 4) Photo: Monterey Breakwater, June 2005. A way to watch the impact of
climate change: the nesting success ofBrandt's cormorants there.
HOPKINS MA'IlIN°E STATION LliRAkJ
Calendar
August 21: Benefit Whale Watch Trip. See the next page.
August 25: Regular ACS Meeting, Boatworks, Hopkins Marine Statio~ Pacific Grove. See p.l.
August Schedule ofTown Meetings with Sam Farr (attend and emphasize coastal/ocean issues):
Aug. 22 Hollister; Aug. 24 Chualar; Aug. 26 Santa Cruz; Aug. 29 Monterey; Aug. 31 Salinas
Fortimeslplaces go to Farr's Schedule on the web site Ilfarr.house.gov or call800-340-FARR
September 3/4: WhaleFest, Fishennan's Wharf, Monterey
September 29: Regular ACS Meeting
September 7-9: Redondo Beach, CA, Crowne Plaza Hotel, Plastic Debris, Rivers to the Sea
Conference: Focusing on the LaJLq.Based Sources ofMarine Debris. llconference.plasticdebris.org
"Approximately sixty to eighty percent ofmarine debris in the world's oceans emanates from land-based
sources. The Algalita Marine Research Foundation (AMRF), California Coastal Commission, and the H. John
Heinz ill Center for Science, Economics and the Environment are collaborating to produce a conference
addressing the land-based sources ofmarine debris. The State Water Resources Control Board and the National
Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration are the primary co-sponsors. The conference will present the research
ofAMRF and other organizations that contributes to the knowledge base about land-based discharges of
anthropogenic (human-made) debris. Presentations and facilitated dialogues will focus on marine debris in terms
ofsources, impacts and solutions." More about plastic debris at www.plasticdebris.org
////////////////////////////////////////
ACS MODterey Board 2005
Jerry Loomis, President and Special Events, Loomis@mbay.net
David Zaches, Vice-President; Katy Castagna, Treasurer; Sallie Eastham, Membership Secretary; Diane Glim,
Publicity; Milos Radakovich, Historian; Carol Maehr, Conservation; Barbara Oliver, Newsletter mailing; Alan
Baldridge, Programs.
Scientific Advisory Committee: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry Loomis, Jud Vandevere, Jo
Guerrero, Libby Osnes-Erie, Richard Temullo, Tom Kieckhefer
Web addresses: Evelyn Starr, webmasterwww.starrsites.com
ACS Monterey Bay web site www.starrsites.com/acsmb/
ACS National web site www.acsonline.org
Esta Lee Albright, editor, Soundings EstaLee@inreach.com
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Remember in last month's issue - "Is this the first sea lion born in Monterey harbor?"
Katherine Whitaker answered - see below.
"The sea lion Pup born this spring on the Docks is not the first pup recorded. Last year was and
it was also born right on the coast guard jetty. We all wonder if it could be the same mom but
we will not know until the years to come. She is now tagged and the story shall continue next
year. Just thought y'all would like to know. Also the folks at the Marine Mammal Center have
data on last year's sighting. " Thanks very much, Katherine!
~•.~ ;: I t.. I I" , 2
Don't Miss Seeing the Whales!
On the Big Benefit Whale Cruise to
help fund educational and research
programs by the Monterey Bay Chapter
of the American Cetacean Society,
we promise to look back and sideways
and all around and hope to find .....
Blue Whales Humpback Whales
Many many different Dolphins
Sea Otters Sea Turtles
Jellies Seals
Fin Whales Orcas
Look, listen, learn. Naturalists will lead
the whale spotting, examining whale
artifacts and just plain facts, taking data,
photography, records, questions.......
and having fun !
Sunday, Aug. 21,2005,9 am -1 pm
Check in at 8:30 am with
our sponsor for this benefit trip:
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Fisherman's Wharf, Monterey
Wear warm layers & bring lunch.
S40/person for ACS members
S4S/person for non-members
Reservations required.
Information:
Sally Eastham 831 372-6919 or
Debbie Ternullo 831 373-4281
Reservations: Mail a check to ACS
0/0 Debbie Temullo by Aug. 15 please,
1013 Hillside, Pacific Grove 93950
You may already know the whales of
summer in Monterey are the subjects of
important research. The Monterey Bay
Chapter of the American Cetacean
Society will offer a whale watch boat trip
among these whales and the opportunity
to learn about how they are studied.
Monterey Bay Whale Watch is giving us
this fund-raising trip aboard their 70-foot
Sea WolfII.
We'll get under way by 9 a.m. so don't be
late. Bring a lunch (the deck hand sells
snacks in the galley ifyou forget); dress
in layers and consider some seasick
medication: the editor suggests taking one
dose the night before, such as a regular
formula that allows sleep, then another
dose, less drowsy formul~ in the morning
before the trip.
Jerry Loomis will have the latest news
from and about ACS, as well as adding to
the crew of naturalists; Esta Lee Albright
will have data sheets like those used up
and down the coast for all whale
sightings; Tom Kieckhefer will bring his
hydrophones and plankton nets that he
uses for studying humpbacks; Nancy
Black and Richard Ternullo will give tips
for ID photography and will direct
operations ifwe're lucky enough to find
killer whales; Richard and vigilant
birders will help spot sea birds; baleen,
bones, skulls, krill, other artifacts and
printed matter will help us understand.
Even if the plankton and the climate
change and the fog and the wind and
waves all give us quite interesting added
attractions, there can't be a better bunch
for sighting the whales inside the bay or
over the canyon.
SO,come along!
(Speaker, continued from page 1)
the consequences of recent and future human activity might be reflected in the global climate signal. Finally, an
extremely long-range California "weather forecast" will be offered, based on the best available scientific
understanding ofhow the climate is changing and is likely to change in the coming century.
Dr. Frank Schwing is an oceanographer with the National Marine Fisheries Service in Pacific Grove. His
research is on climate change, including EI Nino and La Niil~ and its effects on ocean ecosystems and
particularly marine fish stocks. He has a Ph.D. in Oceanography from Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia,
Canada. Dr. Schwing is also a visiting professor at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Speaker infonnation contributed by Alan and Sheila Baldridge
*
Excerpts ofan articlefrom Seattle Times. 21 July 2005 by Clarina Stanton, StaffReporter
Rising Ocean Temperatures and Dwindling Plankton Populations
Scientists suspect that rising ocean temperatures and dwindling plankton populations are behind a growing
number of seabird deaths, reports of fewer salmon and other anomalies along the West Coast.Coastal ocean
temperatures are 2 to 5 degrees above nonnal, apparently caused by a lack ofupwelling -- a process that brings
cold, nutrjent-rich water to the surface and jump-starts themarine food chain. Upwelling fuels algae and
. shri1J1plike'krill populations that feed small fish, which provide an important food st;>urce for a variety ofsea
life, from salmon to sea birds and marine mammals.
"Something big is going on out there," said Julia Parrish, an associate professor in the School ofAquatic
Fisheries and Sciences at the University ofWashington. "I'm left with no obvious smoking gun, but birds are a
good signal because they feed high up on the food chain.tl
This spring, scientists reported a record nwnber ofdead seabirds washed up on beaches along the Pacific Coast,
from central California to British Columbia.
Upwelling is fueled by northerly winds that sweep out near-shore waters and bring cold water to the surface.
"You can think of it like a cup ofcoffee," Parrish explained. "When you pour in cold cream and then blow
across the cup, the cream rises up from the bottom."
But this spring's cool, wet weather brought southwesterly winds to coastal areas and very little northerly winds,
said Nathan Mantua, a research scientist with the Climate Impacts Group at the University ~fWashington. And
without upwelling, high-fat plankton such as krill stay at lower depths.
"In 50 years, this has never happened," said Bill Peterson, an oceanographer with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Newport, Ore. "If this continues, we will have a food chain that is
basically impoverished from the very lowest levels."
Seabirds are also showing signs of stress in California, said Bill Sydeman, director ofmarine ecology at Point
Reyes Bird Observatory. Sydeman monitors a colony ofCassin's auklets in the Farallon Islands, west of San
Francisco. This spring's breeding season was a month late, Sydeman said. Less than half the colony tried to nest
in April and then abandoned the colony by June. "We have been monitoring this colony for 35 years. Never
before have we seen colony abandonment," he said. ''Nobody saw this coming." (Cont. bottom half next page)
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ACS Joins Other Marine Mammal Interest Groups
in First Educational Whale Fest June 25/6 the second one will be Sep. 3/4
It was a good start. Exhibits and demonstrations by ACSt Friends of the Sea Ottert Moss
Landing Marine Labst The Marine Mammal Centert Pacific Cetacean GrouPt and otherst all
attracted an interested week·end crowd on Montereyts Fishermants wharft sponsored by the
Fishennants WharfAssociation. Historically interested in fishingt restaurantst and merchandiset
wharf business owners are now becoming aware of the draw ofwhale watching. Sarah Graham
ofMonterey Bay Whale Watch has steered interest in whale watching toward education thafs
accurate and fun all at oncet forming a new Central Coast Whale Watch Coalition with an
attractive web site at
www.WhaleFestmonterey.com
Jerry Loomis, Alan Baldridge, and Alison
Loomis at the ACS table in Whale Fest.
This chapter owns an excellent stand-alone
exhibit. Add a few handouts about
events, and two or three smiling ACS
folks and Voila! Good interaction with
people from many different places, all happy
to hear about whales, dolphins, and ACS.
NOTE: Volunteer to help in Sep. Please
Call Jerry Loomis 649-1249 or email
Loomis @mbay.Det
:It .......... :::: ... ,.
Sydeman and Parrish point to starvation stress as the cause for decreased breeding and increased bird deaths,
especially among the cormorants, murres and auklets. Studies of dead birds in May on California beaches
found emaciated bodies, with atrophied muscles and empty stomachs, said Hannah Nevins, a beached-bird
survey coordinator at the Moss Landing Marine Lab in Northern California.
"Spring is when the food comes in," Nevins said. "When you have a really strong, persistent upwelling
wind, it creates a conveyor belt of food, but the wind is slacking this year."
The trend toward warmer temperatures began in fall 2002, said Peterson, the NOAA oceanographer. No
one is pointing to one direct cause for the warmer waters, but many scientists suspect climate change may be
involved. While Peterson is concerned about the unusual ocean conditions, he is more worried that people will
not take notice.
''People have to realize that things are connected - the state ofcoastal temperatures and plankton
populations are connected to larger issues like Pacific salmon populations," he said.
Scientists say animals along the Pacific Coast have managed to overcome changing environmental
conditions for many years.
"All of these species are very long-lived," Parrish said. "They can die in big numbers for a year or two
without severe impact to the populations."
But, she cautioned, human activity could jeopardize the survival ofanimals already stressed by
environmental changes. "This, for instance, would be a truly bad year for an oil spill."
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First-Hand Accounts
Are a Painless Way to Learn
When someone becomes immersed in a
study animal and stays with it to the point
of discomfort yet fascination, and when
someone can write about it in a way that
we also relate to the animal and the
conditions, well then you have a learning
experience with an added way to relate.
Recently there have been journalists who
flit through an area relating to a subject,
do a bit of observing and interview every-
one in sight, thus becoming qualified to
write a book, in their opinion. Don't be
fooled. Here are some other approaches.
The Devil's Teeth: A True Story 0/
Obsession and Survival Among
America's Great White Sharks. Susan
Casey, Henry Holt & Co., 2005
The author has a successful career as a
writer but gave in to her own dream of
white sharks and spent uncomfortable yet
fascinating times on the Farallon Islands.
Though just 30 miles due west ofSan Francisco,
the Farallones--nicknamed the Devil's Teeth for
their ragged appearance and raging
inhospitality--are utterly alient which may
explain why each autumn, packs ofgreat whites
return to gorge on the seals and sea lions that
gather there before returning to the Pacific and
beyond. That Casey, via her biologist buddies
Peter Pyle and Scot Andersont can even report
that sharks apparently follow migratory feeding
patterns is a revelation. -from Amazon.com
Casey suggests that, if you want to learn
the wild history of the Farallones, read
Peter White's book, The Farallon
Islands, Sentinels ofthe Golden Gate,
Scottwall Associates, 1995. However,
Casey's own impressions, fears and
respect for both the islands and the sharks
come with good infonnation on both.
Listening to Whales: What the Orcas
Have Taught Us. Alexandra Morton,
Ballantine Books, 2002.
More than 20 years and an eventful
personaVprofessionallife in British
Columbia gave Alexandra Morton the
kind of experiences with killer whales
that have depth of research and love ofa
wilderness way of life.
There is a good deal of scientific infonnation in
it, often understated and certainly not with the
sort ofdetail Morton must use in her papers.
..The author of two children's books on whales,
she is a field scientist in the tradition of Jane
Goodall and Dian Fossey. Although she does
not possess an academic degree in science, she
writes eloquently of the orcas' social groupingst
strong mother-child bonds, migration patterns,
and interactions with humans. Morton also
graphically describes the effects of fish fanning,
loggingt development, and whale-watching
expeditions on the environment.- Amazon.com
When it comes to observations, videos
are invaluable. Witness the huge
popularity of such documentaries as
Winged Migration and March ofthe
Penguins. Local cameras on nature trips
can't achieve that type ofart, but they can
tell us about local species, their habits,
identification and natural history, and
take us right next to them in their own
environment. Nancy Black narrates just
such an experience on a DVD produced
by Monterey Bay Whale Watch, The
Marine Life ofMonterey Bay. Filmed
over 7 years, it has "some of the best
footage" ofcetaceans, plus good
graphics and a huge amount ofeasy-to-
take facts. Both usual and unusual
behavior appears, excellent photography,
sounds and some real surprises. The
DVD is available at the company's
Monterey Bay Whale Watch Center,
Fisherman's Wharf, Monterey. -Ed.
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SIGHTINGS For updates see www.gowhales.com
DIIt. II Type orAnimlIl(s)
7/Up.m. 8 Humpbadt Wholes 7118 pm. 2 Humph..,,, Whales
4 Bluc \\'!Wes S H.ubor Porpoise
7126lLm. 2 Humpl>4<\( \\'h:lks 71IS ...m. I Humpbad. Whale
I Mink. Whal. 20 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2S IWborl'orpoise 400 Risso'. l>Olphins
S Doll's Porpoise IS SOnMm Right Whal. Dolphins
7~ 2 tlum~k \\'haic, 7/17 pm. • Humplu.;k Whal•
2 Elophlllll Soals 10 Risso's Ou!phi'"
2 Hasbo. Porpoise
7/24 p.m, 2 Humpbac\; Whales
7/170.m. 2 Humph••k Whal..
7124 m.m. 2 lI_ph••k Whal.. & Dorrs Porroi.... 40 Riuo', Dolphins
2 Bottl""u.. Dolphin.
7f2J pm. 20 Risso's Dolphins I :-lorth.m I'u. S••I 7/7 2 lIumpl=k Whales
6 Dalr. Porpoise 716 I Humphotk \\'!W.7/16 6 Humphack Whales
712JD.m. 2 lIumpb:ck Wlul.. I Blu. Wh3l. 400 Pacific WIUIe Sided Dolphins1000 RiMo's Dolphins
9 Ill..e Whales I Mink. Whale :lllO ~ricm Right Whale Dolphim
1& Risso's Dolphi... 60 Riss.o's Dolphins
6 Bottleno.., Dolphins 7/5 Poorwclllhcr
7121 p.m. 4 lIumpback Wlules 7 ~orth.m Righi Whale Dolphins
I hlue Wh3l. 71.. p.m. 2 l'hJIR~k Whales
I~ Pacific White Sid.d Dolphins 7115 8 Humph..,.. Whol.. ~ Pacific W1Ut. Sided Dolphins
900 Risso', Dolphi"" Ito Pacific White SUkd Dolphins IIwnpb:lck WhaI..200 ~orth.m Right \\""'Ie D.>lphi:u ~ Risso's l>otphins 7/41L1tL ..
I~O Netthern Righi \\'hal. Dolphins I KiII;:r \\'bole (prcdatioa on ac. lioo)
7121 ...m. lIumph.ck \\'hal.. 200 Pocif", While Sided Dolphins
7/14 4 Humpback WIl.1I.. 500 Risso's J>oIphinsDiu. \\'!We I ~orthem Fur Seal
7113 3 Humphack Whal..
712Op.m. 2 Humpl>4d Whol.. 713 p.m. 2 Humpback Wh.les
7/12 010 P"cific Whilt Sic!<d o.,Iphins
'U]OlLm. ~ Humpbac!; Whol., 60 Risso', l>tllphim 713 o.m. 2 Humpbaok Whales
I moe \Vh3l. 2 Illue Wholts
no Risso', Dolphi"" 7111 2 Humpb.ck Whol.. 300 Pocif", While: Sided Dolphin,1000 Risso'. Dolphins
7/19 p.1lL 9 HllII1pb.ck Wholes 7110 S Humph.d. Whal. m Xortltcnl Right Whale DoIpfIins
100 Pacific ""bile Sided 1>Olphins -20 Risso's Dolphins 200 Risso', J>olphins 712 p.m, I Humpbaok Whale
& Northern Righi WIt"I. Dolphins 1200 Risso', J>olphins7/19d,m. I Ih,mph.ck Whale
8 BIuc Whales 7/9 2 HumpNck Whales 712D.m. 4 HUl2Ipl=k \\'h.1ks
2..<0 Risso', Dolphins 30 Risso', Dolphins 40 Risso's Dolphins
2 Bottleno'e Dolphin.\
71t p.rn. 4 Humpback Whales
718 3 Humphack Whale 300 Pacific White Sid.d Dolphi..s2~ Risso', DoIphi...
2S0 ~ortbmt Right \\'bole Dolphins
7/1 a.m. I lIumpb""" Whale
300 Risso'. Dolphins
krill
Two local whale watch companies have supported ACS Monterey Bay in the past: Monterey Whale Watching,
phone 800 200-2203, web site www.montereywhalewatching.com and Monterey Bay Whale Watch, phone
831 375-4658, web site www.gowhales.com.Rememberthemwhenit·stime to go whale watching.
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, September 29 2005
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Please join us at 7:00 for Refreshments)
Speaker: Tiffini Brookens, M.S. Candidate, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
Tit1e: Mercury Concentrations in tbe Pacific Harbor Seal in Central California
The Pacific harbor seal, Phoca vitulina richardi;, generally inhabits nearshore
areas associated with productive waters that provide an adequate source ofprey. Harbor seals,
situated at the top of the marine food web, consume a considerable amount of fish, thereby
accumulating significant amounts ofmercury, Hg. Because of their fish and invertebrate diet,
mercury levels in marine mammals often are orders ofmagnitude greater than levels found in
terrestrial carnivorous mammals. Harbor seals, therefore, are useful mammalian biomonitors
for Hg because they feed, reproduce, and rest near or on shore, and are high-level trophic
consumers.
Increasing concern about environmental pollution has led to many studies
regarding heavy metal burdens in animals. Harbor seals are endemic to marine and estuarine
habitats near urban or industrialized regions; therefore, they are vulnerable to contaminated
runoff. Since the industrial revolution atmospheric Mercury levels have increased by three- to
five-fold and caused corresponding increases in aquatic ecosystems.
Once mercury is transported into nearby bays, it is incorporated into aquatic flora
and fauna as it is cycled throughout the ecosystem. Nearly all Hg in fish muscle and whole
fish is methylmercury (MeHg), a highly neurotoxic form that increases to high concentrations
in aquatic food webs, and consumption of fish is the primary route of MeHg exposure to
mammals with harmful effects on reproductive success and the central nervous system. This
also, ofcourse, relates to effects on humans who consume these fish. To detennine total
mercury and methylmercury concentrations, live capture and dead seals were sampled
throughout central California from March 2003-January 2005.
Please join us to learn at first hand the impacts of this dangerous organometallic
compound to our environment. -Alan Baldridge
HOPKINS MARINE STAlION UBRAIU
• II( J 5EP 16 2OG5
Calendar
Sep. 29, Oct. 27: Regular program meetings. Then, the combination Nov.-Dec. meeting. Watch for that date.
Sep. 17: International Coastal Cleanup's 20th anniversary. Sponsored by the Ocean Conservancy. For more
information call 800 262-BEACH or see www.coastalcleanup.org
By the way, April 9, 2005, was "Kaitilin Gaffney Day" in Santa Cruz, CA. She is the Ocean Conservancy's
program manager for the Santa Cruz office. "Mayor Mike Rotkin's proclamation recognized Gaffney for her
role in securing the strongest U.S. controls on agricultural runofTthrough a program adopted in 2004 with the
support ofboth the conservation community and area farmers." Blueplanet Quarterly, Summer 2005. Here
at ACS Monterey Bay she's known as the person who shares excellent conservation information, much of
which ends up in this newsletter. Congratulations and many thanks from many cetaceans, Kaitilin!
Sep. 14: Friends ofMoss Landing Marine Labs Seminar, Dr Michael Graham, "Diversity Benefits from the
Bottom Up, How Seaweeds Structure the Rocky Shore."
Oct. I: Friends ofMossLanding Marine Labs "Endless Summer" festivities. For information about events
with the Friends, see //friends. mlml.calstate.edu
More About Mercury
Over four years, scientists in the U.S. Northeast and Canada tested more than 200 Bicknell's thrushes and 3
other songbird species across 21 mountains, along with several spots in the birds' Caribbean wintering grounds,
looking for signs of mercury. The study was included in a special report on mercury which included 21 papers
from 71 scientists, Ecoloxicology, April 2005. Results documented widespread mercury contamination in the
songbirds and raised concerns about the deadly neurotoxin's ability to enter food webs and harm wildlife in
previously unknown ways. [ National Wildlife, Aug.-Sep. 2005] Large fish-eating birds such as the common
loon contain more mercury than any other birds. The culprits: coal-fired power plants are the leading U.S.
emitter ofatmospheric mercury. Atomospheric scientists previously had documented inorganic mercury's
buildup in water, soil and trees on northeastern mountains. Cloud and fog cover trap the pollutant. Next target
area for tests will be the Appalachians, downwind of power plants in the Ohio River Valley. However, mercury
is a global problem. "Some of it may fall quickly to land after being released by smokestacks, but a portion
remains in the atmosphere for long periods of time, circling the globe and falling to earth in rain and snow far
from its source." Mercury's effects on human health have been known for a long time. It builds up in the body
over time. For children and developing fetuses, there can be brain damage and in the central nervous system, or
delays in development of fine motor skills. Now scientists correlate mercury levels with increased risk ofheart
attacks in adult men and in male infertility. The report about mercury in songbirds in the NE came out just as
the Bush administration announced weak mercury emissions standards for coal-fired power plants.
ACS Monterey Board 2005
Jerry Loomis, President and Special Events, Loomis@mbay.net
David Zaches, Vice-President; Katy Castagna, Treasurer; Sallie Eastham, Membership Secretary; Diane
Glim, Publicity; Milos Radakovich, Historian; Carol Maehr, Conservation; Barbara Oliver, Newsletter mailing;
Alan Baldridge, Programs. Scientific Advisory Committee: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry
Loomis, Jud Vandevere, Jo Guerrero, Libby Osnes-Erie, Richard Ternullo, Tom Kieckhefer
Web: Evelyn Starr, webmaster www.starrsites.com ACS Monterey Bay web site www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
ACS National web site www.acsonline.orgEstaLee.ight.editor.Soundings:EstaLee@inreach.com
Welcome to New Members: .
,e;Steve Mayone & Family
E.M. & Carol Sloner
ACS Sees the "BLUE" of Blue Whales
On Sunday, Aug. 21, in bumpy surface chop,
ACS members and guests had about the best ofblue
whale watching: two very large whales swam
alongside the Sea WolfH for about half an hour. Each
time a whale came just under the surface, the famous
BLUE, in our case aquamarine blue water, glowed
against their light bodies. The whale was outlined in
colored light. Then, the top of the rostrum and the two
blowholes and the 30-foot spout came into view with a
breathy roar. With an undecided sky, the whales
changed color as the sky attempted to clear or became
overcast - blue whales look light blue on bright days
and dark gray blue on foggy days. Ifthere is a whale
to choose in Monterey, it's going to be a blue whale
sighting, for they still are rare, endangered and not
always easy to watch even here.
The trip was one ofquality rather than
quantity. In addition to the blues, passengers were
charmed to watch a humpback mom with her calf that
was born last winter in the tropics. The mom has a
distinctive, tall and large dorsal fin. The calfhas been
known to play acrobatically during sightings earlier
this month. Just to watch them swim together brought
hope that humpbacks may continue to recover after
centuries ofdisastrous whaling.
Wind brought whitecaps which may have
obscured the splashing ofdolphins that have been in
the area recently. However, passengers listened to
natural history from Nancy Black, Richard Temullo,
Esta Lee Albright, and Tom Keickhefer. Tom
wandered the deck with strange objects that turned out
to be bones or baleen or krill in glass vials, or even
whale poop to be analyzed for whale diet information.
His recordings ofwhales and dolphins were a nice
substitute for the hydrophones he had hoped to use. It
was a great day to be out with the great whales on a
riotous ocean.
Many thanks to Monterey Bay Whale Watch
for the gift of this fund-raising trip for ACSMB.-
Question About Owning Parts of Dead
Marine Mammals
A local man said he had chunked out some
bones from a dead gray whale he found on the beach
one time and had kept them to show people for
educational use. Knowing this has been against the
SEA OTTER COUNT 2005
from the Monterey Bay Aquarium, August 4, 2005
Results from a 2005 spring survey of California sea
otters were recently released Observers, including
aquarium staff, tallied 2,735 otters during this survey,
a 3.2 percent decrease from the 2004 survey. Despite
the dip in this year's tally, the three-year average of the
most recent counts is up 8 percent over the previous
three-year average. -
Historic Agreement Between Mexican Fishing
Industry, Conservation Groups Aims To Save
World's Rarest, Most Endangered Porpoise
LOS ANGELES (August 3, 2005) - An ab'Teement
signed last week in Puerto Penasco on the Sea of
Cortes ofMexico could save the world's smallest and
most endangered porpoise from extinction. The deal
brings together U.S. and Mexican conservation groups,
local fishennen and San Diego-based Ocean Garden
Products, the largest importer ofMexican shrimp, to
protect the last 500 remaining California Gulf
porpoises. Listed as an endangered species, the small
porpoise, also known as the vaquita marina, lives only
in the northern Sea ofCortes, or Upper Gulf of
California - a unique area included in a UN World
Heritage site this July. The mammals continue to be
caught in shrimp and fishing nets, and if this trend
continues, the porpoise will be the first marine
mammal to go extinct as a result ofhuman actions.
NRDC web site news release -
law for some time, the editor asked Dr. Jim Harvey at
Moss Landing Marine Lab, who directs the Marine
Mammal Lab there, if there had been changes in the
law. His email reply said: ...... not much has changed.
You still need permits for material and not just
anybody can get them. The material must be collected
by someone with a permit then can be transferred to
someone that gets a permit (education facilities,
museums, etc.)" So, look but don't touch those dead
critters on the beach, folks. -
An Overseas Correspondent: coastal area of which would potentiaJly benefit from
Gray Whales in British Waters? then increased tourism). This opinion survey has~
concluded that there is public support for the "-""_
Swimming with Dolphins in Bimini proposal, and also that there would be economic .~
Gill Sinclair, an avid whale watcher from England, benefits - more people visiting the coast, and people
was in Monterey with Discover the World recently extending their holiday by a day to go whale-
and has kept in touch.- Ed. watching. On this basis, the Society for Conservation
Biology has approved the proposal in principle, and
Should Pacific grey whales be relocated to the University of Central Lancashire is now securing
UK waters? (August 2005) funding for the next stage of the study.
Academics from the University of Central
Lancashire have completed the first stage of a I feel that the academics making this proposal should
radical proposal to reintroduce grey whales to UK be aware not only ofthe opinion of the "general"
waters, to generate economic benefits in terms of public, but also of those people who are a bit more
tourism. Largely as a result of commercial savvy about whale-watching and/or the biology and
whaling, the North Atlantic grey whale population ecology of these animals - after all, the greatest
was extinct by the 17th century, and the only two impact on the local economy would come from
remaining populations are in the North Pacific. serious whale-watchers spending whole weeks in the
The grey whales that live along the coast of area, rather than from people visiting for day-trips. I
North America make a 12,400 mile round-trip therefore suggested that I should ask for people's
migration between their winter breeding and views via my website, compile the responses and
summer feeding grounds, and it is animals from forward them to the University. I also thought I would
this population that would be "harvested" for the contact you people directly. So, if you have an
relocation. The academic study has so far looked opinion either for or against this proposal (or perhaps
at public support for the programme, the potential can see arguments on both sides), please do email me.
economic benefits, and the legal framework that I'm prepared to be open-minded, so don't worry if
would provide a mandate for it. In a recent your thoughts are different from my initial reaction -
presentation to the Society for Conservation all views are valid!
Biology in Brazil, the researchers acknowledged
that any reintroduction should be based on Looking forward to hearing from you! -
ecology, not merely economics, and the study will Note: you can send a message to Gill at
now proceed to examine the biological and , .: . '.:;';;~~: f~~'!:.~...-. , gill@sinclair2.karoo.co.uk
logistical aspects of the proposal. , ;.<l:P;, :,~:'~""~"'. ~
[See London TimC§. July 19. 20051 ". , .~wimmin& \Iith D?llIhins, '"
I've recently been to Blmlm 10 the Bahamas for a '~.~:,
My first reaction was that it is crazy to think of different sort of holiday - swimming with wild ':
relocating these animals. firstly because of the short- dolphins rather than watching them from a boat!
term welfare/survival issues around flying such large We swam with both Atlantic spotted dolphins and
animals thousands of miles, and secondly because of bottlenose dolphins - the spotteds are very "friendly"
the species' highly migratory nature - plonk them and curious, whereas the bottlerioses are not so
down in UK waters. and how on earth do they know bothered about humans and just went about their
where to go to feed and breed? Their survival business. On one swim, this involved them
prospects would not seem to be good if they either echolocating in the seabed for fish and digging them
cannot find enough to eat and/or they breed in waters out with their beaks, which was really interesting to
that are too cold for the calves. witness underwater. Our best swim was right in the
I contacted one of the academics concerned to find middle of the week, when we were in the water for an
out more. and it appears that the proposal has so far amazing I 1/2 hours with the spotteds. including
only gone as far as researching the legal "mandate" calves. I really recommend swimming with wild
within EU and UK law, and some preliminary dolphins (definitely not captive ones, including those
research amongst the general public in Cumbria (the kept in "lagoons"). but only with responsible -)
ACS Joins Concerned Groups re Pollution
Control
~arolMaehr, Conservation Chair Person, added the,~. :~hapter's name to the letter excerpted below.. rthur Baggett, Chair,State Water Resources Control
Board, 1001 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Chairman Baggett and Members of the Board:
The State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) is at a crossroads in its approach to
managing California's Areas of Special Biological
Significance (ASBSs). On the one hand, there are
more than 1,650 illegal discharges into ASBSs, many
ofwhich are related to nonpoint source pollution and
stonnwater runoff. Some ofthose responsible for
these discharges are unwilling to commit the
resources to doing what is necessary to eliminate their
discharge, and are pushing for either relaxed
enforcement of the Ocean Plan's waste discharge
prohibition for ASBSs, or for a wholesale revision of
the state's policy in dealing with these discharges.
On the other hand, there are compelling
reports from two national Oceans Commissions, an
Ocean Action Strategy from California's Resources
Agency and Environmental Protection Agency, and
the initial reports and remarks from California's new
Ocean Protection Council, all of which agree that the
oceans and coasts are in serious trouble.....
Given this call to arms, it is unthinkable that
California would now act to diminish long-standing,
strong protection for its most valuable coastal
resources - ASBSs. These areas, which are home to
the State's most unique and sensitive marine
communities, present both a challenge and an
opportunity. The challenge is that numerous existing
sources ofEollution into ASBSs threaten their water
.ft- o~rators- there are some that use incredibly
Irresponsible practices like circling the dolphins with
a small boat to stop them from moving away when
they've had enough, or using underwater scooters to
pursue the dolphins. We didn't touch the dolphins or
dive.down when the bottlenose dolphins were busy
feedmg, although when it came to the spotted
dolphins, the more we free-dived, the more they
seemed to enjoy it and swim along with us, probably
making fun ofour less than graceful movements - it
really seemed like they were slowing down their
movements to humour us. -
quality, habitats, and biological communities.
The opportunity is that an effective means of
protecting these areas already exists - the Ocean
Plan's prohibition against the discharge of waste into
ASBSs.
The undersigned organizations are concerned,
however, that the Board is poised to take an approach
that would both sidestep the challenge of stopping the
pollution ofASBSs and decline the opportunity to
make use of one of the most effective tools in its
arsenal. Specifically, the Board appears inclined to
develop an exception to the Ocean Plan's waste
discharge prohibition that would cover stormwater
runoffand nonpoint sources of pollution to ASBSs.
We oppose this approach. Although exceptions that
are specifically designed to achieve "no discharge" of
pollutants over a clear timeframe may be appropriate
for individual dischargers under certain limited
circumstances, an exception that relieves an entire
category ofdischargers from compliance with a
critical rule risks significantly weakening that rule,
and removing any meaningful protection that it
provides.
The crisis in our coastal ocean health as,
described by the Oceans Commissions, mitigates
strongly in favor of strict enforcement of the rule. It
is unfortunate that - faced with more than 1 650,
illegal discharges - the Board's first acts were to
attempt to soften the waste discharge prohibition and
then to develop exceptions to it. This precedent sets
up an assumption on the part of the dischargers that
the Board does not take the waste discharge
prohibition seriously and will be susceptible of
pressure to decline meaningful enforcement. We
assume that this is not the outcome that the Board or
the Schwarzenegger Administration desires, and we
encourage the Board to shift its posture away from
exceptions and toward enforcement.
We are confident that with the continued
leadership ofyour staff, including Dominic Gregorio,
these precious areas can be maintained and restoredan~ th~t California can continue to proudly lead the'
nation m protecting coastal health. The waste
discharge prohibition is the only effective means of
ensuring comprehensive protection of ASBSs. It is
this type ofstrong management that the Ocean
Commission reports envision, and it is this type of
strong action that both the SWRCB's Ocean Plan and
Governor Schwartzenegger's Ocean Action Strategy
calls for. .-
Sperm Whale Sounds
"Are we likely to see sperm whales," whale watch passengers sometimes ask. I have to reply, "No, it
isn't likely. Aerial surveys have found sperm whales WAY offshore but the only one I've seen was probably a
young male wandering in the area from time to time." (Well, passengers sometimes point at a humpback whale
and ask me ifambergris comes from that whale, to which Jhave to say no again. It's found in the intestines of
sperm whales and yes, it was used as a base for perfumes. Strangely, more people seem to have heard of
ambergris than are familiar with scrimshaw, art on harvested sperm whale teeth. ) -ed.
Lacking baleen and having teeth instead, most sperm whales aren't likely to have the commuting
lifestyle of the big baleen whales we see here seasonally. Instead, similar to other odontocetes (toothed
cetaceans), there are likely to be family gatherings in the middle of large oceans, with adult males joining them
for mating but otherwise hanging out in polar or other regions. The sounds these toothed whales make are used
in research recently reported in Marine Mammal Science, July 2005 p. 429-445 "ESTIMATES OF SPERM
WHALE ABUNDANCE IN THE NORTHEASTERN TEMPERATE PACIFIC FROM A COMBINED
ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL. SURVEY, by Jay Barlow and Barbara L. Taylor of the Southwest Fisheries
Science Center. Searching to census sperm whales in the northeastern Pacific, scientists debate the use of
acoustic vs visual means of locating sperm whales. In the process, interesting descriptions of their sounds are
delineated. The hydrophone array was towed at 15 km/h and 100 m depth, and locations were estimated
acoustically for 45 distinct sperm whale groups. Leaving the accounts ofthe research, here are some notes
about sperm whale sounds that are only a small part of this interesting project.
"Usual" clicks: 0.4 -1.0-s period......relatively loud... detectable at 10 - 16 km under optimal conditions
Slow clicks: 5-8-s period..... produced only by males and are likely to propagate 60 km "During the survey it
was noted that slow clicks were often detected at much greater range than the usual sperm whale clicks.
Typically, one individual in a group would be making slow clicks, and when approaching a slow
clicking individual, the other individuals in that group were not heard until the ship was within
approximately 4 km." (p. 437-8)
Creaks: a series of very rapid clicks
Codas: patterned clicks....... codas and creaks are oflesser amplitude and not detectable far from their
source..."While usual clicks are indicative of foraging at depth, "codas," stereotyped series of 3- -20
clicks lasting 0.2-2 sec, are heard in social situations when whales are interacting. Groups of females
have distinctive repertoires of codas, and coda repertoire also shows geographical variation. Coda
repertoire is probably acquired culturally from within family units." (Hal Whitehead, "Sperm Whale,"
Ency 0/ Marine Mammals, Academic Press, 2002, p.I ]68.)
Sperm whale clicks have a higher frequency than some of the low calls ofbaleen whales, "extending above the
dominant range of ship and flow." Moreover, a significant fraction of sperm whales are unavailable to visual
observers because they can dive for an hour or more, therefore acoustic surveys are potentially more valuable
for sperm whales than for many other species." (Marine Mammal Science, Ju]y 2005 p. 430)
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8/20 p.m. 3 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
60 Risso's Dolphins
8/'1.0 a.m. 5 Ilumpback Whales
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
400 Northern Ri8ht Whale Dolphins
8/24 a.m. 2 Friendly Humpback Whales
10 Humpback Whales
400 Long·beaked Common Dolphins
8123 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
8123 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales
6 Killer Whales (transient typc)
8122 p.m. 2000 Long.beaked Common Dolphins
8 Humpback Whales
10 Dall's Porpoise
2 Humpback Whales
35 Risso's Dolphins
2 Humpback Whales
I Blue Whale
20 Risso's Dolphins
2 Humpback Whales
7 Killer Whales (lJlInsicnt typc,
predation on elephant scal)
3 Humpback Whales
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
200 Risso's Dolphins
100 Northern RighI Whale Dolphins
5 Humpback Whales
20 Risso's Dolphins
8 Humpbacl; Whales
2 Dall's Porpoise
J3 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
1 Killer Whale (transient type)
18 Risso's Dolphins
2 Elephant Scals
7 Humpback Whales
15 Risso's Dolphins
7 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
400 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
525 Risso's Dolphins
10 Dalfs Porpoise
2 Harbor Porpoise
I Northern FID' Seal
12 Humpback Whales
I BlucWhale
IS Risso's Dolphins
I Northern Fur Seal
10 Humpback Whales
350 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
325 Risso's Dolphins
2 Humpback Whales
4 Humpback Whales
8 Blue Whales
10 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dalrs Porpoise
8 Blue Whales
60 Risso's Dolphins
I Elephant Seal
4 Humllback Whales
2 Blue Whales
400 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
700 Risso's Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
2 Northern Fur Seals
12 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
35 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
2 Northern Fur Seals
3 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
45 Risso's Dolphins
4 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
I Killer Whale (transient typc)
65 Risso's Dolphins
I Northern Fur Seal
I Basking Shark
4 Humpback Whales
300 Pacilic White Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
&13 a.m.
&13 p.m.
816 p.m.
814lLm.
817 p.m.
814 p.m.
817l1.m.
815 p.m.
815lLm.
816 a.m,
818 a.m.
&'2l1.m.
8/2 p.m.
811 p.m.
811 a.m.
818 p.m.
819 a.m.
819 p.m.
8110 a.m.
8110 p.m.
3 Blue Whales
250 Risso's Dolphins
SO Northem Right Whale Dolphins
2 Blue Whales
3 Killer Whales (transient typc)
25 Risso's Dolphins
5 Killer Whales (\Jansient typc)
2 Blue Whales
130 Risso's Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whtlle Dolphins
I Ilumpback Whale
2 Blue Whales
125 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
150 Risso's Dolphins
150 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
5 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
175 Risso's Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
5 Humpback Whales
70 Risso's Dolphins
4 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
300 Risso's Dolphins
220 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
12 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
6 Killer Whales (\Jansienl type)
I Minke Whole
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Northern RighI Whale Dolphins
5 Dall's Porpoise
23 Humpback Whales
6 Blue Whales
15 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
3 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
4 Dall's Porpoise
4 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
SO Pacific White Sided Dolllhins
630 Risso's Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
II Dall's Porpoise
I E1cphant Seal
I Humpback Whale
2 Blue Whales
1 Killer Whale (transient type.
predation en elephant seal)
5 Killer Whale (tmnsient type)
6 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
I Killcr Whale (transient I}-pe)
I Minke Whale
250 Pacific White Sided Doillhins
150 Risso's Dolphins
800 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
5 Dall's Porpoise
4 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
2 Blue Whales
I Killer Whale (transienllype)
475 Risso's Dolphins
20 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
5 Blue Whales
60 Risso's Dolphins
4 Humpback Whalcs
6 Blue Whales
25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
350 Risso's Dolphins
2 Mako Sharks
8116 p.m.
8117 p.m.
8118 p.m.
8118 ILm.
8114 p.m.
8IISlLm.
8IISp.m,
8116 a.m.
8I17Il.m.
8114l1.m.
8113 p.m.
8I19u.m.
8/19 p.m.
8IlIlLm.
8111 p.m.
8112 p.m.
8IJ2a.m.
III 8113ILm.
5 Humpback Whales
I Killer Whale (transient type.
predation on el~phant seal)
1# Type orAnimal(s)
2 Blue Whales
65 Risso's Dolphins
8 Dall's Porpoise
6 Harbor Porpoise
3 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
10 Killer Whales (transient type)
3 Humpback Whales
7 Killer Whales (tmnsient typc)
8130 I Humpback Whale
2 Blue: Whales
40 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
600 Ri~'sDolphins
150 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
8/24
8-hr
special
charter
&131
DIIte
9/1 a.m.
8/22Lm.
8/29 3 Humpback Whales
300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
800 Long·beaked Common Dolphins
1500 Risso's Dolphins
8/28 p.m. 1 Blue Whale
20 Risso's Dolphins
8/28 a.m. 7 Humpback Whales
20 Risso's Dolphins
8/27 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
850 Long·beaked Common Dolphins
8/'1.7 a.m. 7 Humpback Whales
210 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
8/26 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
4 Dall's Porpoise
8/26 a.m. 7 Humpback Whales
100 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
8/25 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
500 Long·beaked Common Dolphins
8/25 a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
JO Long·beaked CAlmmon Dolphins
29 Humpback Whales
6 Killer Whales (wnsient typc)
I Minke Whale
25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
400 Long.beaked CAlmmon Dolphins
30 Short·beaked Common Dolphins
40 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dalrs Porpoise
2 Northern Fur Seals
8/24 p.m. 4 Humpback Whalcs
400 Long·beaked Common Dolphins
9/1 p.m.
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Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STAnON, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American T"n Cannery Outlet Stores)
27, 2005
join us at 7:00 for Refreshments)
Speaker: Kaitilin Gaffney, Central Coast Program Manager, The Ocean Conservancy
Title: California's Marine Life Protection Act - A Brighter Future for the Central Coast
Ms. Gaffuey will provide an update on the status of the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA)-
California's landmark legislation requiring an improved network ofmarine protected areas. The
primary goal of the law is to protect the natural diversity and abundance ofmarine life. The
MLPA was enacted with overwhelming legislative support in 1999 and has been made
cornerstone of the Governor's Ocean Action Plan for California. The MLPA currently being
implemented in the Central Coast. A group of stakeholders including conservationists, fishermen
and recreational users, has been meeting in 2005 to develop proposals for new and improved
Marine Protected Areas. Several coastal areas in the greater Monterey Peninsula region have
been proposed for increased protection. Ms. Gaffney serves on the stakeholder group and will
provide information on how the MLPA effort is progressing and how the public can get involved
in this important issue.
Please join to learn about this issue which is so important to the future ofour extraordinarily rich
coastal waters. - Alan Baldridge
HOPKiNS MARINE 51AriON LfSRAU OCT 10.
Calendar
Oct. 27: Regular program meeting. Then, the combination Nov.-Dec. meeting on Dec. 1st.
Nov. 4 - 6: The Monterey Bird Festival is back! On November 4-6, birders and experts will
gather in Watsonville to enjoy a weekend of activities from Pajaro Valley to the Big Sur
Ornithology Lab. The Elkhorn Slough Foundation and many other sponsors. See
www.montereybaybirding.org.
Speaking ofbirds, here and later in this issue, local pelagic birding is offered through 2
companies. See
www.montereybayseabirds.com.trips open in Oct., Richard Ternullo, a past-president and
current scientific board member of this chapter - also a contributor through Montrey Bay Whale
Watch. Sign up to receive news oftrips for 2006.
www.shearwaterjourneys.com.trips open in Oct. Debra Shearwater.
More About the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA)
BACKGROUND: In 1999, California adopted a landmark ocean protection law, the Marine Life Protection Act
(MLPA) with six goals:
1. 1. To protect the natural diversity and abundance of marine life, and the structure, function, and integrity of
marine ecosystems. 2. To help sustain, conserve, and protect marine life populations, including those of
economic value, and rebuild those that are depleted. 3. To improve recreational, educational, and study
opportunities provided by marine ecosystems that are subject to minimal human disturbance, and to manage
these uses in a manner consistent with protecting biodiversity. 4. To protect marine natural heritage, including
protection of representative and unique marine life habitats in California waters for their intrinsic value. 5. To
ensure that California's Marine Protected Areas have clearly defined objectives, effective management
measures, and adequate enforcement, and are based on sound scientific guidelines. 6. To ensure that the state's
Marine Protected Areas are designed and managed, to the extent possible, as a network.
After repeated delays, the State has recently launched the Marine Life Protection Act Initiative, a cooperative
effort funded by a public-private partnership, and enhanced by the advice of scientists, resource managers,
experts, stakeholders and interested members ofthe public. In September, the Resources Agency Secretary
announced the selection ofmembers for the California Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA) Blue Ribbon Task
Force. This panel has four specific goals:
Oversee preparation ofa statewide guide for developing a marine protected area master plan. Create a pilot
project, in an area along the central coast, which will identify potential networks of marine protected
areas. Develop a strategy for long-term MLPA funding. Make recommendations for improved
coordination ofmarine protected areas with key federal agencies.
From City ofSanta Cruz. City Council Meeting, January II, 2005
http://www.cLsanta-cruz.ca.uslcc/archivesl05/1-llmeeting/I-llrptlcm143.htm
ACS Monterey Board 2005
Jerry Loomis, President and Special Events. Loomis@mbay.net
David Zaches, Vice-President; Katy Castagna, Treasurer; Sallie Eastham. Membership Secretary; Diane
Glim, Publicity; Milos Radakovich, Historian; Carol Maehr, Conservation; Barbara Oliver. Newsletter mailing;
Alan Baldridge, Programs. Scientific Advisory Committee: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry
Loomis, Jud Vandevere, Jo Guerrero, Libby Osnes-Erie. Richard Ternullo, Tom Kieckhefer
Web: Evelyn Starr, webmaster www.starrsites.com ACS Monterey Bay web site www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
ACS National web site www.acsonline.orgEstaLeeAlbright.editor.Soundings:EstaLee@inreach.com
Randy and Gail Puckett brought "Sneak Peak" to our September meeting and, we. think~ the
actual sculpture is even more beautiful than it looks in the photo.. They m:e donatmg thiS
lovely work of art because of their interest in our project. to provld~ supplIes and whal~­
dolphin materials to the school that is attended by the chIldren of villages at San IgnaCIO
Lagoon, the most protected of the birthing lagoons used by gray w~ales.
_ _ .&....., eI _ _
A RAFFLE - DRAWING TO BE HELD AT OUR FEBRUARY MEETING
One ticket $5.00, five tickets for $20.00
Enclosed is a strip of rame tickets. Fill out your information on the back and send one, two or
all five to ACS Monterey Bay, POBox H E, Pacific Grove, CA 93950- with your check
payable to ACS Monterey Bay. Or, bring your rame tickets to an ACS meeting. More available!
Ultimately, this is about gray whales. Children in EI Centro school are from families who drive
the pangas for whale watching, who volunteer to monitor the whales and other wildlife year
rouncL who have few resources. The successful purchase of development rights around the
lagoon, by your donations to NRDC, is cause to celebrate. There will be no industry and no large
increase in traffic. The people of the Lagoon area, however, will remain the guardians of the
whales, and their children will be learning to continue that work. It is hard for us in CA to
imagine how remote is this area and how difficult it is for families and schools to have the most
ordinary supplies. Help for the school is an investment for the future protection of the whales.
"Sneak Peak"
(from Randy Puckett's catalog)
Released 2003. Bronze Edition 350
9 Y2" High, 6" Wide. 5 1/4" Deep
"One of the enchanting things done by Gray whales is
called "Spyhopping." The Whale will lift its head above
the water vertically, or nearly vertical, up to about the
level of its eyes, and hold that position. This can
sometimes last several minutes. Though no one knows
for sure exactly why they do this, it looks as if they are
looking around above the water - sort of a "sneak peek"
at the world of air that their ancestors left millennia ago.
If you draw an imaginary line across this piece just at
eye level. and pretend it is the surface ofthe water, what
is above this line is what you see when they spyhop.
"I had the wonderful experience ofworking on ......
sculptures while on board the Lindblad Expeditions
whips Sea Bird and Sea Lion in Baja, often within
sight of the actual animals. It is not often that a whale
carver gets to have live models while he works'"
Are Whales Artiodactyls?
"Slick Sisters," by Stephan Reebe. Natural History
Magazine, April 2005, p. 13.
Until recently, zoologists thought the
membership list of the order Artiodactyla was
limited to hoofed mammals with an even
number of toes: camels, cows, deer, giraffes,
goats, hippopotamuses, pigs, sheep. But
mounting evidence suggests dolphins, por-
poises, and whales - the water-dwelling
mammals known as cetaceans - should be
added to the list.
Until well into the 1980s, anatomical studies
suggested that hippos may have evolved from
pigs. DNA studies from the past decade,
however, indicate that hippos are closer rela-
tives of cetaceans than ofpigs, which don't
chew their cud, or of ruminants (cows, deer,
goats, sheep, and so forth), which do. So
Jean-Renaud Boisserie, a paleontologist at the
University of California, Berkeley, and two
French colleagues looked afresh at the fossil
evidence - and also at a new trove ofwhale
fossils unearthed in Pakistan - to see whether
it supports the DNA link. The investigators
compared eighty distinct skeletal and dental
features ofhippos with those ofnumerous
other artiodactyla. The fossils, they conclude,
confmn the DNA.
According to Boisserie and his colleagues,
almost 60 million years ago a four-legged
artiodactyl gave rise to two main offshoots: the
early, quasi-aquatic cetaceans (later to become
fully aquatic and lose their hind limbs) and a
wide-spread, diverse group ofpiglike beasts
that probably spent much oftheir time in
water. Ofthe latter, only the hippopotamuses
- which appeared some 15 million years ago -
are still with us, and still fond ofprolonged
immersion in lakes and rivers (Proceedings ofthe
National Academy ofSciences 102: 1537-41,2005)-
The Value of Blank Pages
WONDROUSLY BLANK: A PLEA FOR THE
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
by T. A. Barron See www.NRDCactionfund.org
The world would be far poorer, Aldo Leopold
famously observed, "without a blank spot on the map"
Yet it wasn't long ago that U.S. Senator Frank Mur-
kowski from Alaska stood in the Senate chamber and
declared indignantly that the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge was no more remarkable than a blank piece of
paper. What, really, is a blank spot on the map? What
is its value? These questions are difficult to answer -
especially for a money-driven, mechanized society
such as ours.
A blank spot, despite its lack ofattention from
mapmakers, is not empty. While it is devoid ofcities,
villages, roads, and monuments (as well as drill rigs,
trash heaps, billboards, and wrecked vehicles) - it
may be full ofother attractions. Such as scenic won-
der. Or silence. Or wildlife in grand abundance. And
something else, as well. A blank spot on the map
often contains precious opportunities for people to
explore their outer world -- and their inner selves.
For a blank spot implies no limits. It is a place of
endless reach - for the sunlit horizon, as well as for
the human spirit.
No place on our planet is more richly, wondrously
blank than the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Within its nearly twenty million acres ofterrain lies the
last stretch ofprotected coastline in Alaska, as well as
the coastal plain - the fragile tundra wetland that is
America's premier birthing ground for arctic wildlife.
Caribou migrate over 1,000 miles round trip every
year to reach this place~ migratory birds from every
comer of the country seek refuge here. This is the
place that George Bush, Dick Cheney, and their
supporters in the energy industry want to invade and
cover with roads, drilling pads, and heavy machinery.
To fill in the map. To darken one ofthe most pristine
spots on Earth.
If they do succeed - on the spurious claim that our
nation absolutely must suck out whatever oil lurks
beneath this land (even though the most inflated
estimates show the Refuge providing only a tiny
fraction ofAmerica's needs, and only delivering that a
decade from now) - they will, indeed, darken this
spot. With the inevitable oil spills on the tundra. With
the bodies ofdead caribou calves. And, worst ofall,
with the shadows ofa lost opportunity to protect a
place that is truly sacred - and wondrously blank. -
Ten Most-Wanted Birds - 5 Are Seabirds!
From "Ten Most Wanted," by Cynthia Berger,
National Wildlife Magazine, June-July 2005, p36-45.
Millions ofAmericans (est. 46 million bird-watchers
in this country) experience a special joy simply by
seeing a rare bird, even ifthat entails travel or severe
conditions. "Ned Brinkley...the editor ofNorth
American Birds used to load his binoculars and chain
saw into his four-wheel-drive truck and chase
hurricanes along the Eastern seaboard, intentionally
heading into the eye ofa storm in search ofvagrant
birds blown offcourse by the winds. 'Sometimes
officials make you evacuate, and that really puts a
crimp in the birding,' he says. Why the chain saw?
'Driving into Hurricane Fran a few years ago, trees
were falling everywhere across Interstate 85 South. It
was a little scary. I don't really want to encourage
other people to do this.'"
"We asked some of the country's elite birders to tell
us which ten species they most yearn to see within the
U.S. Clearly most ofthem didn'[t want to be limited
to the Lower 48. 'Alaska is the only place to see a
whole lot of great birds,' says Paul Lehman. Based
on his response and the others we received, here is our
unscientific list ofAmerica's ten most wanted"
IVOIy-billed Woodpecker: exciting news that it may
not be extinct after all, just hiding in swamps ofArk.
Elegant trogon: in the U.S., shady Arizona canyons
Atlantic puffin: colonies breed on islands offMaine
White-tailed tropicbird: try pelagic trips offNC or FL;
ashore only briefly to nest on tropical islands
Black-footed albatross: offshore U.S. west coast; seen
regularly on longer whale watch/pelagic trips out of
Monterey.
Snowy owl: Arctic species seen near Canadian border
when winters bring short food supply
White morph gyrfalcon: ·No. Canada, Greenland, or in
northern U.S. but not often
Ivory gull: world's only pure white gull, winters at the
edge ofArctic pack ice, breeds in remote Northern
Canada.
Ross's gull: High Arctic circumpolar distribution
Spectacled eider: winters in openings in sea ice in the
middle of the Bering Sea
...
Pelagic bird or whale watch cruises during summer
and fall months see feeding whales often at the edge
of the sub-marine canyon or miles beyond. Even
though birds are not a priority on whale watches, ill s
are called out and pelagic birds are a bonus when the
boat has stopped for whales. During trips outside the
bay in summer, seeing the Black-footed Albatross is
almost a daily thrill.
"Black-footed Albatross," by Stephen F. Bailey,
Horizons, a publication ofPacific Grove Museum of
Natural History. 19991
Hungry? Ifyou were a bird, you could fly out for a
quick meal. For a Black-footed Albatross nesting on
one of the Northwest Hawaiian Islands, a "lunch
break" often means a straight- line, round -trip flight
of nearly 5000 miles to the edge ofthe continental
shelfofCAl After the chick hatches, each returning
parent carries about a liter of squid/fish oil to feed
their chick. Satellite tracking revealed that one
Black-footed Albatross flew 24,800 miles in a three-
month period offoraging trips from Tern Island to
CA lasting up to 28 days!
This albatross species occurs virtually year-round
offshore CA. Fonnerly, many ofus assumed that
those individuals visiting all during the long breeding
season (Oct. To July) were non-breeders, but now we
know otherwise. Also, now the winter-spring timing
ofbreeding makes sense~ the greatest food demands
from the huge growing chick coincide with the spring
upwelling period ofhigh marine productivity in CA
waters. Moreover, the maximum numbers ofBlack-
footed Albatrosses offour coast occur in mid-
summer, right after the birds have departed from their
Hawaiian nesting islands but while our upwelling is
still producing abundant food for hungry, hard-
worked albatrosses.
*
Note: unfortunately this long-range foraging puts the
albatross at risk for mistaking floating trash for food.
E.g. a BIC cigarette lighter looks a lot like a floating
squid All that work and all that travel often results
in a supply oftrash for the starving chick. Landside
trash, ship trash: it needs to be secured, not floating.-
Surfrider Foundation 9/05 Newsletter Has Urgent Conservation News
www. surfrider.org.
Legislation's Moving Forward in Congress to Open ANWR and Offshore Coastal
Areas to Drilling
The bill, the National Energy Supply Diversification and Disruption Prevention Act, has
now passed the House Resources Committee. The bill is absolutely terrible for our
coastal environment, as the bill: 1) Explicitly calls for drilling in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge; 2) Allows states to "opt-out" of the Offshore Drilling Moratorium; and 3)
Removes the offshore drilling moratorium for the Gulf Side of the Florida coast. The bill
may come to a vote in the House of Representatives very soon. Contact your state's
U.S.
Pallone and Lautenberg to Introduce Legislation Reauthorizing the BEACH Act
Rep. Frank J. Pallone Jr., D-N.J. and U.S. Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg, D-N.J. said at a
press conference recently that they plan to introduce legislation this fall in the U.S.
Congress to reauthorize the BEACH (Beach Environmental Assessment Closure and
Health) Act. Among other things, the BEACH Act sets the national standards for beach
water testing. The upcoming legislation will contain provisions pushing for faster
turnaround time for beach water testing -- the results of water tests now usually take 1-
3+ days before becoming available to the beach-going public.
Endangered Species Act Under Unprecedented Attack in Congress
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) is a cornerstone of environmental protection. It is
one of the few laws that enable environmental groups, like the Surfrider Foundation, to
effectively oppose ill-planned development in especially important natural locations (such
as San Onofre State Beach). Unfortunately, the Endangered Species Act is now under
unprecedented attack, as House Resources Committee Chairman Richard Pombo has
introduced a bill in the House of Representatives that would eviscerate the ESA and turn
back over 30 years of endangered species and habitat protection. Unfortunately, this bill
has now passed the House of Representatives. It's up to our Senate to act responsibly
and save our Endangered Species Act. Contact your state's 2 U.S. Senators and
communicate how you feel about this important issue.
FLASH! Sea Monster's Photo Taken. After Monterey's visit by Humboldt squid and our
chapter program by Dr. Gilly this year, we are Squid Conscious! Here's an even bigger, in
more ways than one, story. TOKYO - The giant squid can be found in books and in myths, but
for the first time, a team ofJapanese scientists has captured on fIlm one of the most mysterious
creatures of the deep sea in its natural habitat. The team led by Tsunemi Kubodera, from the
National Science Museum. in Tokyo, tracked the 26-foot long Architeuthis as it attacked prey
nearly 3,000 feet deep off the coast ofJapan's Bonin islands. [Marine researcher] Kyoichi Morl
said the giant squid, purplish red like its smaller brethren, attacked its quarry aggressively,
calling into question the image of the animal as lethargic and slow moving.lilt went after some
bait that we had on the end ofthe camera and became stuck, and left behind a tentacle" about
six yards long, MoTi said The Associated Press, Wed., Sep. 28, 2005.
9/9 p.m. 3 Blue Whales
500 Long-beaked Common Dolphins
2 Bonlenosc Dolphins
2 HaIOOr Porpoise
9lJ 110m. 5 Humpback Whales
I Mako shark ellting II hatbor seal
9/2 p.m. 6 llumpbaek Whales
2 Humpback Whales
912 un. 2 Humpback Whales
200 Risso', Dolphins
-~ ----_.
.- ....
0. ___• ~_
9/1 p.m. 2 B1ueWbales
6S Risso's Dolphins
8 OalI's Porpoise
6 Harbor Porpoise
9/1 ..m. .} Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
10 Killer Whale' (transient Iype)
SOO Risso's Dolphins
50 Nortbem Right Whale Dolphins
3 Killer Whales (tnInsient Iype. pmIation on piMiped)
300 PlIcific White Sided Dolphins
1500 Risso's Dolphins
450 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9lJ p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
9/4
919 lLm. S Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
20 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
I()() Risso's Dolphins
10 Northem Right Whale Dolphins
S Humpback Whale'
2 Humpback Whales
2 Killer Whales (tnlllsienilype)
1 Humpback Whale
4 Killer Whales
Sightings for September 2005
Compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch
www.gowhales.com
This was a month ofhumpback whales. Lack ofkrill
may have been responsible for the absence ofblue
whales. From time to time baby sardines or anchovies
congregated in dense schools: very good humpback food.
Whale watching on 9/29 brought several views
ofhumpback mom-calfpairs offshore west and southwest
ofPt Pinos. Milos Radakovich reported two pairs right next
to shore at the point.The calves were born last winter and,
close to theweaning time, appear about 25 feet long.
One calfwith much-damaged tail flukes was swimming
right along with its mom. Peggy Stap (wildlife photographer
and research assistant to Nancy Black, Monterey Bay Whale Watch)
brought her photosof the flukes to the ACS meeting
and puzzled all of us.We hope to solicit more information.
Ed.
9115 p.m. 12 Humpback Whales
9I15ILm. 12 Humpback Whale'
I Minke WhaJe
9114 p.m. 7 Humpback WhaJes
91140.11\. 7 Humpback Whales
9113 2 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
g Kiner Whales
12 Bonlenosc Dolphins
9112 p.m. 6 Humpback WlWcs
9/110.m. 6 IfUlllpbac:k Whales
2 BlIID Whales
9/16 7 Humpback WhllIes
S Killer Whales
9/10 4 Humpback Whales
2 Plu:iflC Wbite Sided Dolphins
100 Risso's Dolphins
10 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9/11 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
9/11 ..m. 4 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
9/170.m. 8 Humpback Whale'
350 Risso's Dolphins
10 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9f1J 8 Humpback Whales
9122 p.m. 3 Humpback Whales
9/12 Lm. .} Humpback Whales
9111 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
9111 o.m. 6 Humpback WhlI/es
S DBlrs Porpoise
9120 p.m. 6 Humpback \Vlla'cs
91100.m. .} Humpback Wbalcs
9/19 2 Humpback Wbalcs
7 Risso's Dolphins
9/18 2 Humpback Wbales
9/17 p.m. S Humpback Whalcs
DlIIe # Type or ADlmal(s)
9119 a.m. 16 Humpbllck Whales
9118 2 Humpba~kWhllIe'
12 Harbor Porpoise
9117 p.nl, 9 Humpback Whales
9117 LII\. 7 Humpback WhllIes
IS PlI~ilic White Sided Dolphins
SOO Risao's Dolphins
80 Nonhern Right WMIe Dolphins
9126 p.m. 7 Humpback Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
9I26lLm. 4 Humpback \Vllales
3S Risso', Dolphins
9125 p.m. 4 Humpback Whale'
9125 a.m. 8 Humpback WhlI/es
25 PlIcific White Sided Dolphins
200 Risso', Dolphins
9/14 p.m. 8 Humpback Whales
9124 a.m. 16 Ilumpback Whales
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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, December 1 2005
Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments.
Speaker: Liz Alter, Ph.D. Candidate, Hopkins Marine Station
Title : Using DNA to understand the population history of gray whales
Estimating pre-exploitation abundance in baleen whales has important implications for the
management ofcurrent populations. Under certain assumptions,historical population size and
demographic changes can be inferred from genetic data. Data from DNA provides
independent population size estimates that can be compared to historical estimates based on
whaling logbooks or census data. Scientists are using the eastern Pacific gray whale as
a case study by sequencing DNA from 30-40 individuals.
This population is recovering after two centuries ofwhaling,
and is thought by some biologists to have surpassed its historical
population size as estimated from whaling records. However,
genetic data indicates that the actual historical population size
of gray whales may have been significantly larger than today's
population. The speaker will discuss the issues surrounding the
calculation ofhistorical population size, and how genetic data
can contribute to our understanding of the recovery ofbaleen
whales. Our speaker is a student ofDr. Steven Palwnbi who has
used this technique which has enonnous implications for
cetacean conservation. This is a new and most interesting subject
and we urge you to join us. -Alan Baldridge
This Gray Whale sculpture by Randy Puckett is the prize ofourfund-raising raffle. See illSide.
tiO" 1 t 'l.~
HOPKINS MARINE STATION UBRARI'f
The Board of the Monterey Bay Chapter of the AmericaD Cetacean Society want to wish all of you
The Loveliest of Holiday Sounds, Experiences and Sightings
President: Jerry Loomis, Vice-president: David Zaches, Treasurer: Katy Castagna, Membership secretary:
Sally Eastham, Publicity Chair: Diane Glim, Conservation Chair: Carol Maehr, Newsletter Mailing: Barbara
Oliver, Program Chair: Alan Baldridge, Webmaster: Evelyn Starr, our web site: www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
Newsletter editor: Esta Lee Albright estalee@inreach.com
The regular meeting schedule resumes the last Thursday ofJanuary: see you Jan. 26th, 2006
How can there be a Whale Fest without the Whale People - ACS I!!
We need YOU on January 21 and/or 22, Sat.-Sun., for
Whale Fest, Celebrating the Gray Whale Migration
Just get on the schedule (Jerry Loomis, 649-1249, or Loomis@mbay.net) anytime
between 10 am and 4 pm. and come to Monterey's Fisherman's Wharf.
Enjoy talking with people who want to know about whales. With our display and
materials it's EASY!
Enjoy meeting and watching people in marine-related groups making Whale Fest
work and having a great time.
Tell people how to come to our great meetings....... how to become members of
ACS ..... and promote ACS Monterey Bay's future, as well as the whales' !
••*
Jud Vandevere urged us at the last meeting to comment on the proposal that sea otters be
allowed to freely migrate south ofPoint Conception in Santa Barbara County. Ifyou missed the
hearings on Nov. I and 3 about extending the range of the southern sea otter, you still can be
"heard" by writing BEFORE JAN. 5th, 2006, to: Diane Noda, Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Office, 2493 Portola Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA 93003-7726, or send comments
by email to fwlseaotterseis@fws.gov
Points you might make and enlarge upon:
*Retuming sea otters to Santa Barbara and Ventura's coastal waters is importa"~ +~ ·~e local
coastal economies
*Sea Otters are important to the near-shore kelp forest ecosystem
*Allowing sea otters to move freely is essential to fully recover the California sea oner
A wealth ofinformation on these points (and the history ofthe sea otter controversies) has been
prepared by Jim Curland, Marine Program Associate, Defenders of Wildlife, P.O. Box 959,
Moss Landing, CA 95039,831-726-9010. See the Defenders ofWildlife web site at
www.defenders.org Also, Jim recommends the 2005 Draft Supplemental Impact Statement-
Translocation ofSouthern Sea Otters, which is available for public comment at:
www.fws.gov/ventura/es/SSOrecplan. A study ofthe economic impact on southern CA can be
viewed at: www.biodiversitypartners.org/econlreportlseaJ)tter.shtmJ
Ifyou would like a copy ofJim's email alert on the hearings and web site recommendations,
contact this editor at EstaLee@inreach.com
above describe their remote environment, and
the problem of lack of ready resources applies
to their school. To join the raffle, fIll out and
send the tickets with your check to: ACS
Monterey Bay, PO Box HE, Pacific Grove,
CA 93950 $5 each, $20 for all 5 tickets
Make check to ACSMB.
For more information, see last month's
Soundings or Randy Puckett's newsletter. -
Oct. 22, 2005
It is one ofMexico's most remote regions. a vast
landscape of water and earth where migratory birds
feed, mangroves thrive and gray whales migrate to
breed and bear their young. For years, conservation
groups from both sides of the border have fought to
preserve the Laguna San Ignacio and its surroundings.
For the first time, local residents also are having a
say about this sparsely settled and biologically
wealthy stretch of the Baja California peninsula.
Next week, leaders of the 43-member communal
landholding group Ejido Luis Echeverria are expected
to limit development on more than four-fifths of their
property: almost 120,000 acres along the lagoon.
The legally binding agreement, scheduled to be
signed Tuesday in Tijuana, marks an unusual
marriage ofU.S. and Mexican conservationists with
local landholders in a region where jobs are few and
development pressures have been growing. With
scarce Mexican government resources for
conservation, the Baja California peninsula has
become a key testing ground for such private efforts.
"Everyone in Baja California Sur is thinking about
selling their land, but we're going to show that you
don't necessarily have to sell," said Raul Lopez
Gongora, president of the Ejido, whose members
subsist through fishing and ecotourism. "Maybe we
can set a precedent for conservation in the region."
The Board of ACS Monterey Bay is aware that In exchange for limiting development, Ejido Luis
many members of this chapter were quick to Echeverria will receive $25,000 a year in perpetuity
donate funds lovingly given to this cause. from a trust fund established through the San Deigo-
The Board wishes to add a loud HOORAY to based International Community Foundation. Staff
the thanks fromNR~D..C I ._ :_<::.j>::',}~~ from Pro~atura, Mexi~o's old~st and largest 0
:i:~~~·;~·;.':~Ft: :::'~ conservation group, WIll momtor how the money IS
.~ ~...r· 0"' ." spent, ensuring that it is used for environmentally
More: "Baja Deal Would Mark an Unusual Alliance." sustainable development projects.
By Sandra Dibble, Staff writer for the San Diego The agreement will be registered with Mexico's
Union Tribune. (Excerpts) National Agrarian Registry, which keeps track of
ejido lands, but otherwise, there is no direct
government involvement. If the property is sold, the
restrictions would still apply, say Pronatura attorneys.
Ifthe ejido fails to live up to its commitment, the
money could stop coming and the group would face
civil legal action.
"It worries me when there's talk about conservation
and protecting the whales and the people who live in
the area are not taken into account," says scientist
Jorge Urban. "This seems excellent, because... you're
benefitting the local communities."
Don't forget: the GRAY WHALE RAFFLE
drawing will be in Feb.! In this issue please
find a strip of rame tickets for Randy
Puckett's beautiful "Sneak Peak" sculpture
of a gray whale. Randy and this chapter are
joining in raising funds for school supplies for
the school attended by children of villages
around San Ignacio Lagoon. The paragraphs
From NRDC President. John H. Adams
Oct. 28. 2005 (excerpts ofemail message)
Yesterday, an historic agreement was signed that
will pennanently protect 120,000 acres on the banks
of the gray whale lagoon. This breakthrough deal is
the first phase in our visionary plan to protect one
million acres surrounding the greatest whale breeding
ground on earth. And it was made possible thanks to
$1.5 million in generous donation from NRDC
Members and supporters! On behalfofeveryone at
NRDC - and our partners in the Laguna San Ignacio
Conservation Alliance - let me thank you again for
helping tum our ambitious dream into a beautiful
reality for the magnificent gray whale.
Some Terrific News for Gray Whales!
Higher ocean acidity seen as threat to food chain
Note: the news qfresearch into ocean acidity hit variolls popular news pr0\1ders thejit:st part ofNovember. Among those. the
folloll'ing article from Cape Cod nmes provided a slightly different slant. Whales are part ofthefood chain at risk. -ed.
http://www.climateark.org/articles/reader.asp?linkid=47753ClimateArk.Climate Change Portal
Source: Copyright 2005, Cape Cod Times Originally posted
athllp:./www.capecodonline.com/cclimes1higherocean30.hlm
Dale: October 30,2005 Byline: CONOR BERRY
WOODS HOLE - In 50 to 100 years, rising ocean acidity levels might reach a point where the shells ofsome
marine organisms could dissolve or fail to grow altogether. This scenario sounds like a scene from a scary sci-fi
flick, but researchers say this potential phenomenon is directly related to rising carbon dioxide levels in the
ocean that could upset the balance of marine ecosystems.
Ocean acidification is occurring at a faster rate than originally predicted, with the potential to harm marine life
and disrupt the ocean's food web, according to Scott Doney, a marine chemist with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. Doney was a member ofan international team of27 marine biologists and chemists
from the U.S., Australia, Europe and Japan who analyzed recently compiled data to create models showing how
rising acidification might impact ocean life.
liThe food web is going to look very different in 50 to 100 years if we continue to bum carbon dioxide at current
levels:' Doney said.
Within that time span, the team concluded in a study published last month in the journal Nature, there could be
"severe consequences" for so-called marine calcifying organisms that build external skeletal material from
calcium carbonate, the basic building block of limestone. Calcifying organisms, which include sea urchins,
cold-water corals, coralline algae and plankton known as pteropods, are most threatened by acidification, the
study found. Collectively, these organisms provide essential food and habitat to other marine life, which means
their demise could affect entire ocean ecosystems.
"There's a lot ofplants and animals that make their shells out ofcalcium carbonate," Doney said.
The research team projected that the ocean's coldest waters, such as in the Weddell Sea of Antarctica, will
become corrosive to pteropods much sooner than originally thought. Pteropods, also known as sea butterflies,
belong to a subclass of smatt marine gastropod mottusks that propel themselves through the water column by
beating wing-like structures.
Ocean acidification occurs when carbon dioxide - a product ofcombustion and respiration - combines with
seawater. The addition ofcarbon dioxide, or C02, to the ocean lowers the pH of seawater. The average pH
value for the ocean remains slightly basic at 7.8) with global variations ranging from 7.5 to 8.5. The pH scale
measures how acidic or basic a substance is, in this case seawater. Values between 1-6 are considered acidic,
while values between 8-14 are considered alkaline. or basic. As acidity levels rise, the shetts ofpteropods may
simply dissolve as atmospheric C02 reaches the levels projected in about 50 years, the study concluded. Over
the past 200 years, the pH of surface seawater has declined by 0.1 units. By 2100, that level is expected to drop
by another 0.5 units ifC02 emissions continue to rise at the projected rate. If that rate is maintained. scientists
say it will produce ocean acidity levels unseen for millions ofyears. In addition, researchers say these changes
in ocean chemistry could reduce the ocean's ability to absorb C02 from the atmosphere and accelerate global
warmmg.
Every year the gray whale migration passes along Monterey's shorelines in the
wintertime. Mid-January finds the largest number ofgray whales going by.
So....
Join the Monterey Bay Chapter of the American Cetacean
Society,
the WHALE PEOPLE,
and take a cruise out to see gray whales in the clear morning
light.
2 hours January 14,2006
Saturday
Approximately 8 - 10 a.m.
(check-in time 7:45 a.m.)
with ACS
NATURALISTS
520 for members
515 for DOD-members
Gray whales, sea lions,
.sea otters, harbor seals,
and a good chance of
dolphins!
This trip is a BENEFIT for
ACS Monterey Bay's
educational and research
projects.
The cruise is a gift to ACS MB by Monterey Whale Watching
(formerly Monterey Sport Fishing) and we'll have their largest boat.
Don't wait! This trip fills rapidly and you want to be on board! Send a check today to:
ACSMB, PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
For information about the trip, the chapter, and becoming a member, call
Jerry Loomis 419-1051 or Sally Eastham 371-6919
Seeyou on board /!
"Up until now, we've mostly thought ofclimate change in tenns of changes in temperature or rainfall," Doney
said, adding that the ocean is equally susceptible to climate modifications. The ocean serves as a big C02
repository, Doney said. And the research conducted by his team and a host of others "shows the negative
consequences of the ocean being a big sink," he said. "We have recognized for several decades that the buildup
ofcarbon dioxide in the atmosphere from fossil-fuel combustion will lead to ocean acidi fication," Doney said.
"We know it's due to human activities; there's no controversy to that."
Previous studies have noted that changes in ocean chemistry are harmful to wann-water species such as corals
that build shells out ofcalcium carbonate, though it typically takes hundreds of years for such problems to occur.
However, Doney's team focused on the impact to cold-water ecosystems, which, he said, "appear to be even
more sensitive to ocean acidification and on shorter time-scales of the next few decades."
As atmospheric C02 continues to rise, scientists project that by the end of this century the entire Southern
Ocean - comprising southern portions of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans - and northern sections of the
Pacific Ocean will become so corrosive that many calcifying organisms may not be able to grow shells.
Scientists say this problem could be especially pronounced in polar waters. If populations of polar pteropods
decline significantly, researchers say it could trigger a chain reaction throughout the entire ocean ecosystem.
Pteropods are an important part of the diet of many marine species, including whales. (Emphasis by ed)
Cold-water corals already imperiled by open-ocean trawling will be further threatened by ocean acidification,
according to researchers. The corals are abundant in northern portions of the Atlantic Ocean, where they fonn
massive deep reefs. Doney's team predicted polar and subpolar Atlantic waters will become mostly corrosive by
the end of this century, due to fossil-fuel emissions.
Meanwhile, researchers from the Royal Society - the British equivalent of the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences - in a report this year detennined that reducing C02 emissions is the only way to stem rising ocean
acidification. The report found that excess atmospheric C02 from fossil-fuel burning has increased the acidity
of the world's oceans to a level irreversible in our lifetime. Scientists on both sides of the Atlantic fear marine
life won't be able to adapt to these changes quickly enough, with higher C02 levels making it harder for fish
and shellfish to breathe and reproduce. Many in the international scientific community now view ocean
acidification as a so-called sister problem to global climate change, particularly since the world's oceans have
absorbed about 50 percent ofall man-made C02 produced in the past 200 years. According to WHOI data, the
average person on the planet burns enough fossil fuel each day to emit 24 pounds ofcarbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, 9 pounds ofwhich is taken up by the ocean.
As a marine chemist, Doney said, "My role is to provide infonnation to society, and not just to the
policymakers." -
Ifs fun to go to the classics for basic information I
From Animals Without Backbones, rev. ed.,
by Ralph Buschbaum, Univ. Of Chicago
Press, 1948.
"Pteropods are marine gastropods that swim
in the open ocean by flapping finlike extensions
of the foot. The uncoiled, vaselike shell is thin
and transparent. Pteropods usually swim together
in enormous numbers, and in northern waters
some species are so abundant as to furnish
food for whales. II
P.204-4 Photo by William Beebe.
Somewhat Biased Suggestions for Christmas Gifts, or, some Ho Ho Ho for Wildlife -ed.
80 80 no! Adopt a Whale for $25 or a whole Pod for $65 or a sea otter or a dolpllin.
Defenders of Wildlife offers a "gift of splendor and wonder" accompanied by a certificate and a plush toy.
Well, ifyou prefer jaguars, bears, elephants and wolves, they're available too. See their web page at
www.defenders.org While you're there, subscribe to their email wildlife news and/or join the very active
wildlife conservation organization. PS: In-depth information about sea otters and the proposal to extend the
range of the southern sea otter, plus news items about oil drilling in the Arctic Refuge and the Endangered
Species Act were on the site at the beginning of November - check it out when you're surfing the web.
808080! Orca Adoption Program. The Whale Museum. Friday Harbor. WA
"The funds raised through this program help support ongoing field studies on the orcas and other marine
animals in the area. Local educational and summer tourist programs also benefit from these monies."
Basic Orca Adoption Package with Whale Museum Membership - $35 www.whale-museum.org
*A personalized parchment Adoption Certificate bearing your (or recipient's) name and the whale's name
*the whale's personal biography *a Matrilineal Genealogy Chart ofthe Southern Resident Community *a
subscription to the Museum's award-winning newsletter Cetus *an individual Whale Museum membership,
entitling you to a 10% discount on Museum store and catalog purchases and free admission to the Museum
*a current annually-produced Whale Museum poster *monthly e-mail updates on the orcas
"0"0 Ho! For Young Whale Watchers ADELINA'S WHALES, by Richard Sobol, Dutton, 2003.
Ten-year-old Adelina might be one of the children in the school we hope to support with our raffle. The story
is about the fishermen, their children and the whales. In lovely text and vibrant color photos, it's available in
various places for $17.99, and www.amazon.com for $12.23. Adults who have been or hope to go to San
Ignacio will want it, too. "After the first friendly visit with the whales, word quickly spread ofthe unique
encounter between a wild fifty-foot whale and a tiny fishing boat. Scientists and whale watchers started to corne
to Laguna San Ignacio to see the whales themselves. Perhaps word spread among the whales, too, because now
dozens ofwhales began to approach the small boats. With brains as large as a car's engine, gray whales might
even have their own language. They "talk" in low rumbles and loud clicks, making noises that sound like the
tappings of a steel drum or the ticking that a playing card makes as it slaps against the spokes ofa turning
bicycle wheel. Maybe they told each other that it was safe to visit here."
Ho Yo Ho! For Ninety Seconds of Science Milos Style
Note: Anyone who has heard Milos, or read his wordt; or experienced his programs at ACS, will
the Milos himselfwrote the follOWing information about his book.
"Milos Radakovich with Life on the Bay"
If you've enjoyed Milos' "Life on the Bay" science vignettes on KUSP radio for the last year and a half, you'll
love his ftrst book on the series, entitled "90 Second... " The full-color booklet - perfect for your nightstand or
bathroom magazine rack - is the first in a series and contains written and illustrated transcriptions of the first
fifty radio shows.
Fun, informative, and an easy read for all ages - a great gift for the budding student or avid science junkie.
Send a check for $20 per book (includes shipping) to: Milos Radakovich "90 Seconds", P.O. Box 51687, Pacific
Grove, CA 93950. Send mailing instructions and, if a gift, any notes you would like included. You can hear
"Life on the Bay" programs Mon-Wed, at 7:49am and 5:00pm on KUSP (88.9 FM), or you can go to
kus[).org/bay and click on "listen live" - just remember, the show is only 90 seconds long, so if you're blowing
your nose or flushing, you'll miss it.
SIG:H:TINGS
Compiled by staff of Monterey Bay Whale Watch
For updates see: www.gowhales.com
Date # Type of Animal(s)
10126 7 Humpback Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
20 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
10/25 3 Humpback Whales
20 Risso's Dolphins
2 Dall's Porpoise
10124 p.m. 6 Humpback Whales
10124 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales
10/23 2 Humpback Whales
25 Risso's Dolphins
10122 p.m. 5 Humpback Whales
10122 a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
35 Risso's Dolphins
5 Harbor Porpoise
10121 Poor weather
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
10120 p.m. 3 Humpback Whales
10/14 p.m. Friendly Humpback Whale
10/14 a.m. Poor weather
10/13 II Humpback Whales
10/12 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
10/12 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales
I Friendly Humpback Whale
10/11 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
10/11 a.m. 7 Humpback Whales
3 Harbor Porpoise
10/10 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
10/10 a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
15 Baird's Beaked Whales
1019 p.m. 10 Humpback Whales
3 Dall's Porpoise
10/9 a.m. 20 Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
250 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
10/8 4 Humpback Whales
10/7 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
Ion a.m. 4 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
350 Risso's Dolphins
300 Northern Righi Whale Dolphins
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1012 17 Humpback Whales
1011 a.m. 7 Humpback Whales
3 Harbor Porpoise
10/1 p.m. 5 Humpback Whales
8 Bottlenose Dolphins
Drawing by
John Green
Whales
Stained
Glass
Coloring
Book
Dover
1992
6 Humpback Whales
1SO Risso's Dolphins
3 Harbor Porpoise
15 Humpback Whales
14 Humpback Whales
350 Risso's Dolphins
16 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
350 Nonhern Right Whale Dolphins
3 Harbor Porpoise
10/6
10/4
1013
10/5
10/18 p.m. 3 Humpback Whales
10/18 a.m. 5 Humpback Whales
10/19 a.m. 9 Humpback Whales
5 Harbor Porpoise
10/17 p.m. 5 Humpback Whales
10/19 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
10/17 a.m. 9 Humpback Whales
8 Harbor Porpoise
10120 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales
10/16 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales
10/16 a.m. 12 Humpback Whales
25 Risso's Dolphins
1O/1S 4 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
350 Nonhern Right Whale Dolphins
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.stan'siles.comJacsmb/
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American Cetacean Society Membership Application ACS Chapter #24:Monterey Bay
( )New Membership/Subscription () Renewal Membership/Subscription ()Gift Membership Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues:
( ) Lifetime $750 () Patron $500 ()Contributing $250 () Supporting $75 () Foreign $45 () Family $45
()Active $35 () Studentrreacher/Senior $25 () Soundings Subscription Only $15 - no membership benefits
Name
----------------------------
Mailing Address _
City, State and Zip _
( ) Check () Master Card () Visa Credit Card No. _
Expiration date _
Signature. _
Make checks payable to ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
Return to: Membersbip Secretary, PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Thank You! Thank You! Soundings is reproduced at a discount by Monterey Copy Center.
Local Whale Watch Companies that have supported this chapter:
Monterey Whale Watching 800 200-2203 And Monterey Bay Whale Watch Center 831 375-4658
